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President's Welcome

' /88b'

The President

National-Louis University
''840 Slicridan Road Evanston, Illinois 60201-1796
708. 475.1100 ext. 2200

r.i

Fax: 708. 256.1057

Dear Student:

'/i

Welcome to National-Louis University!

You have chosen a great University with a long and distinguished history.

Since our beginning in 1886, we have designed academic programs that are sensitive to
the student and responsive to the changing needs of society. 1 know you will find our
faculty to be among the nation's finest and our dynamic staff ready to serve you well.
I am confident that your experience at National-Louis University will be most rewarding
and will exceed your expectations. The entire NLU community joins me in
welcoming you and we look forward to supporting you in this magnificent decision that
you have made.
Sincerely,

Orley R. Rerron, President

National-Louis University

Excelling since 1886 as National College of Education
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THE UMVEUSITY

THE UNIVERSITY

want to fiirtiier llieir education while, continuing to work in their

Statement of Mission

10. Provide appropriate reimincratlon and conditions for
professional and eareei- devf'io|)meiit for all National Louis
I jiiversitv personnel.

11. Provide a variety of ueademic servic(!s and student

commitment to facilitate that access to academic programs, to

12. Develop and maintain effective eomiminication within the
ujiiverstiv. with its publics and with the < oinmunity at large.

programs and .services wliich coniplemeiit ilie aca<loinic
programs, help sliidetus in the acliievernenl of personal and
|)rofe.ssional goals and I'acililaie student di^velopinenl as

1. Educate highly coni[)eient and humane professional
personnel for leadership and service through degree
programs at the pre-bacctilaiireaie. bachelor's, masters,
advanced certifii-ate and doctoral levels.

2. Sustain a university environmenl wlitr'h optimizes learning
and inquiry for students and faculty in the liheral arts,
teacher education, language and academic developmenl.
human services, allied liealth, management, business, attd
any other future areas of study.
3. Emphasize the delopmonl of individutils and organizations
through innovative undergraduate and graduate frrograms
locally, nationally and Internationally.

4. Support teaciiing, research and service that res|jond to and
generate theory <itnl practice.
5. Model (ixcinplary leaciiittg that is based in theory and
applied research iliroiigh the einpioyineni of faculty with
approftriate academic tjuaiificatirtiis and experience.

academic achievement as well as the eflectivcuiess of

acedf^mic programs and services in order to keep programs
and services effective, relevant and well-suited l(t (ho
studtuils thev serve.
'

f

r

7. Move aggressively toward a fiscally secure inslitiiiional
climate reflected in sound budget detusions and ai-adetnic
planning.
8. E-slablislied and maintain a diveise community of sliiflents.
faculty, administration, sttilTand trustees.

9. Recruit and retain appropriate immbers of uridergraduale
atid graduate sliiderjis who have professional promise.

four Chicago-urea campuses and at academic centers in
Northern Virginia/Washinglon, D.C.; St. Louis. Missouri;

diverse society.

Georgia: and Heidelberg, Germany.

National-Louis University:
A Brief History
The institution was founded as National College of
Education in 1886 by Elizabeth Harrison, a pioneer in
elementary and early childhood education. Under Harrison's
leadership. Natiotuil Chillege championed the concept of
kindergarten teaciiing in America and was one of the first
teacher's colleges in the coimfry to offer a fonr-year program
culminating in the bachelor of education degree. National

Accreditation
National-Louis University is accredited by the North

Office of Teacher Ceriificatiou. Department of Education,
Tallahassee, FL 32399.

Tlie Master of Education program in Interdisciplinary
Studies in Curriculum and Instruction does not provide for
teacher certification by the Florida Board of Education. It is

intended only for teachers who already hold certification.

Washington Slate: National-Louis University is autliorized
bv the Washington Higher Education Coordinating Board and
meets the rcf|uircments and minimum educational standards
requirements of the act or the applicability of those
requirements to the institution may contact the board office.

Central Association of Colleges and Schools 30 North LaSalle
Street. Suite 2440. Chicalo. IL 60602 (]'iione:800-621-7440).

The Medical Technology i)rograni is accredited by the National
Accrediting Agency for Clinical Laboratory Sciences. Ihc
Radiation Tlierapy program is accredited Ity tin: Joint Review
Committee on i^iduealion in Radiologie leclniology. Tie

Respiratory Therapy jtrogram is accredited by tin' Joint Review
Committee for Respiratory Therapy Edueation and nie
Commission of Accreditation of Allied Health Lclmation

College also was instrumental in the founding of the PTA and
later played a major role in launching the natioiiul Head Start
program.

for teacher certification.

The institution relocated its main campus from Chicago
to Evatision in 1926. .National-Louis University today
serves sludenls from four (aiin|juses—Evansloii. Wheatoii,
Wheeling, and Chicago—in addition lo an academic center
in suhui'ban IHgin, as well as a fai ility in Wilrnelte.

in obtaining n Florida teaching certificate should contact the

established for degri-e-granting institutions under the Degree
Authorization Act. Any person desiring information about tlie

Programs. The Addictions Counselor Training Program, widiin
the Department of I luman Services, is accredited by the Illinois
Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Professionals Certification
Association, Inc. Selected programs in the National (.ollege of
Education are approved by the Illinois Stale Board of Education

Membership List
National-Louis University maintains insiitulional
memberships in the following organizations:
American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education
American Association of Collegiaie Registrars and
Admissions Officers

American Association of University Women
Aitierican Council on Education

Association of Governing Boar ds
Association for Institutional Research

College and University Personnel Administrators
Council for the Advancement of Experiential Leaniing
Evanston (Illinois) Chamber of Commerce

State Approvals

Federation of Independent Illinois Colleges and Lhiiversities
Illinois Association of College Admissions Counselors

slates and Ileidellierg. Cermnny.

The Universiiy is authorized to operate within specified
community college districts in the Slate ol lllimiis by the Illinois
Board of Lligher Tiducatioji; in .Northern Virginia by the t.ouncil

Institute o! Educational Research

The growth of Iradiiional education programs was foiloweti
by tlie development of [irograms in allied iieailb. applied

of Hivjier Education of the CominonwealtU ol Virginia: in

National Association of College and University Business Officers

Florida by the Slate Board of iiutependeiil Colleges and

National Association of Foreign Student Advisors:

.Natioiial-Loiiis l.niversiiy also has academic cenlers in five

itehavioru! scietKtes. and buman services. The institution

fortJiall} organized llie itiiter progrtims in 1982 iindor (he
Miciiael W'. Louis ScIuxjI of Arts and Sciem'cs.

Another rapid growth area, business programs, ciilniinated
with lb(^ formation in 1989 of the School of .Vlariagement and
Business.

6. Establish an assessrniinl program thai will monitor sftideni

three colleges plus more than 30 academic programs.
The mstitutioii serves nearly 15.000 students annually from its
Milwaukee/Beloil. Wisconsin: Tampa/Orlaiulo. I-lorida; Atlanta,

served those wlio serve others.

In addition to the mission, the university to conunifted to a
defintive set of "inslitiiiional purposes."

National-Louis University offers 13 degrees extending

individuals and as active ami constructive participants in a

For more than a century. .National-Louis University has

Purposes

iiniilcfl English skills.

to the doctoral level and certificate programs across its

The mission of Nafional-Louis University is t4) develop

highJy competent and humane professionals for leadership and
service tlirougli qiialit}' undergraduate and graduate programs.
The University is a private, not for profit, independent,
comprehensive universitv with a mission lo educate a broad
range of indiWdtials. including those who historically have had
limited access to higher education. Central to this mission is the
provide academic support, to integrate knowhrdge across
disciplines, and to encourage the active participation of learners.
The education provided by \alional-i>jnis University enal^le.s
the learner to fulfill personal and professional goals as both a
citizen of an increasingly comple.x society and member of an
emerging global rominunity.

fields, and immigrants ami other language minorities with

Colleges and Universities do not automatically qualify the
liolder for a Florida leaching certificate. Any person interested

The instilulional name. National-Louis I iiiversily. unites

the great name of National College of I'.dueation wuili that of
trustee and benel'aelor Miehael \V. Louis. The l.ouis gift, a
majc)r finaueial gift tliai speariieaded tin' transition in 1990
from college to university, is among the largest lo privali'.
e-diiealioii in tlie stale of Illinois. Three colleges eorniirise
Nalioriai-I.oiiis Universiiy—Naliorial College of T'dueaiion. ihe
College of Art.s and Sciences, and the College of Maiiagemenl
and Business.

Nalionai-i-oiiis Universiiy eoniimies lo serve sludenls who
are traditional to higfier education as well as sludenls who face
.special challenges in eominuiiig llieir ednetiiion. 1'he sludeni
liody ineludes adults wlto are working full time or
contemplating i-areer einmges. teachers and adniinistralors who

Universities of the Morida Department of Education; in Georgia

Illinois Association of Colleges for Teacher Education
Illinois Association of Collegiate Registrars and
Admissions Officers

Association of International Educators

by the Georgia Nonpublie Postsecondary Education

Naltona! Association oi International Educators

Coniniis.sion: in Missouri by the Goordhialing Board for Higher

National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators
National Association of Student Personnel Administrators
National L'niversitv Continuing Education Association
North Central Association of Colleges and Schools

Edu.-alion: and in Wasiiiiiglon, D.C. by the Education
Liccnsure Commission of the District of Columbia. In

Wisconsin, die University has a|)proval of selected course work

for continuing education of teachers from llie Deparlmeiil ol

Northern Illinois Business .Association

Public bislructiou. In addition, the Wisconsin Department ol
Public Instruction has approved the A.l.ninislration and

Society for College and Ihiiversity Plannitig
The College Board

Teueltine in Klemenlnry Erinfttt.nn fnr A-year ,m.v,stonnl
eertilieaUn,..
In Gerntany. li.e I niversity is au,l.nr..cd to
oiicrali'livlliela-rinaoMiiiislryoflMlnealion
Klnri'rla- In lite Stale of 1-l.irirla. Aiational-i.oins I tt.ve.sity

Wilmette (Illinois)(Chamber of Commerce.

Education to operate a» a univtisu)
insiTuction. and to award degrees.

Natioiial-Eouis University^ participates in the SOC program.
For mJire information contact the I niversity Director of
Admissions ami Uecm'ds (847/475-1100. ext. 0-300).

f»r <crlifi...iUon unrl ,1^ Master of Arts ni

holds Resnlar Licensnre fro.n the State Boar,1 of I"'
Colleges. and I'niversities
of the f lortdtt Depa,to u o
rj
.r, o- universitv. to olier programs ol
t

Notiee, (iredit an.l .letirees earned Iro.u eolleges m tht. S at,
of Floritia whirl, are lirense.l hy the State B.an.l "1 Intlepettthm,

West Suburban Post-Secondary Consortium

Service Members Opportunity

Colleges (SOC)

Evanston, IL
THE UNIVERSITY

the College of Management and Business: a majority of these

10

11

students are working adults.

Facilities

Chicago Campus
The Chicago Campus at 18 South Michigan Avenue
occupies five and a half floors of an historic landmark office

building. Facilities include classrooms, developmental skills
laboratories, librarv', bookstore, computer laboratories, and the
Language Institute.

The campus location in the heart of Chicago s active

Wheaton, IL

Wheeling Campus
The opening of National-Louis University's Wheeling
Campus in January, 1994, further exemplifies tlie University's
commitment to making higher education attainable for
working adults.

College of Arts and Sciences, National College of Education, and
the College of Management and Business, the latter of wliich is

National-Louis University had served Wheeling and

scenic Grant Park, the campus is within walking distance to
these and other Chicago cultural and recreational activities..
With classes scheduled during daytime, weekend, and
evening hours, the Chicago Campus furthers National-Louis
University's commitment to serving both traditional and
nontraditional student populations.

Evanston Campus
Milwaukee, III

and Conference Center.

downtown area creates an ideal setting for programs in the

based at the Chicago Campus. Situated one block from the Art
Institute of Chicago, Goodman Tlieater, Orchestra Hall, and

Chicago, IL

Along with the academic programs, the Wheaton Campus
also offers unique services through its Library, Center for
Learning, Teacher Leadership Center, CAS Coimseling Center,

No stranger to Chicago's northwest suburbs,

siirroimding communities for many years by offering courses at
rented facihties. Classes at the X^Tieeling Campus, a permanent
site located near the intersection of Palatine and Wolf Roads,

are easily accessible to busy adults who live and work in
northwest Cook Count)'.

Program options at the Wheeling Campus include
numerous graduate degree programs from National College of
Education, the College of Aits and Sciences, and the College of
Management and Business; upper division undergraduate
degree programs from the College of Arts and Sciences and
National College of Education.

National-Louis University's main campus sits on four acres
on the border of the northern Chicago subimbs of Evanston and

The Wheeling Campus occupies a modern, three-story
office building on approximately seven acres of land.
Approximately 150 University faculty, staff members,

Wilmette at 2840 Sheridan Road.

and administrators are based on the Wheeling Campus.

Academic facilities are housed in Keck Hall and Sutherland

Hall. Keck Hall, recendy renamed after long-time Board of Trustee
Chairman Robert C. Keck, also is the home of the Weinstein Center
for Performing Arts, renowned on the Nortli Shore for attracting
leading musical and dance performers. Sutherland Hall contains
the University Library and the Baker Demonstration School, a
laboratory school serving preschoolers through eighth graders.
Northern Virginia/JVashington, D.C.

Additional administrative and academic offices are located in

former private residences siuroimding tlie main building.
Tlie Evanston Campus also is the site of tlie Baker Residence
Hall which houses faculty offices and living areas for

undergraduate students and those who serve and work with them.
Tampa, FL

Heidelberg. Germany

Wheaton Campus

Academic Centers
Elgin Academic Center
The Elgin Academic Center is conveniently located at tlie
intersection of 1-90 (Northwest Tollway) and Route 31 - less
than 30 minutes west of 1-294. The Center's location in the

beautiful Rlmois Fox Valley can be accessed from any direction.

Tlie Elgin Academic Center boasts a fine faculty drawn
from the metropolitan Chicagoland area. With classes offered
late afternoons, evenmgs and weekends, working adults at the
undergraduate or graduate level can easily attend classes. An
electronic library is provided for student use.

National-Louis University began offering graduate
education classes in the western suburbs in 1976. As these

Elgin. IL

offerings grew to accommodate the population boom in DuPage
County the earlier facilities in Lombard were no longer
adequate to meet the growth in students and program offerings.
The University purchased the former DuPage County
courthouse complex at 200 S. NaperviUe Road, where the
campus moved during the summer of 1998.

Allanla. OA

The campus serves a rapidly growing student body with
upper-level undergraduate and graduate programs m the
College of Alts and Sciences, National College of Education and
St. Loim, MO

fi heeling. IL

The College of Education offers both undergraduate and
graduate programs. The oppommity to complete the Bachelor
of Arts degree and earn Illinois State elementary teaching
certification is available at the Elgin Academic Center. Also
offered is the Master of Arts in Teaching program, designed for
students with undergraduate degrees in fields other than

education. For practicing teachers, two graduate programs, the
Master of Education in Curriculum and Instruction and the

Master of Education in Administration and Supervision, are
available.

THE UNIVERSITY

12

The College of Management and Business offers
undergraduate and graduate programs in an accelerated
learning format for adults. Programs include the Bachelor of
Science in Management and the Master of Science in

The Northern Virginia/Washington, D.C. Center offers the
Bachelor of Science in Management, Master of Science in
.Managerial Leadership, Master of Science in Human Resource
Management and Development, attd the Master of Education in

Managerial Leadership.

Interdisciplinan- Studies in Curriculum and Instruction. Classes

Programs available through the College of Arts and
Sciences are the Bachelor of Arts in Apphed Behavioral Sciences

(in an accelerated format), the Bachelor of .Arts in Psycholog)-,
and the Bachelor of Arts in Human Services. At the graduate
level, the Master of Science in Human Sendees is offered t\dth a
counseling concentration.

St. Louis Academic Center

are offered in a variety of schedules, both during the week and
on tlie weekend, to accommodate the other professional and
personal commitments of tlie adult student population.
The Northern Virginia/Washington, D.C. Center serves
approximately 600 students a year in the greater Washington
D.C. area and provides a full range of university services. These

with the adult learner in mind. The oldest of tlie University's
academic centers, it is steeped in the century-old tradition of
innovation, commitment, and academic excellence that has been

the trademark of the institution since its founding in 1886 as
National College of Education.

The St. Louis .Acad emic Center provides continuing
education for adults employed full time through accelerated
programs in which students attend class at convenient times and

locations close to home or their place of employment.
St. Louis area students can pursue the Bachelor of Arts in
Applied Behavioral Science, the Bachelor of Science in

Management, the Master of Science in Managerial Leadership,
the Master of Science in Human Resource Management and

Development, or the Master of Education in Interdisciplinary
Studies in Cuniculum and Instruction. All classes meet at the
center, in West County, dowiitotvn, in tlie Central West End of

St. Louis, and North and South County locations.
The academic center's facilities include administrative

offices, classrooms, an electronic library and faculty offices.
Currently more than 500 students are enrolled at (he St. Louis

Academic Center. A full range of imiversitv services—including
enrollment counseling, financial services, student affairs,

information and library assistance, and academic
development—are provided at the academic center.

Northern Virginia/Washington, D.C.
Academic Center

The Beloit Academic Center, located in downtowm Beloit.

Wisconsin at 501 Prospect Street is the site for field and cluster
programs offered to residents of southern Wisconsin and
noithern Illinois. The Center opened in 1986.
The Beloit Center facilities include faculty and enrollment

an electronic library and a student affairs representative for its

students, facultv. and/or administrators in the field. Tlie center

students.

also provides a comprehensive international libraiy service
through DoDE.'V (based in Wiesbaden. Germany).

Both the Master of Education degrees in Curriculum and
Instruction and Administi'alion and Supeiwision as well as the

Certificate of Advanced Study in Administration are offered out

resources and library assistance, and acadetnic development.

The Milwaukee/Beloit Academic Center cuiTently serves more

The mission of National-Louis University's Florida
Regional Center Is to assist adult learners in the realization of

their higher educational goals and aspirations through highquality, innovative degree programs and services. Serving a
diverse central Florida population, the center supports class
groups in an eight county region and maintains offices in

Tampa (4890 West Kennedy Boulevard, Suite 100) and
Orlando (604 Courtland Street, Suite 150).
In Eiorida. National-Louis University currentlv offers: the
Bachelor of Arts in Applied Behavioral Sciences; tlie Bachelor of
Arts in Health Care Leadership; the Bachelor of Science in

Management; the Master of Science in Managerial Leadership;
tlie Master of Science in Human Resource Management &
Development; and the Master of Education, Interdisciplinary
Studies in Ciiniculum & Instruction.

Founded in 1988, Florida Regional Center provides a full

range of university services, including enrollment counseling,
academic services, financial services, academic development,
infonTiation and library support, and student affairs.

IVIilwaukee/Beloil Academic Center
The Milwaukee Academic Center, located in suburban

Brookfield at 325 North Corporate Drive, is the administrative
site for field and cluster programs offered to residents of
southeastern Wisconsin. The Center opened in 1984.
Housed in a corporate office park, facilities include
administrative and faculty offices, classrooms, an electronic

The Northein Virginia/Wasliington, D.C. Academic Center
opened in 1986. Two facilities <'omprise the center. In addition

library, and a computer laboratory. Enrollment services,

to University administrative offices, the center, loratetl at 8000

information and library assistance, student affairs, and

been enriched and enhanced by their National-Louis University

Atlanta Academic Center

The Atlanta Academic Center is located in the city of

Atlanta on tlic Northeast Expressway, access road at 1-85 and
North David Hills Road less than five minutes from Atlanta's
downtoNvn business district. Housed in a modern office building,
its facilities include administrative offices, classrooms, a

wliicli represents all Colleges and geographic areas. Dining the

setting for offering evening and weekend degree programs to

Trustees for the University.

working adults in the metropolitan area.

Alumni are an iiivalnaiilc pan of the Univcrsitx\ They
assist with recruitment of students, provide career netts'orking

Academic programs offei'ed tlirough tlie center include the
Bachelor of Arts in Applied Behaxooral Science, the Mastei of
Science in Human Resource Management and Development as

and continuing education opportunities, support student
scholarships and fund raising projects, and serve as

well as continuing education courses in various areas of student

ambassadors-at-largc for students and the University.

mterest.

The Atlanta Academic Center, opened in the spring of
1990, has an enrollment of more than 200 students. A full-time

faculty of six, a professional staff of eight and a full-time library
assistant work harmoniously to further National-Louis
University's mission of expanding educational opportunities to
nontraditioiial students. A full range of university services
including enrollment counseling, financial services, student
affairs, information and library assistance, and academic

development are availalde to studenls at die Atlanta Academic
Center.

Heidelberg Iniernalional Center
In response to the educational needs of Americans abroad.
National-Louis University opened an international Center in
Germany in 1989. Currently situated in Hcidellierg, the Center

area. Additional classroom space and farailty offices are located
at the National Press Building. .529 I4th 8l. N\V. Suite 1125.

Curremiy. the fnlerdisciplinary Studies Department offers
the Master of Educalion Degree in (hirriculiun and Instruction,
and the Educational Leadership Department offers tlie Master

communitv. Occupying three floors of a centrally-located

Washington D.C. Classes are also offered in the Virginia

of Education Degree and tlie Certificate of Advanced Study in

corporations and schools.

the leader of the Association and the .Alunuii Executive Board

tenn of office, the Associat ion President serves on the Board of

offers advanced degree programs in Germany, Italy, and

Administration and Supervision at many locations in

to anyone who graduates front any degree or certification
program offered by the Universitt-. Tlie .Association President is

offices. The location and facilities of the center make it an ideal

academic development services are provided at the academic

southeastern Wisconsin.

The National-Louis University Alumni Association was
established in 1994. Membership in the Association is automatic

computer learning lalioratorv, an electronic libraiy, and faculty

center.

locations in the District of Columbia; and oii-.siie at local

National-Louis University has more than 30,000 alumni
liiina across the countrv and around the world whose lives have

experience. Tite quality education received at National-Louis
University prepared tliem for careers in education, health care,
coniiseling. business, social services, and fine arts.

iiouses lac.ully offices, (deveti classrooms, an eleclrojiic

communities of Woodhridgc, Manas.sas, AJexajidria: at various

Alumni Statement

than 400 graduate students.

Westpark Drive, Mr:Lean Virginia (in the Tysons Corner iirea).
library/infoiJnjaiion resource area and a student, lounge/lab

leadership at designated sites in Europe. The administrative
staff at the center coordinate all activities for classes meeting in

Europe and tliev respoml to anv requests or inquiries from

include enrollment counseling and admissions, academic
advisement, financial services, student affairs, information

Florida Regional Center

Students holding baccalaureate degrees can currently
pursue an international Master of Education (M.Ed.) or
Education Specialisi (Ed.S.), a post-master's degree in teacher

offices and administrative support services. 1 he center provides

of the Beloit office. In addition, extension classes and workshops
are offered at other locations throughout southern Wisconsin.

The St. Louis Academic Center of National-Louis

University, located at Manchester/270, was founded in 1984

THE UNIVERSITY

Fntdand to professionals serving under the Department of
Defiuise Educational Activities (DoDEA) as well as the milifaiy

huildiiif' on Rohrbaciierstrasse. the University offers a complete

range of support services for its students and faculty. The
international center has approximately 600 graduates in

Germany alone, and anticipates further expansions in Europe as
need arises.

The Director for Alumni Relations serves as the liaison

between the University and the alumni, by serving on the
alumni Executive Board and by coordinating events and
projects that keep alumni in touch with the National-Louis
University we are today. The Director also is the editor for the
alunuii magazine, National View, which is our primaiy vehicle
for coinmunication with aliimui. Any questions concerning
aliimni events or benefits should be directed to the Office of

Alunuii Relations at 800-'t43-5522, extension 2842. NationalLouis University alumni link our rich traditions to our vital
preseiU and into our exciting riiture.
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March (continued)
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1996-98 Academic Calendar
1996 Fall Quarter
September
2
Monday

9-13

MondayFridav

Labor Day Holiday (University closed)
Undergraduate orientation and registration;
Chicago/Evanston/WheatonAVheeling/
Elgin Campuses

14

Saturday

Rosh Hashanah*

16

Monday

Fall Quarter classes begin; graduate and
undergraduate - Chicago/Evanston/
Wheaton/Wheeling/EIgin Campuses
Yora Kippur*

23

Monday

24-30 Monday-

1997 Fall Quarter

28

Sunday
Friday

Make-up week*
Good Friday*

September

30

Sunday

Easter*

1

Monday

8-12

MondayFriday

1997 Spring Quarter

Monday

Elgin Campuses

October

Spring Quarter classes begin; graduate and
undergraduate - Chicago/Evanston/

2
11

Tuesday

Passover*

November

Fail Quarter classes end; graduate***/
undergraduate** - Chicago/Evanston/
Wheaton/Wheeling/Elgin Campuses

25
MondayDec.1 Sunday
28-29 ThursdayFriday

6

2-8
24

25
31

Monday

14

Saturday
Stuiday

Thanksgiving Holiday (University closed)

Friday
Hanukkah*
MondaySunday
Make-up Week**
Tuesday
Christmas Eve* (University closed)
Wednesday Christmas* (University closed)
Tuesday
New Year's Eve

1997 Winter Quarter

16-22 MondaySunday

13

and undergraduate - Chicago/Evanston/
Wheaton/Wheeling/Elgin Campuses
20

Monday

Martin Luther King, .Ir., Holiday
(University dosed)

March

23

*

Sunday

Memorial Day Holiday (University closed)

Winter Quajler classes end; graduate***/
undergraduate** Chicago/Evanston/
/ Wheaton/Wheeling/Elgin Campuses

Commencement

Spring Quarter classes end; graduate***/
undergraduate** - Chicago/Evanston/
Wheaton/Wheeling/Elgin Campuses
Make-up week**

April
6

Monday

Spring Quarter classes begin: graduate and
undergraduate - Chicago/ Evanston/
WlieatonAVTieeling/Elgin Campuses

10

Friday
Saturday
Simday

Good Friday*

Monday

Memorial Day Holiday (University closed)

Saturday
Sunday

Commencement

Rosh Hashanah*

11

Yom Kippur*

12

Fall Quarter classes end; graduate***/

25

Passover*
Easter*

May

November

Sunday

Wheaton/Wheelmg/Elgin Campuses
24-30 MondaySunday
27-28 ThursdayFriday

25-28 Wednesday- Undergi'aduate orientation and registration;
Saturday
Chicago/Evanston/Wlieaton/Wheeling/

Elgin Campuses
Monday

Summer Quarter classes begin; graduate
and undergraduate - Chicago/Evanston/
Wheaton/Wheeling/Elgin Campuses

Friday

Independence Day Holiday
(University closed)

14

Thanksgiving Holiday (University closed)
22-28 MondayStmday

December

1-7

MondaySunday

24
25

Wednesday Christmas Eve* (University closed)
Thursday Christmas* (University closed)

June

23-26 TuesdayFriday

25-31 MondaySunday

Undergraduate orientation and registration;
Chicago/Evanston/Wlieaton/Wlieeling/
Elgin Campuses

January
1
Thursday
6-9
Tuesday-

Friday

New Year's Day* (University closed)
Undergraduate orientation and registration;
Chicago/Evanston/Wheaton/ Wlieeling/
Elgin Campuses

12

19

22

Summer Quarter classes end; graduate***/
undergraduate** - Chicago/Evanston/
Wheaton/Wheeling/Elgin Campuses

Make-up week**

1998 Summer Quarter

Monday

Winter Quarter classes begin; graduate

Monday

Wlieaton/Wheeling/Elgin Campuses
Martin Liitlier King, Jr., Holiday
(University closed)

29

Monday

Sunday

Wlieaton/Wheehng/EIgin Campuses
July
4

Saturday

August
23
Sunday

Winter Quarter classes end; gi'aduate***/

undergraduate** - Chicago/Evanston/
Wheaton/Wlieeling/Elgin Campuses

Smtmier Quaiter classes begin; graduate

and undergraduate - Chicago/Evanston/

March

August
24
Sunday

Spring Quarter classes end; graduate***/
undergraduate** - Chicago/Evanston/
Wheaton/Wheeling/Elgin Campuses

Make-up Week**

and undergraduate - Chicago/Evanston/
July
4

June
13

No Classes

1998 Winter Quarter

June

January

Wednesday New Year's Day* (University closed)
Tuesday- Undergraduate orientation and registration;
Friday
Chicago/Evanston/Wheaton/ Wheeling/
Elgin Campuses
Monday
Winter Quarter classes begin; graduate

Fall Quarter classes begin; graduate and
undergraduate - Chicago/Evanston/

1997 Summer Quarter

30

1
7-10

Thursday
Saturday

May

26

15

December

Undergraduate orientation and registration;
Cliicago/ EvanstonA^Qieaton/Wheeling/
Elgin Campuses

undergraduate** - Chicago/Evanston/

June
No Classes

Chicago/Evanston/Wheaton/Wlieeling/

Wheaton/Wheeling/Elgin Campuses

Undergraduate orientation and registration;
Chicago/EvanstonAVheaton/Wheeling/

23

Sunday

31
TuesdayApril 3 Friday

Wheaton/Wheeling/Elgin Campuses
22

24

Monday

April
TuesdaySaturday

March

Labor Day Holiday (University closed)
Undergraduate orientation and registration;
Elgin Campuses

15
1-5

1998 Spring Quarter

24-30 MondaySunday

Independence Day Holiday
(University closed)

Summer Quarter classes end; graduate***/
undergraduate** - Chicago/Evanston/
Wheaton/\^lieeling/Elgin Campuses
Make-up week*'

23-29 MondaySunday

Make-up week**

Make-up week; undergraduate**

Religious holidays included for informational purposes.

Classes missed for rea.sons of holiday and/or cancelled classes need to be made up per instructor arrangement
during ibe rnake-up week.

*** Graduate courses missed for reasons of holiday and/or cancellation need to be made up per instructor arrangement.

* Religious holidays included for informational purposes.
** Classes missed for reasons of holiday and/or cancelled classes need.iCo
dujing the make-up week.

made up per instructor aiTangement

*** Graduate courses missed for reasons of holiday and/or cancellation tteed to be made up per instructor an-aitgement.
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Off-Campus Degree Programs

University Expenses

.Application fee

$ 25.00

Tuition deposit (non-refundable)

75.00

The tuition charges assessed do not cover the full

instructional and operational costs involved in educating a
student. Tlie Universit)' receives additional funding from several
sources including contributions by private individuals and
corporations who recognize the qualitv of education provided by
the University. The University' operates an extensive financial

Tuition:

College of Arts & Sciences
College of Management & Business

assistance program, with over one-half of all full-time students

Credit by Portfolio Fees:

receiving some form of financial assistance for student tuition

Application fee
Per Essay Assessed

and other costs of education.

Registration and tuition fees are established by the Board of
Trustees. These fees are subject to change without notice. The

260.00/QH*
280.00/QH*

100.00
80.00

Undergraduate Extension Progi*ams

1996-97 credit hour fee schedule is as follows:

Tuition; per quarter horn-

Tuhion and Fee Schedule

Application fee

This information is current as of the catalog publication
date. The quarterly bulletins will contain the most current fee

Tuition deposit (non-refundal)le)

information.

Tuition:

Undergraduate Tuition and Fees 1996-97
On-Campus Programs
Application fee
Tuition deposit (non-refundable)

$ 25.00
75.00

Tuition:

Summer(1996)
Fall, Winter. Spring
Full-time/FWS; @ ISQH/term
Fuli-time/ierin @ 15 QH

National College of Education
(Oii-Campus Programs)

National College of Education
(Off-Campus Degree Programs)
College of Arts & Sciences
(Oii-Campus Programs)
College of Management Si Busmess
(On-Campns Programs)
College of Management & Business

(Off-Campus Programs)

250.00/011
250.00/OM
11,250.00
3,750.00

Fees:

Course audit fee (not for credit)
Same as credit fees
Credit by proficiency
80.00
Fees for private applied music lessons
for academic credit - in addition

to regular tuition

125.00/QH

Graduate Tuition and Fees 1996-97

1996-97

Weekly rates - Room only

General Fees

Board: A La Carte

Double room

Miller Analogies Test fee

5 40.00

Single room
Double-as-single

17
82.00

99.00
123.00

Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal
Late registration fee
Processing fee for withdrawing from courses with

15.00
30.00

tuition refund

25.00

Duplicate transcript of records, per copy
Next day service, per copy
Transcript witli completion statement

5.00
10.00
10.00

Special letters

10.00

Course descriptions

10.00

Grade letters
Graduation fee
Certificate fee

10.00

Guest rates: Overnight rooms—^AU rooms $20.00 per person per

50.00

night

50.00

Diploma rc-order (each time)

25.00

* Point Plans;(A) 16,000;(B) 20,000;(C)31,000

Resident students pay both room and board charges for each
period of registration.
Room deposit fee/damage fee
(non-refnndable after 8/1/94)
Non-National-Louis University students

50.00
100.00

Student I.D. Replacement fee
DefeiTed Payment Plan fee

25.00/Term

Extended Pa>Tnent Plan fee

20.00

Late Payment fee
$ 25.00
75.00

Payment Plan finance charge: 1-1/2% per month on
outstanding balances

Returned check/credit card rejection fee

25.00

Room and Board 1996-97
370.00/SH

Room

Board*

Roo™ ^

370.00/SH*

Per Quarter

A

B

C

A

B

C

370.00/SH
Double

370.00/SH

425.00/SH*

room

790

790 832 978

1,580 1,622 1,768

Single
room ■

978

790

978

1,768 1,810 1,956

as-single 1,178 790 832 978

1,968 2,010 2,156

832

Double-

Graduate Extension Programs
Tuition: per semester hour

$185.00/SH

* Inclusive of costs for books and other instructional materials.

. . . vm

Three Quarters (Fall, Winter, Spring)
Double

room

2,370 2,370 2,496 2,934

4,740 4,866 5,304

2,934 2,370 2,496 2,934

5,304 5,430 5,868

as-single 3,534 2,370 2,496 2,934

5,904 6,030 6,468

Single

room
Doulde-

20.00/QH

.
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Academic Programs Overview

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

College of Arts and Sciences

Evanston

Chicago Metropolitan Area
College of Arts and Sciences

College of Management and Business

National College of Education

Management"

Early Childhood Education

Radiation Therapy
Respiratory Care

College of Management and Business

National College of Education
Theatre Arts

Chicago

Applied Behavioral Sciences*

Accounting

Early Childhood Education

English

Business Administration/

Elementary Education

Health Care Leadership*

Wheaton

Applied Behavioral Sciences*

Elementary Education

Health Care Leadership*

Marketing
International Business Specialization

Human Services

Human Services
Human Services/

Computer Information Systems 5c Management

Human Seivices/

Alcohol/Substance Abuse Studies

- Management*

AJcohoi/Substance Abuse Studies**

Human Services/

Gerontology Specialization

Human Services/

Gerontology Specialization**

Human Services/Psychology

Human Services/Psychology**

Human Services/

Social and Behavioral Studies

Human Services/
Social and Behavioral Studies

Liberal Arts Studies
Liberal Arts Studies

Mathematics/Quantitative Studies

Mathematics/Quantitative Studies

Psychology

Psychology

Evanston

Applied Behavioral Sciences*

Wheeling
Management"

English

Early Childhood Education

Human Services

Elementary Education

Human Services/

Alcohol/Substance Abuse Studies**

Health Care Leadership*

Himian Semces/Psychology**

Human Services

Hiunan Services/

Human Services/

Social and Behavioral Studies

Alcohol/Substance Abuse Studies**
Human Services/

Gerontology Specialization**
Human Services/Psychology

Healtli Care Leadership*

Elgin

Applied Behavioral Sciences*

Management*

Human Services

Psychology

Human Services/

Social niui Behavioral Studies

Liberal Arts Studies
r

Mathejnati(;s/Quanutative Studies

* Offered in Field experience program model at locations throughout metropoiitan area.

** Some required specialty courses may not be offered on each campus ever)' academic year. Consult the University Class Schedule
for current information.

* Offered in Field experience program model at locations tliroughout metropolitan area.

Elementary Education

21
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Out-of-State Academic Centers

St. Louis, MO

College of Arts and Sciences

College of Management and Business

Applied Beha\ioraI Sciences*

Management*

Northern, VA/

Washington, D.C.

Management*

Florida Regional
Academic Center

Applied Behavioral Sciences*

Management*

Health Care Leadership*
Atlanta, GA

Applied Behavioral Sciences*

* Offered in Field experience program model at locations throughout metropolitan area.

National College of Education

College of Arts and Sciences
25
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COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

College of Arts and Sciences
The College of Arts and Sciences supports the academic
objectives of National-Louis University with an excellent
teaching faculty and innovative instructional programs.
Although tlie core disciplines of the College continue to be the
traditional liberal arts and sciences, tlie College's educational
philosophy emphasizes the application of theon^ to practice.

26

Consequently, the College's related professional programs are
exceptional examples of practitioner-oriented education. These
instruction programs are offered by faculty members committed
to maximizing student achievement. With tlie use of carefullv

tailored student assessment practices and appropriate
supplemental instruction, the College of Arts and Sciences
insures that each student has the opportunity to realize the
highest level of personal excellence.
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COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Health Care Education

28

Division of Health and Human
Services

AUied Health Programs
Tlie Allied Wealth Department offers programs to prepare
students for initial entry into health professions as well as career

advancement. Degree programs leading to professional careers
include Medical Technology, Radiation Therapy, and

Program Admission Requirements

Students entering the program may be encouraged to enroll
in the course, Blueprints for Lifelong Learning. Tliis course
allows tlie students to:

1.

prerequisite study, students must apply for admission to the
professional program of tlieir choice.
Allied health professionals who have obtained their
professional credentials may seek career advancement through
the Health Care Leadership program. Students are given
opportunities to develop skills in health care team building,
supervision, education, and leadership, lechnical and

professional preparation are combined with additional upper
level course work to meet degree requirements. The program is
designed to meet the needs of working adults.

examine past achievements, current skills, and
interests.

2.

3.

define personal and professional goals,
develop an educational plan for achieving their goals,
including degree completion with assistance of an

Respiratory Care. These programs are offered in collaboration
with several area hospitals and involve substantial periods of
intensive clinical instruction. After completion of required

academic advisor.

Formal admission to the Health Care Leadership Major
and enrollment in the intensive specialty courses sequence
require the following:
1. licensure, registration or certification in a heallli care
profession or employment in a health related field,
2.
a minimum of 90 quarter hours (or 60 semester hours)
of transferable credit. These credits may be earned
through National-Louis University course work,
transfer credit, credit by exam and credit by
proficiency. A maximum of 60 quarter hours of
teclinical credit may be included,
3.

Allied Health—Administration Minor
Allied Health—Education Minor
Tile Allied Health—Administration and Allied Health
Education minors are available to students in related programs.

a grade point average of 2.0 or above (on a 4.0 scale)
in all postsecondary work.

4.
5.

A minimum of 30 quarter hours selected with advisor approval

two letters of recommendation from persons qualified
to judge academic or professional expertise,
completion of academic skills assessment. (Depending
on the results of this assessment, the academic plan
may include Strategies for Effective Learning, other
preparatory courses or provisional status.)

from Allied Health, Human Services, Management, Education,
or related courses must be successfully completed.

Health Care Leadership Program (B.S.)
The Bachelor of Science in Health Care Leadership is

designed to meet the needs of adult learners whose primary
focus is the health care field. The major is particularly suited to

General Studies Requirements

INT300

.n \
/t

Blueprints for Lifelong Learning

wish to enhance their career opportunities by developing
proficiencies in management, supervision, leadership,

Health Care Leadership Requirements

und education.

AHA430

The program is delivered in an accelerated format
oonsisling of four 13-week tenns with classes held one night a

AHA431

week. The classes are highly interactive and practical in nature,

AHA432

Human Resource Development
for Health Care Supervisors
Principles of Health Care Supervision
Financial and Physical Resource

2QH

48 QH
3
5
4

Administration
AHA440

Health Care Systems

and cognitive elements of the progratn. The four requited terms

AHA441

focus on the following themes:

AHA442
AHE430

Health Care Planning and Evaluation
Ethical and Legal Issues in Health Care
Educational Delivery in Health Care

AHE431

Presentations Skills in Health Care

4

AHE432

Educational Assessment iu Healtli Cave

4

Health Care Teatn Building
Health (iare Supetwision

it'

69 QH

Humanities (9 QH minimum)
Natural Sciences and/or Mathematics (9 QH minimum)
Behavioral Sciences (9 QH minimum)
Additional courses in above ai-eas to total 69 QH

licalili care professionals who possess essential clinical skills but

f^arcfully sfruclured readings, written assignments, exercises,
aod applied term projects support the information acquisition

29

Flealth Care Systems/Leadership

5
4

3
4

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
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Overview of Health Care Delivery
Effective Interpersojial Relationships

General Studies Requirements

LAP340
LAS331

D)Ttamics of Group Behavior

Hiunanitio.s

AHG400

50 QH

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

AH.M403A

3

All Radiation Therapy students mtist pass a course in
Cai'diopulmonary Resuscitation as prescribed bv the American
Heart Association before they complete the professional
sequence of the program. The program is accredited bv the Joint

Medicine

1

Review Committee on Education in Radiologic Technology.
The progi-am has affiliations with six area hospitals for the

Clinical Inimunohematology/Transfusion
Medicine Laboratory 1

3

affiliates are;

Glinical 1 Icrniitology/Coagulalion
2

Lahoralorv 1

AHM403B

Clinical Mcmaiology/Coagulation

AHM404

{liiiical Inimunnheinatology/Transfusion

Laboratorv 11

Electives to total 180 cjiiarter hours (inclurling mfixiinuin of 60
quarter hours of technical credit). A student in the Healtii Care

Leadership Program may earn elective and general siudies
credit through National-Louis University course work, transfer

Funrlamentals of Composition

L.\i:ioi
LAE102
LAE305
LAE320

credit, credit by exam, credit by proficiency and credit by

Gomposilioii atid Litefattire
Philosophv of Ahdites & Ethics OR
Philosophv of Deatli Sc Uying

AHM40-1A
A1-1M404B

Humanities Elective

portfolio.
AHM405
AHM40.=iA
AHM40.5B
AHM408
AH.M409

Behavioral Science

Total Minimum Hours

laOQH
Introductorv Social Science
LAP100

Medical Technology Program (B.A.)

General Psychology
Behavioral Science OR
Social Science elective

The baccalaureate tlegree program in Medical Technologyis offered in collaboration with The Evanston Hospital and
Lutheran General Hospital. The first three vcars at

Natnral Science

National-Louis University consist of a balanced program of
liberal arts and .sciences with an cmpha.sis on the application of
the sciences to the clinical laboratorv. The professional

LAN110

(h'ticral Biology

LA\351*

General Phvsics

AHM410
AHM410A
AH.M410B
AHM411
AHM411A

Mathematics

affiliates and provides clinical education specific to the

Medical Technology Reqiiireinenls
Pieciinical Re(juircineiils
LAM III

examinations.

The program is accredited by the National Accrediting
Agency for Clinical I.aboratory Sciences.
Medical Technology combine.s the health profes-sional s
goals of caring. Iielping. and healing in .support of patient care.
The medical technologist performs a variety of tests in the
clinical laboratf>ry for tiie purpose of tliagnosiiig disease,
evaluating the tvpc of treatment to be etriployed. and
monitoring the im[)licalions pertaining to the cause of disciise.
Many career tipportunities oiilsiile the tnedical laboratory are
also available.

Program Admission Requiremenfs

LAN2()()
LAN205

Logarithin/Trigonomctry Unit
{if taking College Math)
Anatomy and Physiology I
Anatomy and Physiology II

5
5

LAi\251*
LAN302*

Z«)ology

5

LAN358*

Orgtinic Cliemi.sfiT

7

5

LAN360*

Biochemistry

5

LAN364

Quantitative Analysis

5

J..AN36f)

Biostatislics

5

LAN4()0

Genetics

5

LAN410

Fundamentals of linmimology

5

LAN411
LA.N412*

.Vlicrobiology
.Medical .Microitiology

AHM301

Introduction to Heniatology and

Eleclives (2)

5
5
10

lni]mtnohemaiolog\ScieiK'c elective ()R Pathologv

one year of clinieal ediieation at one of the affiliated hospitals. A
baccalaureate degree is mandatorv to be <4igible to .sit lor liie

Glinical Requirements

maintain minimum .science ntid ciimitiiiiive grade point

tiverHg<!s of 3.0/4.0. rransfer siufleiits with college crcflit will be
evaltialed on an iTuiividiml bttsis, Placement in a specific clinictil

AHM400

affiliatfr is deterittined bv a Boarrl of Admissions til each

AI 1,V1402A

hospital.

AH:VI4(}2(3

I'lirther information concerning progrtirri reijiilrctnents can

be lf)uiid in the Medi/al Technology Prf>gram Sttitleni
Handbook..^11 univer.sity acadettiic rcfjutreinent.s iimst jje met.

AllM-+n2

Orientation to Clinical Uahoratory Science
(hnir-al .Microbiologv

A1IM402(;

(hiiical Microbiologv Uabortitoiy I
Clinical .Vlici-obioiogy Laboraioiy I!
(hiiical Parasitolog\7Mycolf)g\'

AiiM4n2n

(hnictii \ irol(jg\

AilM40.3

(ilinictil Hcmaiolotrv/f kaignlalion

1

Clinical Imiminoserology Laboratory I
Ciini<-al Imiminoserology Laboratoiy II

2
2

Ltitlieran General Hospital. Park Ridge
Noithwest Comnumity Hospital. .Arlington Heights
Northwestern Memorial Hospital. Chicago

Phlebolomy

1

Clinical Laboratoiy Science

Management/Education

1

Clinical Biochemistiy

3

Clinical Biochemisiiy Laboratory^ 1
Clinical Biochemistry Laboratoiy II
Body Fluids

3

Program Admission Requirements

Students seeking admission to the Radiation Therapy

1

Program mttst first gain admission to the Universm" and tlien
complete at least 4-5 quarter hours of college level course work
vsnth a minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.0 on a 4.0
scale. The following prerequisite courses are required for
admission to the clinical sequence:

2

Bodv Fluids Laboratory

Resurrection Hospital, Chicago
St. Francis Hospital, Evanston

3

183 QH

Englisli cnmpetciicy examination or by passing Fundamentals
of Compo.sition (I^AElOl) and Composition and Literature
(LAE102) at National-Louis University with grades of "C"

LAElOl
LAH320

or better.

LAM 110

* Students who meet the residency requirements will also earn a

LANllO

science concentration.

LAN200

LAN205

Prercquisiteifor clinical vem' coiisi.si of successful completion
of all general studies ami pre-clinical requirements. Minimum
cumulative and .science averages of 3.0/4.0 tnust be earned

**

Pofore placement at a clinical site. Students must meet
"uininiiim academic criteria for each eourso to earn the
PtUfalaureale degree ami eligibility for certification.

Radiation Therapy Program (B.A.)
This baccalaureate degree program with a professional
sequence educates therapists for hospital staff positions to
It may be possible for some students to complete the

45QH

LAH305
LfVMlll

^'eliver a planned course of radiation therapy to cancer patients.

certification e.vatninatir)ns.

To be fonsideicd ff)r the clinical exfxM-jcrice, .students must

The Evanston Hospital, Evanston

Clinical Immimoscrology

1

5

The curriculum in Medical Technology consists of three

years in the pnicliniea! area at .NalitJiial-Loiiis University and

88 QH

Inorganic Chetiiistiy I
Inorganic Chemistry II

!.iVN250*

2

Studeni.s mu.st demonsii'ate English competency by passing the

laboratory sciences.

At the completion of the program, and a Bachelor of Arts
degree with a concentration in Medical Technology is awarded,
the student is eligible to sit for the national certification

Clinical hnmunohematology/Transfusion
Medicine Laboratory II

Total Minimum Hours

component in the fourth year is hospital-based at one of the two

purpose of providing the clinical education. The clinical

professional requitemenls for cetiification to The American

Regrsiry of Radiologic Teclmologisis (AHRT), before completing

^Re re(|nireineiits of the degree. Radiation Ihetapy stut ents dic

"Uly required to lake a single major concentration. Ihey may
eP'ct to take an additional minor or major ol iheir choice.

Entering smdenls should consult tiie program .Itrector early
their studte.s and must follow established course sequences to
ttvoid delays in program completion.

naJiograpluTs wilh A.A. or A.S. degiecs may ba awarded

advanced standing in the program.

LAPlOO
AHG102

Fundamentals of Composition
Philosophy of Deatli and Dying OR
Philosophy of Values and Ethics
College Math OR
Log/Trig Unit
General Biology
Analomv and Physiology-1
Anatomy and PhysioIog\- II
General Psvchology
Medical Terminologt"
IntToductoi-y course in computers

All Language Institute and developmental courses
prescribed based on entry testing must be completed before
program admission.

Students should contact the Program Director for
information about program application procedures and
deadlines. Admission is currently limited to 25 students per
year. If space is available, individual prerequisite courses may
be deferred with Allied Health Department approval. Early
application is encouraged. Students who miss the application
deadline or are not accepted for the clinical sequence may be
considered for the following year.
Students considering application to the program shonlcl be
aware of the pliysical requirements for the performance of the
clinical objectives. Technical .standards are avuilablc Irom the

Program Director. Students imisl be at least 18 year.s of age
i)efore being permitted to register for clinical courses.
Transfer sludenis are welcome; advanced standing will be
determinetl in a review of their transcripts. Before admission to
the clinic, students will be required to have a physical
examination and cliest x-rav. complete Itlood count, urinalvsis.
and tuhercnlin skin test. The appropriate data must be
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submitted to the Program Director no sooner than six months
prior to the first clinical day.
General Studies Requirements

56 QH

Students must demonsiTatc English competency by passing

the English competencv examination or bv passing

Fundamentals of Composition (LAElOl) and Composition and
Literature (LAE102) at National-Louis University wdth a grade
of "C" or better.

Humanities

* These courses may be counted toward a science concentration.
LAElOl
LAE102

Fundamentals of Compositdon
Composition and Literature

** In addition to the radiation therapy professional

LAH320**

Philosophy of Death and Dying

requirements, these General Studies courses are required for

Humanities elective

certification to the ARRT.

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

prerequisite courses. Applicants and students in clinical
rotations are required to comply with all procediu"cs and policies

Professional Sequence and Clinical Courses

including infectious disease screening and immunization
requirements established by the University and its clinical

AHP301*

Pulmonarv' Phvsiologv

5

AHP302*

PuLmonarv' Patliolog)'

5

affiliates. Transfer students are welcome; previous work is

AHP303*

5

evaluated on a course-by-course basis.
Further information concerning program requirements can

AHP311

Cardiovascular Diseases and Therapy
Patient .Assessmeni/Medical Gas Therapy

AHP312

Airway Care

5

be found in the Respiratory Care Program Student Handbook.
Although the professional courses and clinical rotations must be
completed in a prescribed sequence, students have considerable
flexibility in designing their total academic program. All
students seeking the B.A. degree must complete at least 180

AHP313

Respiratoiy Care Pharmacolog\'

3

AHP411

Mechanical Ventilators

5

AHP412

.AHP431

Pulmonaiy Diagnostics
Respirator)^ Critical Care
Respiratoiw Care Specialties

quarter hours.

AF1P481

Clinical Practice 1

6

AHP482

Clinical Practice 11

6

AHP483

Clinical Practice HI

5

AHP484

Clinical Practice IV

6

AHP499A

Cun'cnt Topics in Respiratorw Care 1

2

AHP499B

Current Topics in Respiraton" Care II

2

AHP421

Natural Science

Respiratoiy Care Progi'am (B.A.)

LAN200**

College Mathematics
Logarithm/Trigonometry Unit
General Biology
Anatomy and Physiology I

LAN205**

Anatomy and Physiology II

LAMllO**

LAMlll**
LANllO**

Behavioral Science

LAPlOO

General Psychology

5

Introductory Course in Social Science

5

Behavioral Science elective

5

Radiation Therapy Requirements

105 QH

The baccalaureate program is offered in collaboration with
clinical affiliates in the Chicago area. Freshmen begin their
studies wuth a balanced program of liberal arts and science
courses. Tlie professional sequence t^'pically begins in the junior
year. Respiratory Care didactic courses are integrated with
clinical rotations in area hospitals.
The professional component of the program is a
continuation of the hospital-based program offered bv the
University of Chicago Medical Center. As such, it is the oldest
accredited respiratory therapy educational program in current

Humanities

operation. The University of Illinois at Chicago Hospitals,

lam 110

College Matliematics

Columbus Hospital, Evanston Flospital and Northwestern

LANllO
LAN 11OL

General Biology
General Biology Lab

LAN250
LAN250L

Inorganic Chemistry
Inorganic Chemistry Lab

Memorial Hospital act as clinical affiliates for the program,
2

AFIC102
AHR200*

Medical Terminology
Introduction to Radiation Therapy

5

AHR201

Patient Care

5

AHR202

Imaging Techniques in Medicine

2

AHR203*
AHR313*

Radiation Physics I
Radiation Physics 11

5
5

AHR314

Radiation Protection

2

AHR315

Quality Assurance

2

AHR412*
AHR413*

Oncology
Radiation Biology

5
2

5

AHR415

Radiation Research Seminar

AHR416
AHR417
AHR418
AHR420*

Radiation Oncology 1
Radiation Oncology II
Dosimetry
Pathology

5

AHR481

Clinical Practicum I

8

AHR482

Clinical Practiciun II

6

AHR483

Clinical Practicum III

6

AHR484

Clinical Practicum IV

10

AHR485

Clinical Practicum V

AIIR481S

Practicum Seminar I

AHR482.S

Practicum Seminar 11

AHR483S

Practicum Seminar III

AHR484S

Practicum Seminar IV

AHR485S

Prapticum Seminar V

LAM107

5
5
5

Program Admission Requirements
Enrollment, in the Rcspirattuw Care Program is limited to
the number of available clinical rotation.s. Application to the
professional sequence will normally occur during the spring
quarter of the second year. If space allows, students can be
admitted to an extended professional sequence option which
involves taking one Respiratory Care course pei- (juarter.
(Typically these courses are AI-IP30I, .AHP302 and AHP303.)
Students are expected to have a G.P.A. of 3.0 on a 4.0 scale in

Utifization of Microcomputers OR

Electives Under Advisemenl

adding great diversity of clinical experience available for
students. The program is accredited by the Commission of
Accreditation of Allied Health Education Programs and the
Joint Review Committee for Respiratoiw' Tlicrapy Education.
This unique model combines intensive hospital training
with tlie solid academic foundation of a baccalaureate program
to enhance the prospects for continuing professional growth and
development. Upon completion of the professional sequence
requirements (typically at the end of the fall quarter of the
senior year), the student is recognized as a Graduate
Respiratory Therapist and is qualified to take the National
Board for Respiratoiy Care (.NBRC) Entiy Level Examination.
After passing this examination, graduates are eligible for the
Advanced Practitioner (Registr)-} Examinations. Students may
elect to seek employment while completing degree requirements
on a full- or part-time basis. The final (juarters of the degree
program involve completion of B.A. requirements.

8

an Introductory Computer Course
19

their preparatory studies. Exceptions will lie evaluated on an
individual basis. The final admission decision will be based on

Total Minimum Hours

180 QH

General Studies Requirements

academic performance in general studies and required

50 QH

LAElOl

Fundamentals of Composition

LAE102

Composition and Literature

Electives

Humanities elective
Humanities elective

Total Minimum Horns

LAH320

Philosophy of Death and Dying OR

Respiratory Care Requirements

LAMlll
LAN205
LAN250L
LAN351
LAN351L

LAN411
LAN411L

Logarithm/Trigonometiy Functions
Anatomy and Physiology R

Anatomy and Physioiogj' II Lab
General Physics

General Physics Lab
Microbiology

Microbiology Lab

6
6

38

180 QH

School Nurse Certification Progi-am

General Psychologj^ QB
Life Span Development
Introduction to Economics OR

Medical Tenninology

2

* These com-ses can be taken in the extended sequence option.

Social Science elective
Social Science elective

AHG102

5

of ''C or better.

Behavioral Sciences

Required Prerequisite Courses

33

Students must demonstrate English competency by passing
the English competencv examination or by passing
Fundamentals of Composition (LAElOl) and Composition and
Literature (LAE102) at National-Louis Universitv with grades

Natural Sciences

LAPIOO'
LAP203
LASI 15

74 QH

18 QH

Registered nurses with a bachelor''s degree may complete
the requirements for school nurse certification as part of the
master's in education degree offered by National College of
Education (see Graduate Catalog for additional infonnation).
Undergraduate students who plan to seek admission to this
program should contact tlie School Nurse Progi-am Director for
information on prerequisite courses and admission
requirements. Advanced undergraduate students may be
permitted to enroll for School Nurse Program courses with
peraiission of the School Nurse Program Director.

2
1
5
0

Human Services Progi'ams

5
0

Department of Human Services programs are designed to

5

assist students in developing a broad understanding of the

0

issues concerning human services through coursework and
practical application. Stmlenis w ork in team efforts with experts
to develop jirofessional skills and gain experience.

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

The Department offers both undergraduate and graduate
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level career preparation for the field of human services. The

muJtidisciplinary studies of the baccalaureate program assist the

student in establishing a core foundation of common helping
skills and knowledge while encouraging studies of unique
interest to the student. The graduate programs offer additional
opportunities for the development of advanced knowledge and
skills in a number of specialized areas.
The philosophical foundation of the field of human services

IS reflective of an eclectic model. This blending of theory with
specific skills prepares the students to:
1.

Respond to the needs of diverse persons or groups with
appropriate holistic approaches.

2.

Provide direct care to clients.

3.

Work in many types of agency and community service
settings and programs.

4.

Assume decision-making responsibihties at a variety of
direct service and programmatic levels.

All undergraduate students in tlie Department of Human
Seiwices are admitted to the Social and Behavioral Studies

Program for preprofessional study. Upon completion of
preprofessional requirements, the student may continue in the
Social and Behavioral Studies Program or seek admission to one

of the Hiunan Service professional studies sequences.
The Human Services professional studies sequence begins

in the jumor year of study. It includes course work addressing

advanced clinical studies, practicums in clinical affiliates,
specialization course work, and electives under advisement.

Entrance into the Professional Studies Sequence is dependent
upon successful completion of Preprofessional Studies
requirements and the recommendation of the Human Services

^culty. Additional detail is provided in the Human Services
Department Undergraduate Handbook. Program policies and
programmatic revisions contained therein may supersede the

general descriptions and explanations set forth in this catalog.
Undergraduate students may, with undergraduate advisor
approval, enroll in selected graduate-level course work.

PreProfessional Requirements

C. A grade of"D" in any Human Services course requires
a repeat of the course.

D. If a student who has declared Human Services as

his/her major receives more than one "In Progress" during any
academic year (for otlier than health reasons), the student will
automatically be placed on provisional status if accepted into

the program. The student will be notified in writing when
placed on provisional status. A tliird such "In Progress" will

•

• iiuiintain a physically clean, neat, and appropriate

the required 55 credits in General Education Requirements.

Handbook for more <lciails.)

F. Students must successfully have passed the English
Competency Test or its equivalent as defined by the

department, before admittance to tlie professional sequence
Transfer Studlenf Requirements

In addition to the graduation requirements for all

baccalaureate degree programs, students transferring into an
undergraduate program sponsored by the Human Service

Department must include at least one advanced techniques
course and one quarter of practicum in the upper division
comse work taken at National-Louis University. A maximum

■ of five quarter hours of practicum credit from other approved

institutions may he applied tb practicum requirements;
additiona] credits may he counted as electives. (See the Human'
Services Department Undergraduate Handbook for additional

details.) Students in the Human Services and Psychology
Program must complete at least 10 quarter hours of upper
division work in each department at National-Louis University.
To insure coverage of essential professional requirements, ail
CQurse.s .selected to meet the rniniimim ..ppj^r divic;^„
residence requirements mu.st be appmvPrl Ky Hip

(Sec Human Services Department Undergraduate

•
hi addition to the usual academic c.xpeciaiions, the faculty

of the Depurtmeni of i liimaii Services emphasizes that student
success also means (lernon.sirating responsible and ethical
behavior towards self and ollicrs. Eadi student pursuing Iminan

It is a student's obligation to read and become familiar with
tlieir rights and obligations as further explained in the General

students responsilile altitudes and heliavior with respect to drug
t'se. Any inappropriate or abusive drug use may necessitate a
uiceting witli the program coordinator and tlie student may he

requested to engage in licatincnt before continuing tlie Human
Services sequence.

Recovering alcoholics and recovering substance ahuscrs

uhstinence requirement for most course work, it is strongly
recommended that recovering persons register for piacticiim

courses only if tliey iiave one year of ahstinenee/sobriety. All
recovering persons'shonid feel'free to meet with the program

To provide the student witli experiences upon which to

coordinator or their advisor to clarify conflicts between tlie field
at large and tlie student's recovery program.

To provide the student with an arena to practice tlie
application of human services theories and techniques

student may lie requested to stop the praclitaim; it is strongly

in field settings.

To provide the student with an opportunity to discover

4.

To broaden the student's concept of human services

his/Iier professional sti-engths and weaknesses.

agencies and provide experiences which will expand

If Hrug ahnse occurs during the practicum course, the

recommended ilial the student he abstinent for at least three

loomhs before returning to the practicmii site. In addition, the
student may he rec|iiested to verify that lie or she is engaged in
an appropriate abuse rrealniciU program before conlimiing tlieii
Ilnimiu Services .studies at National-Eouis I iiiversily.

the student's understanding of human behavior.
5.

To provide the college with a practical setting for

Human Services Sliideni Miniuuini Pcrforniaiu'c

evaluating student performance.

^^riteria

6.

To establish and enhance communication between

be accepted provisionally into the Professional Studie.s Sequence

7.

To offer practitioners an opportunity to cooperate and

agencies and college,

serve the profession through the preparation of new
professionals.

responsibilities.

Infoniiutioii section of tliis catalog as well as policies contained
I lie pursuit of study iu Iliumui Services demands of all

build his/her professional career.

3.

influence of alcohol or nonprescription drugs.
• demonstrate an ability in class and practicum to
separate his/iier ov^ii personal issues from professional

Policy Statement for Students in Human Services

studies arc less viiliierahle to relapse. WTiile there is no

1.

relationships.
not come to school, class, or practicum under the

Student Rights and Appeals Processes

Human Services Practicum

student, agency, and university are:

•

maintain professional relationsliips with clients and
agency staff and refrains from personal social

Services study is expected to subscribe to the code of ethics and
to abide by the Department's policy on attitudes mul beliavior
\rith respect to drug use, as puhlislied in the Human Services
Department Lndergraduale Handbook.

acadeniTc advisor

The specific purposes of the practicum program for the

professional appearance.

• refrain from unprofessional attention getting behavior.

Professional Ucspoiisibiliiy in Hunian Service Work

fttee a significant challenge in leai'iiing to see tlieii recovery
programs in ilic context of the field at large. Those wlio iiave at
Irast one year of snliriely/alistinence before beginning their

point average in the above courses for consideration for
acceptance into the Professional Studies Sequence.
under exceptional circumstances,

directions of the Human Services program and field
placement agencies.
demonstrate honesty in all matters.
respect the rights of others.

for the practicum to cover this expense.

Human Service elective

If a student has a CPA lower than 3.0 (B), he or she may

• follow policies and procedures and supervisory

result in dismissal from the program.
E. Students must complete a minimum of 35 credits of

Intervention

B. The ^tudent will need to maintain a 3.0 (B) grade

total hours).
Eacli student must he covered by malpractice insvirance

•

Introduction to Human Services

1 heory and Techniques of Crisis

expei-iences. Eadi ))lac(;mem consists of a miniimun of 15 hours
a week for 20 weeks or 2 consecutive quarters (miiiimuin of 300

specific course and program criteria, each Human Services
student is expected to:

during the time he/she is participating in the practicum

2.

Introduction to Applied Croup Process
Principles and Dynamics of Inteiwiewing

Tile prneticiim program in all cuniculums besides Human

Serviccs/Psyciiology consists of two separate placement

program. Tlie stndcnt will i)C assessed a fee upon registration

A. Human Services Courses
HSClOl
HSC102
HSC;201
HSC202

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

It is llie responsibility of the Human Services faculty to

assess students regularly in relation to liieii- aeadenuc progress
anti professional development. Students are expected In meet
Rte minimum criteria at all times, faculty le.'^ents i it tip U to f

rciain only those students who meet the defined nnni.m.ni

criteria for professional courses ami |jrograms. In ad.in ion to

within die Student Guidebook.
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Students must demonstrate English competency by passing

36

Social and Behavioral Studies Progi*am (B.A.)
The Social and Behavioral Studies curriculum is an

academic program designed for individuals who wish to pursue
the Human Services Program without completing the clinical
practice requirements. This program is appropriate for
individuals who have already completed initial professional
certification or for those who seek general academic preparation

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

20 QH

Professional Studies Sequence

LAH120

the English competency examination or bv passing

Fundamentals of Composition (LAElOl) and Compo.sition and
Literature (LAE102) at National-Louis Univer.sitv with a grade
of "C" or better.

Evaluation of prior nontranscripted learning is available
through the course Career Assessment and Planning. There is a

Logic and Effective Thinking OR

37

Humanities elective

HSM481
HSM482
HSM483

HS Practicum 1
HS Practicum 11
HS Practicuin 111

1-5

HSM484

HS Practicum IV

1-5

H8M385

45-quarter-hour limit on this credit. See the Assessment Center
section for more information.

1-5

Natural Sciences

1-5

LAMllO

College Mathematics OR

Practicum Supervision {must register

LAM216

Statistical Methods

for supervision concurrent with each
practicum registration)

LANllO

General Biology
Math OR Science elective

for nonclinical emplovment or entry into professional study at
the graduate level. The program does not provide entry level
preparation for human services professional practice.
Genera! Studies Requirements

55 QH

* Students must consult with tlieir advisors to select courses that

Human Sei*vices Program (B.A.)

Fundamentals of Composition
Composition and Literature

5
5

Fine Arts elective

5
5

55 QH

Humanities

LiAElOl

Logic and Effective Tliinking OR
Humanities elective

LAE102
LAH120

LAMl10

College Mathematics OR

LAM216

Statistical Methods

5

LANllO

General Biolog)'

5

Math and Science elective

5

Fundamentals of Composition

General Psychology OR
Life Span Development

5

Introducton' Social Science course
Social Science elective

5
5

elective

5

Social and Behavioral Studies Requirements

Math OR Science elective

the transcript, the following courses must be included as part of

In order for the Gerontology specialization to be noted on

5

LAP203

Life-Span Development
Introductor)' Social Science course

5

5

HSClOl
HSC441

HSC548

5

elective

5

HSC305

HSC102

HSC310

Administration of Health and Human

HSC201

Services Organizations
Coun.seling and Development in
a Multicultural Society
Strategies of Community Intervention

HSC202
HHC203

Introduction to Applied (iroup Proee.ss
Principles and Dynamics of Interriewing
Theory and Techniques of Crisis Intervention
Principles of Family intervention

5

HSC305

Special Needs Populations

5

Hscaio

Administration of Health and Human

Principles of Family Intervention

5

Research Methods in Behavioral Sciences

5

55 QH

5

Research Methods in Behavioral Sciences

5
50

Free Electives 20

Services Organizari{)ns
HSC503

180 QH

10

Human Service electives under advisement

15

ove.

45 QH

Introduction to Gerontology
Health Care for Older Adults

5

LAP306

5

LAP307

Counseling Elders and Tlieir Famihes
Gerontology electives under advisement

5

LAP420

Life Span Development OR
One Developmental Psychology course
Theories of Personality
Abnormal Psychology
Social Psychology

10

LAP425

Mental Healtli

At least one practicum within tlie Human Semces Program
must be designated as Gerontology or conducted in a center
serving older adults.

5

5
5
5

5

Psychology electives under advisement

20

Electives under advisement

15

15

5
5

Human Services and Psychology Program

5

(B.A.)

Total Miniiniun Hours

5

General Studies Requirements

5

Humanities
5

Coun.seling ttnd Development in

or better.

LAElOl
5

HSM415

Strategies of Community Intervention

5

HSM4O6

Human Services and the Law
Research Methods in Behavioral Sciences

5
5

LAE102

180 QH

English competency must be documented by passing the
English competency examination or by passing Fundamentals
of Composition (LAElOl) and Composition and Literature
(LAE102) at National-Louis University with a grade of "C"

5

a Multiculrural Societv

INT310

Human Service practicums and
Practiciun Supervision

Psychology

Free electives

Human Services and the Law

Total Mininnmi Hours

HSC203

INT310
HSM481-3

LAP203

General Psychology OR

Human Services Requirements

HSC202

25 QH

Social Science elective

55 QH

Introduction to Human Services

Human Services electives under advisement*

the Human Services Progiam requirements liste

50 QH

Introduction to Applied Group Process
5
Principles and Dynamics of Interviewing
5
Tlieory and Techniques of Crisis Intervention 5

HSC201

Statistical Methods

College Mathematics OR

Introduction to Human Services

HSM406
INT310

Human Services

Students emerging from this specialization are able to
work in a variety of settings witli tlie elderly meluding long ^rm
care facilities, community agencies and senior centers. This
combination of theory and practice enhances the hands-on skills
available to provide a professional practice to the aged.

HSClOl

HSM415

or better.

Gerontology Specialization

Logic and Effective Thinking OR

Introduction to Applied Group Process
Principles and Dynamics of Inteiwiewing
Theory and Techniques of Crisis Intervention
Principles of Family Intervention
Special Needs Populations

HfiC503

Program Requirements

Sciences elective

HSC102

Humanities, Natural QR Behavioral Sciences

HSC203

English competency must be documented by passing the
English competency examination or by passing Fimdamentals
of Composition (LAElOl) and Composition and Literature
(LAE1Q2) at National-Louis University with a grade of "C

Behavioral Sciences
LAPlOO

Humanities, Natural QH Behavioral Sciences

HSC202

Social Science elective

Composition and Literature

Natural Sciences

LAM216
LANllO

Behavioral Sciences

HSC201

General Psychology'
Introductory Social Science course

180 QH

Humanities elective

LAMl10

HSClOl
HSC102

LAPlOO

Fine Aits elective

Natural Sciences

LAPlOO
LAP203

Free Electives 10

Humanities, Natural OR Behavioral

General Studies Requirements

LAH120

Behavioral Sciences

Total Minimum Hours

Humanities

LAElOl
LAE102

Himian Services Electives under advisement (specialization) 40

match an identified area of specialization.

Fundamentals of Composirion

Composition and Literature
Fine Arts elective
ft
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Human Services/Alcoholism Substance

Abuse Programs
National-Louis University has three programs available to
students interested in pursuing study in Alcoholism/Substance
Abuse. These programs are:
•

B.A. Human Services and Alcoholism/Substance
Abuse

•

Certificate in Alcoholism/Substance Abuse Counselor

Studies (35 quarter hours) (Does not include
practicura)

•

Certificate in Alcoholism/Substance Abuse Training
(45 quarter hours)(Does include practdcum)

These degree and certificate programs are accredited by the
Illinois Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Professional Certification

HSC201

Principles and Dvnamics of Interviewing

HSC202
HSC203
HSC305

Theory and Teciiniques of Crisis Intervention 5
Principles of Family Inten^ention QR
Special Needs Populations
5

HSC310

Administration of Health and Human

5

HSC503

Services Organizations
Counseling and Development in

HSS531

a Multicultural Society
Addictions and the Family

5
5

HSM406

Human Scnices and the Law

5

HSM415

Strategies of Community Intei^'ention

5

HSM481-3

5

Human Services Praeticum and Practicum

Supervision
1NT310

10

Research Method.s in Behavioral Sciences

Alcoliolisin/Siibstaiice Abuse Requirements

30 QH

HSSlOO

IiiUotluction to Alcoholism/Substance Abuse

HSS200

Physiology of Alcoholism and Substance

HSS201

Sociociiltural Aspects of Alcohol/Substance

Association. Inc.

Abuse
Abuse

Human Services and Alcoholism/Substance

HSS202

Abuse (B.A.)
55 OH

Humanities

LAElOl
LAE102

Fundamentals of Composition
Composition and Literature

Total Minimum Hours

new trainees with little or no work experience under agency
supervision in direct counseling of alcoholic clients.

Requirements for Both Certificates:

35 QH

5

HSSl00

Introduction to Alcoholism and Substance

^

5

HSS200

Physiology of Alcoholism/Substance Abuse

5

HSS531

HSS201
HSS202

Addictions and tlie Family

Sociocidtural Aspects of Alcoholism/
Substance Abuse
•
Applied Clinical Sti-ategies in Alcohol/

^
^

Substance Abuse
30

180 QH

LAM216

Statistical Methods

better.

LANl10

General Biology

Additional Courses for Certificate II

HSS481

Alcoholism/Substance Abuse Practicum I 4-5

HSM385

Practicum Supervision

(A minimum of 150 hours of cUnical contact and experience in
an approved alcoholism treatment center.)

HSS482

Alcoholism/Substance Abuse Practicum II 4-5

HSM385

Practicum Supervision

(A minimum
• ■
A ^0 noura
hours
(A
oit loU

Math fiR Science elective

Alcoholism/Substance Abuse Certificate
Behavioral Sciences

Programs

General Psychology OR
Life Span Development

' ti

of clinical contact and
experience in an approved alcoholism treatmen

•

i/
V,

National-Louis University provides the alcoholism/

substance abuse counselor trainee the opportunity to develop

Introductory Social Science course

■ I I'V

Humon!tie.s, Natural (Mi Behavioral

experiences in alcoliolism anrl drug treatment centers as

accredited by the Illinois Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse
65 QH

H8C101

Introduction to Human Services

5

HSr;i02

lntT4)duction to Applied Group Process

5

Professional Cerlificarion Association, inc.

NOTE: Transfer students may apply a maximum of 20
quarter hours of previous college course work towards
certificate programs.

Ml'),*'-

■ ■ ..( ■ I'.*■/-

counselor by providing closely supervised clinical learning

Sciences elective

tm

.S.i-'h. •

professional competencies necessary to become an effective

Social Sc:icnce elective

Humau Services Requirements

Designed for persons desiring entry- and mid-level
positions in the alcoholism counseUng field, who are essentially

5

College Mathematics OR

LAPtoo
LAP203

Alcoholism/ Substance Abuse Training.

5

English Competency examination or by passing Fundamentals
of Composition (LAElOl) and Composition and Literature
(LAE102) at Nalioiinl-Loiiis University with a grade of "C" or

LAMl10

1

Certificate Program H: Undergraduate Certificate in

5

English Competency must be documented by passing the
Natural Sciences

. (.

level service providers.

Principles and Dynamics of Interview-mg
Principles of Family Intervention m

advisement to meet specialization requirements and address
academic and professional career interests,

Humanities elective

Designed for experienced and/or currently employed
alcoholism counseling personnel employed as entry- and mid-

Introduction to Applied Group Processes

Course work is selected with departmental facultv

Logic and Effective Thinking OK

Alcoholism/ Substance Abuse Counselor Studies.

HSC201
HSC203

IQ

Electives under advisement

Fine arts elective

LAH120

Alcohol/Substance Abuse Practicums
and Practicum Supervision

39

Certificate Program I: Undergraduate Certificate in

HSC102

5

Applied Clmical Strategies in Alcoholism/
Substance Abuse

HSS481-3

General Studies Requirements

5
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Division of Language and
Academic Development
The Division of Language and Academic Development

(LAD) delivers undergraduate and graduate course work, grants
graduate degrees, promotes lifelong learning, and responds
proactively to the University's needs by providing educational

The division furthers the University's goal of increasing
institutional diversity widi its active participation in the design
and teaching of corporate sector offerings, the development and
delivery of communit}' outreach and intervention programs, and
the delivery of on-campus services to a multi-socioethnic

population. The divisionaJ faculty's collective expertise in adult
learning theory, human resource development, language
acquisition, and cross-cultural communication provides a
unique perspective which enables the college to further its
rmssion.

services that uphold academic standards and increase student

persistence while affirming and furthering institutional diversity.
The LAD division, through its individual departments,
supports and maintains National-Louis University's academic
standards by developing students' abilities in language and
commumcation. The Department of Developmental Studies and

the Center for Academic Development, and the Department of
Applied Language and the Language Institute promote this
mission by the assessment and placement of students into
appropriate academic coursework and into programs of study

and support that provide opportunities for students to become
independent learners capable of reaching their full potential. Tlie
Department of Adult Education supports this mission by
providing graduate programs which increase the professional
knowledge and skills professionals need for engaging in the
various fields which have die adult learner as their central focus.

In offering programs which increase students' chances of
success in higher education as well as theii* satisfaction widi the
institution, the division enhances institutional efforts toward

greater student retention. The programs meet the needs and
interests of a multi-socioethnic, multi-aged population by

offering opportunities for achieving excellence that go beyond
the provision of access to higher education. In this academic
support role, tJie division guides students toward the completion
of degrees in die liberal arts and sciences and the professions.
As part of its commitment to lifelong learning, LAD
graduate programs in the Adult Education Department focus on

facilitating the education, training, and developmeni of adults in
a variety of settings. The goal of the Master of Adult Education
program is to provide a complete professionalizing experience in
key areas of adult learning and development. Specifically, it
huilds on the learner's existing career and pi'ofessional skills
while updating new knowledge and skills. The graduate program
in Developmental Studies provides training for professionals to
facilitate learning assistance at the postsecondary level.
The Division of Language and Academic Development
provides erlucational services to the facuhy and staff of the
institution, which imdudes assistance in accommodating the
needs of a diverse community of learners. This assistance

includes translating and interpretihg servic es, information on
appropriate and effective teaching strategies and learnijig styles,

in-class workshops, conference presentations, and the

dissemination of re,search, theory, and effective jtracrices in the
fields of adult education, language teaching, and learning
assistance.

The Center for Academic Development
and The Department of Developmental
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The programs of the Center have been cited as
'^exemplary'by the National Center for Developmental
Education. They have made a significant Impact on student

Additional Programs Delivered in
Cooperation with the Center for Academic
Development and the Department of
Developmental Studies

leaniing and are an active part of the academic eiiviionment at
National-Louis Ljiiversiiy campuses and academic centeis.
In its outreach role, the CAD develops educational

partnerships with the community at large to provide family

Summer Bridge Program

literacy programs, to design educational intervention programs

for elemenlary and secondary scliools, and to provide
coiilinuiiig education opportunities to corporations, educational

The Summer Bridge Program is designed for new students
who have been admitted to National-Louis Umversit}\ It is held

institutions, and communiiy-based organizations. In ns resource
role, tlic CAD works with the Departmeiit of Deve opmental
Studies and (aher university units to secure grants and contracts

just prior to the start of the fall term. Participants meet daily for

nssisiuncc and literacy programs.

them adapt to the college environment while acquiring skills

Department of Developmental Studies

Latino Outreach Program

four hours over two weeks with a facilitator from the CAD.

During the daily sessions, thev become familiar ■^ith resources

from public and private agencies to implement learning

at National-Louis University and learn strategies that \\-ill help
needed to meet the academic rigors of the University curriciila.

Studies
The Center for Academic Development and the Department

The fucnitv

Ihe, Department of Developmental Studies

of Developmental Studies offer comprehensive academic
programs which are designed to enable students to achieve tlieir

design and deliver credit and tto.t-crcdit coarses. programs,

maximum learning potential at the postsecondary level. These
units strongly maintain that access must be accompanied bv a

communication skills and promoro learning across tie

worksitops, and staff development seminars winch enhance

total support system and an instilntional commitment to student

success. Through provision of skills assessment, advising,
developmental coursework, tutoring, and seminars which

integrate learning strategies with specific discipline coursework,

Facultv hold ieadersiiip roles in the profession ^"d actively

contribute to tite knowledge base of developmental cdi^tca to.
ttnd related fields titrougi. research, P"''

to become efficient, independent learners.

and professiotuti presentations. Faculty also
to future devciopmentai educators by creating oppoi

Center for Academic Development(CAD)

apply theory to practice. Tite Depart.,,en,

The CAD is committed to providing comprehensive
academic programs which enable learners of all ages,
ethnolinguistic backgrounds and levels of capability to reach
their full potential. Tlie CAD professional staff mcludes learning
specialists, subject-area specialists, and peer tutors with
knowledge and expertise in current learning theory and

etudetn t^lenHon, and to providing eottlmtttng du at.™

instTiictional methodologj'. The CAD personnel collaborate with

OVSIOOA

the Department of Developmental Studies facultv to develop
and implement university-wide academic programs which
complement general education and professional coursework; to
present workshops for students/faculty; to design intervention

DVSIOOB

tiie programs promote academic excellence by guiding students

programs for special populations; and to disseminate model
retention programs through presentations at national

conferences. Through the Office of Continuing Education and
Outreach, the CAD delivers corporate communication skills
courses and seminars in the workplace. At the heart of CAD

programs are the learning specialists and faculty members
working to assure the success of each student. They administer
diagnostic and skills assessment and intervene on behalf of

students with special learning needs. They also support
university faculty who seek guidance in making their teacliing
more effective.

graduate studet ts couceutrating in developmental mdtes to
developing programs for students, faculty attt s a

Academic Services for College Students with Learning
Disabilities

, .j

opportunilies for corporations, educational ins i
^oinniuniiy-liased organizafioiis.
OH

The Developmental Studies Program

Basic Coinpreliension
DVSIO.5
f^VSl06
I^VS200
I^VS205A
'^VS2()5B
l^VSdOOA
'^vsaooB
l^Vs;j01
1H^S490
^)VS495

2

0-2

from the course. SI Leaders attend all class sessions, lake notes,

2-4

Strategies for Effective Wiitnip
Communication Development
(kunmimicalion Developnu.nt

Strategies
Strategies for
for Effective
Effective loeanimg
Learning 11
Perspectives on Prior Leaninig
Independent Sludy
Siiecial Topic

0-2
4

2

2

Math Workshop

faculty member.

2

The Language Institute and
The Department of Applied Language

2-5
2-5

Academic Development Senmiais.
Other Languages

and facilitate study sessions twice weekly. Leaders are taught,
study and teaching strategies by the 81 Supervisor, a

4

.

Conversation for Speakers ol

complete a college education.

Supplemental Instruction Leaders model appropriate student
behaviors and conduct study sessions for all interested students

Strategies for Effective Reading II:

liniversity Success Seminar
Vocahulaiy Development

The CAD at NLU provides tutoring assistance to
documented learning disabled students (fully or provisionally
admitted by the University and enrolled in regular and
developmental college courses) so thai they may pursue and

Supplemental Instruction
Supplemental instruction aims to increase persistence and
raise final grades in targeted high risk required courses.

Strategies for Effective Reading :
Integration of Study Skills with

Critical Analysis of Expository Text

The Latino Outreach Program fulfills the Center for
Academic Development's commitment to provide programs of
outreach to the community. This is an early intenention family
literacy program providing English language instmction, early
childhood education, and parental support for immigrant
Hispanic men, women and their young children aged 3 montiis
to 3-1/2 years old. The program is offered throughout the
Chicago metropolitan area and in Syracuse, N.A'. Private
foimdaiions, corporations, and Federal and State agencies fund
the program.

iioncredit
noncredit

The Language liistilutc and the Depurlnient of Applied
Language eollaboij«te in ihe assessment, placement. n<lvising,
and English language instruction of postsecondary and adult
sludenls whose native languages are other than English. In
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addition, these units offer coursework designed to enhance
global awareness and knowledge of the universals and diversity
of linguistic and cultural expression.
These activdties are a natural outgrowtli and continuation

of National-Louis University s history of service to urban,
immigrant and minority populations—a commitment which
began in the last centun^ with the work of foimder Elizabeth

Harrison. Today, the Language Institute and the Department of
Applied Language help to provide the means by which a diverse
community of individuals can achieve personal, professional,
and academic goals.

The Language Institute
The Language Institute administers and implements the

ESOL ajid foreign language courses, laboratories, tutorials, and
workshops which are developed and approved by the
Department of Applied Language. As an integral part of its

The faculty^ of the Department of Applied Language create,
approve and deliver credit and noncredit courses, programs and
workshops designed to develop language and intercultural
commimication skills. The teaching staff hold advanced degrees
in second language instruction or related fields, and are active
in the internal and external promotion of scholarship,
consultation, and professional development. The selection and

The ESOL Program

ESLIOOA

apply for admis.sion to National-Louis University. In addition,

ESL202
ESL203

Writing Skills Development

and contracts, and in scanning the internal and external

education in the economic progress of immigrants, international
economic development, immigration policy, and the promotion
of intercultural contact and cooperation.

professional programs as described along ^"itli degree
requirements in each area;

2. Upper-level course work toward satisfuction of
academic or professional program requiremems for an

ESL201

Studies program.

13
13
13

Applied Behavioral Sciences Degree Progiam

13

(B.A.)

4

English for Professional Success, Advanced

Leadership in a Changing World

INT430
INT490
LAH305

Methods of Inquiry in the Behavioral Sciences 4
Independent Study in tlie Beha\ipral Sciences 2
Philosophy of Values and Ethics
5

LAP300
LAP340
LAS331

Adult Development and Learning Assessment 5
Effective Interpersonal Relationships
5
DMiamics of Croup Beha\ior
4

LAS426

Multicultural Dimensions

5

LAS430

Economic Issues in Global Perspective

5

LAS431

Managerial and Super\i3or\-BehaHor

5

LAS435

Senior Seminar; Integrating tlie .Applied

LAT440

5

Behavioral Sciences

2

Professional Conmiunications

3

2-5
2-5
5
5
5

noncredit
noncredit

Introduction to English

noncredit

Beginning English

noncredit

The Liberal Arts Studies Progi*am (B.A.)
(45 quarter hours each) or one major (45 quarter hours) and
two minor areas of concenti'ation (30 quarter hours each). No
courses with grades of "D" will be counted in tlie concentration.

(Available only as a field program)

The Applied Behavioral Sciences (ABS) major is designed

Independent Study
Special Topic
Conversational Foreign Language I
Conversational Foreign Language II
Characteristics of Language in Culture

English for Professional Success, Intermediate

INT'410

Students choose either tv,^o academic areas of concentration

13

Additional Applied Language Courses
ESL490
ESL495
APLIOO
APLllO
APL210

50 QH

area of concentration or specialization;

body, the Institute provides a forum for institutional and
corniniiniiy individuals interested in issues such as the role of

1. General studies foundation for all academic and

OH

environment for possible program and service provision.

Working closely with the immigrant and international student

undergraduate students at National-Louis University coiu-ses in
three general categories:

3. Completion of degree requirements in the Liberal Arts
ESLIOOB

As a resource center, the Institute works tvdth the Department of

The Division of Liberal Arts and Sciences offers

(English for Speakers of Other Languages)

ESL200

Applied Language and other university units in seeking grants

Sciences

learner as an individual whose potential is progressively realized
through innovative and responsive implementation in the
classroom and in a variety of other settings.

universir^'-tside function, the Institute coordinates the processes

The Language Institute also provides services to the
institution and the community by offering translating,
interpreting, multilingual and cidtural advising, and in-services.

Division of Liberal Arts and

development of curricula and faculty reflect a concern for the

and procedures related to assessing tlie oral and written English
language proficiency of nonnative speakers of English who

campus. in the community and the workplace.

Applied Behavioral Science Requirements

The Department of Applied Lan^age

ESOL Level 1
ESOL Level 2
ESOL Level 3
ESOL Level 4
ESOL Level 5

tlie Language Institute promotes and administers a variety of
courses and programs for specific purposes offered on- and off-

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

to prepare adult learneis to work with
unng
concepts and tiiemc.s from a variety of cliscip ines, suci as
psvchologv, sociology, comnuinications, economics, an

anthropology. Witlt lliis behavioral science emphasis, studen s

leam to understand, recognize, predict, and e ecave > tea

Ac behavior of individuals and groups. The ABS program also

General Studies Requirements
Humanities

LAAl 10

Introduction to Art

LAElOl
LAE102

Fundamentals of Composition
Composition and Literature

provides opportunities to apply the skills learne lom lese
behavioral course concepts through a process o s\s

"""S™;x'S.,,.,..i,~
■hm

>"

III... 1...ili.ii

.'^i.ii .1.

69 QH

English, Speech OR Drama elective

LAH120

Logic and Effective Tliinking

LAUllO

Introduction to Music

Natural Sciences

an intensive series of courses. Liitica

emphasized ihi-onghnnl die program indu e. oia an

,,

colnunication. critirai thinking, decision making, problem
solving, and iifc-iong learning. During the
™

program, learners also nn.iertake independent reseyci Pr^"Applicants must have at least 90

LAMllO*
LAM112*
LANllO
LAN 150

College Mathematics
Concepts of Mathematics
General Biology
Survey of Physical Sciences
Science elective

transferable credit from accredited ixiUeges oi umve

considered for the program. Of those 90 horns, a ".— of
60 quarter hours of technieai credit may be applied to the
degree.
69 QH

General Sliidies Requirements
Humanities

9

. ,

9

h^otural Sciences (science and/or mathematics)
^ejiaviorai Sciences

Additional courses in above areas to tota

9

,

^

* Higher level courses may be substituted ■^ith the approval of
the Departntent of Mathematics.
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Behavioral Sciences

The Social Science Department offers the major in
Anthropology-

Standard Teaching Concentration

U.S. Historj' and Culture: 1898-present
Contemporary World Cultiu*es

Anthropology Major Requirements

One of the following;

LAS200
LAS201

LAS203

LAS300

Anthropology

General Psychology
Introductoiy Social Science course
U.S. History and Culture: 1492-1828 OR
U.S. History and Culture: 1828-1898 OR

LAPlOO

Liberal Arts Major Requirements

LAAllO

45 QH

Anthropology

QH

LASllO

Introduction to Culttiral Anthropology

5

LAS120

Introduction to American Politics

5

LAS300

Contemporary World Cultures
One U.S. History Course

5

Art

Biology
English

Antliropology electives

5

Arts and Sciences (CAS) must have completed 45 quarter hours

LAA306

Painting

LAA495

Graphic. Arts

One of the following:

2-5

Multicultural Studies

(25 must be upper level)

Art

One of the following;
LAA303
Fiber Workshop

Psychology
Science

LAA304
30 QH

Art

Biology
English
Psychology/Human Development
Mathematics (Quantitative Studies)
Philosopiiy/Religion
Psychology

The Art Department at National-Louis University featuies
a heavy emphasis on studio art, while art theor)' and history
courses, required of" art majors, give students background and
appreciation for hands-on experiences.
Art Major Requirements
Introduction to Art

2

LAA301

Design
Art Histor)' elective

5

Science

Art electives

Theatre Arts

Total Minimum Hours

Theatre/Fine Arts

180 QH

Upper level hours—total of 25 quarter hours. For double
minor, each minor must have a minimum of 10 quarter hours of

General studies courses are included in the major and

Students must demonstrate English competency by passing
the English competency ejfamination.

45 QH

LAA110

Introduction to Art

2

LAA301

Design
Art History

5

Art electives

Concentration Residence—of the total 25 required upper

minor concenirations.

33

Art Minor Requirements

upper level credit.

level hours, 15 quarter hours must be taken at National-Louis
University. For the double minor, each minor must have a
minimum of 5 quarter hours of the 25 required upper level
hours taken at National-Louis University.

5

Total Minimum Hours

5

Ceramics
Modeling and Sculpture

LAN205
2-5

Mixed Media

Ecology and Conservaiion

LAN304

Human Physiology

LAN305

Animal Behavior
Biostatistdcs

LAN366
2-5

LAN411

LAA320

African Art

LAN412

LAA321

Sources and Development of American Art

LAN499B

LAA322

Nineteenth and Tweutdedi Century Art

LAA323

Hisi ory of Far Eastern Art—China and Japan

Arl Historj' Special Topics

Anatomy and Physiology I
Anatomy and Physiolog)' II

LAN300

LAN410

Fundamentals of Immunology
Microbiology
Medical Microbiolog)'^
General Biology Seminar

Furthermore, biology majors must successfully complete

LAA340A

Creative Expression—Self Development through

LAA340B

Creative Expression—Self Development through

LAN358

Inorganic Chemistry I
Inorganic Chemistry II
(qualitative analysis)
Organic Cheniistr)^ I

LAN360
LAN351

Biochemistiy I
Physics

. ^

Art II

EAA490
LAA495

Alt Independent Study
Art/Special Topics

5QH
5QH
5QH
5QH
5QH
5QH
5QH
5QH
5QH
3-5 QH

the following physical science courses;

LAN250
LAN251

Electives from any of the above areas aiid/QE:

5QH
5QH
7QH
5QH
5QH

Biology majors are required to complete 25 quarter hours

Electives needed for Conventional Concentration 8-13 QH

of physical science courses. These students can use physical

Additional upper level electives

complete the degree requirements of the CAS.

^

Art should be advised to take an art course for dieir humanities

"Elective. Doing so reduces the mmiher of electives needed here

Students in the Elementary Teacher Education program
will need to consult with their Art Department advisor

from 13 quarter hours to 8 quarter hours.

concerning additional art electives. art methods course ((TH481

fr'tal Minimum Hours

evaluation.

LAN200

NOTE: Students completing Conventional Concentration in

Theory and Methods of Teaching Art. 3 quarter hours) and
preclinical hour requirements for art specialist certification
(K-12 grades) or secondary art certification (0-12 grades)
which may be possible after degree completion and teaching
experience.
The following is the recoimnended program of study for
students interested in being considered for the art specialist
certification through ISBE (Illinois State Board of Education)

Genetics

Electives can be selected from the following list of currently

18

30 QH

Louis University. Tlie courses must include:

available National-Louis University biology courses.

One of the following art history:

LAA495
LAAl10

Social Science

Total Minimum Hours

QH

of biological sciences coiirsework, 25 hours of which must be
upper level and 15 hours of wliich must be taken at NationalGeneral Biologj'
Zoology
Botany

2-5

LAA300
LAA305

Liberal Arts Minor Requirements

2-5

One of tlie following:
LAA301
Design
LAA302
Di■awing

Total Minimum Hours

Social Science

30 QH

25

45 QH

45

Biology

Students seeking a major in biolog\^ through the College of

Introduciion to Art

Psychologj'/Hiunan Development
Mathematics (Quantitative Studies)

Theatre Arts
Theatre/Fine Arts

2 QH

General Studies

science credits towards a minor or a second major in order to
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LAE434
LAE303
LAE425

for students in the College of Education (see Education degree
requirements) or students in the Liberal Arts Studies program

Biology Teaching Major

For a degree in education with a biology teaching major,

(see page 43).

students need to fulfill all of tlie general education requirements

for English, mathematics, philosophy, psychology, social
sciences, art, and theatre arts. Furthermore, they must take 20

The English Major

General Biolog\'

5 QH (lower level)

Physical Science

5 QH (lower level)

The English major in lilerafnre acquaints students with the
major writers and periods of English and American literature,
with a variety of genres aiul literary traditions, and with
language and critical theory. The English major in composition
supplies a foundation in several varieties of writing, in recent
English and American literature, and in language, rhetorical,

A chemistry course

5 QH (lower level)

and composition theoiy.

A science elective*

5 QH

quarter hoiu-s of science coursework as prescribed below:
General education requirement in science for a biology
teaching major;

Standard teaching concentration for a biolog)' teaching major:
Required:
Zoology
Botany

Ecology and Conservation
A human biology course**

5 QH (upper level)
5 QH (upper level)
5 QH (upper level)
5QH

Electives;

(The degree requires at least two more

upper level biology courses"
5 QH (lower level)
Anatomy and Physiology I
Anatomy and Physiology II 5 QH (Iower level)
5 QH (upper level)
Human Physiology
5 QH (upper level)
Genetics
5 QH (upper level)
Biostatistics
5 QH (upper level)
Microbiologv' I
5 QH (upper level)
Medical Microbiology
5 QH (upper level)
Immunology
5 QH (upper level)
Animal Behavior

Both majors are intended to prepare students for graduate

study in English or for a variety of business, professional and
teaching careers. These majors include the traditional

requirements, in addition to innovative course work, for a total
of 65 quarter hours in English: 15 quarter hours (3 courses)
contained in the General Studies Recpilrements, plus 50 quarter
hours (10 courses) in addition.
Students supplement tliis work with 30 quarter hoiu-s in a

minor area, choosing frotn one of the following: a) a standard

departmental minor such as art, philosophy, mathematics,
natural science, psychology, social science, theater, or music, or

b) a language and arts core (defined below), or c) foreign
language studies. The remainder of the degree courses may
consist of free electives. (See below.)

biology courses.

The English Minor

* We recommend that this elective be in a physical science, i.e.,
physics or chemistry.

** Students choosing to take Anatomy and Physiology I and/or
Anatomy and Physiology II to fulfill the human biology
requirement mav not also take Human Physiology.

(5 QH)so tliat English quarter hours still total 45.

Liicratiire or composition elective

5

LAE303

Advanced Composition
Introduction to Creative Wilting

5

English Language and Linguistics

5

LAE406

American Writers II

LAE408

Contemporary American Literature

A minor in biological sciences shall consist of 30 quarter

LAE410

Modern British Fiction

LAE512

Rlietorical Theory

LAE420

Current Issues in CoUege Composition

5

level composition courses

LAE406

American Writers 11

407 OR 408)

with H full English major (0.5 QH total) in j;ither literature or

World Idteraltire (LAE308) OR

composition, and 2) a concentration in Kngli.sh (45 QH total)

Minority \ oices (LAE.30O) OR
Myth asid Mythology (LAJ'.313)

American Writers elective (I.AE405 OR

Total Minimum Hours

30 QH

5

Psychology/Human Development
Tlie Psychology Department offers the Psychology /Human
Development major. This major prepares students to applv

Choice of a standard departmental minor, liR a language

concepts and theories about the biological, social, and

and arts core, OR a foreign language core:

(a) Standard Departmental Minor

P§ycho!ogy/Human Development Major

5

Oral Inteipretation of Litcratimc(LAT212)IM
Oral Interpretation
of Drama
(LAT213)
35
Introduction
to Theater
(LAT220)
Folklore(LAS342)QB

^

Anthropological Lingmstics(

Students will select required courses in each of the
follomng areas in consultation with a psychology department
advisor: (Total: 30-35 quarter hours).

General Studies

15

Corses

LiteraiT period course('

5QH

An introductoi"y course in general psychology is required
for all psychology/human development majors except for
students in certification programs in Early Childhood or
Elementar\' Education.

Concentration in English (for students majoring
Education or Liberal Arts Studies)

EAE303

Required courses

I. General Psychology

Philosophy of Religion (LAH310
Religions of the World (LAH315)

15

psychological maturation of the person throughout the life cycle
and provides a foundation for further graduate study. Students
may apply their knowledge in a variety of settings.

30 QH total

Psychology of Language(LAP304)^
Cross-Cultnral Communications (Ly^348) 5

(1) The English Major in Literature

The Defiarintcnt of English offers o pnjgrarn of c<jurses
lending fo tw«i kinds of degrees; 1) the Bachelor of Arts degree

10

65 QH

hoiir.s of biologic:aJ science courses.

English ^

5

5

Composition elective (300 or 400 level)

(c) Foreign Language
Speclalizafion
equivalent
See departmental advisor 3U yn o q

5

15

5

Total Minimum Hours

The standard departmental minor: 30 quarter hours which

Major British Vl'riters 1
Major British Writers II

Advanced Composition
Two electives from 300. 400. or 500

5

Composition or literature elective

may consist of 15 quarter hours (3 courses) from the general
studies requirements and 15 quarter hours (3 courses) in

ijAE305
LAE30()

General Studies English coui'ses
LAE301

5

Histoiy of Philosophy

General Sfndie.s I'jiglish courses

30 QH

5

Art or Musi Elective (300 or 400 evel)

Students may elect to earn a 30 quarter hour minor
specifically in composition.(See next page.)

15

The Composition Minor

5

The Composition Minor
Biological Sciences Minor

15

Composition or literature electives

Total Minimum Hours

(b) Language and Arts Specialization

addition. (See next page.)

General Studies English courses

15

General Studies Englisli courses
LAE301
LAE302

The English Minor

65 QH

(2) The English Major in Composition

addition. It is intended for students completing K-9 certificates
or Liberal Arts Studies. (See ne.xt page.)

5

47

5

Total Minimum Hours

The English concentration is a 45 quarter hour program
consisting of 15 hours (3 courses) of general studies composition
and literature courses and 30 quarter hours (6 courses) in

For biology teaching major, students must have
successfully completed a minimum of 25 hours of upper level

fulfillment of the general education requirement but tlien must
be replaced by an additional literature or composition elective

5

See various depaitnient Ustings

The English Concentration

5

Siiakespeare and Elizabetlian Drama
English Language and Linguistics
Literary Criticism and Interpretation
Literature elective (300 or 400 level)

'

405,406, 407. 408, 410 or 434)
English
Language
and Linguistics
Literature
or composition
electives

II. Developmental Psychology
General requirement;

15 QH

Three developmental psychology courses, including LifeSpan Development required. Students shoulil complete
Psychology of Early Childhood (LAP201). Life-Span
Development (LAP203) and one other developmental
psychology course.

20

III. Social and/or Personality/CHnical Psychology

5

5 QH

45

I'otal Minimum Hours

Survey of the EngUsh

n AF203) is counted as a

therefore,

general education requirement fo
does not count toward a concen lai

LAE20.3 in

LAE303 (linguistics) may be substituted foi L-

A minimum of one course is required.
Students in Early Childhood Education should take the
course. Psychology of Play and Therapeutic AppUcatious
r(LAP325) or P.sychological Assessnienl of the Young Child—

Parts 1 ami U (L\P320. \„\P32l) to fulfill this lequireiueut.
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IV. Cognitive and/or Experimental Psychology

5 QH

I. General Psychology

5QH

Students in Early Childhood Education should take the
course. Psychology of Learning {LAP401) to fulfill this

An introductory course in general psychology is required
for all Psychology/Human Development concentrators except
for students in certification programs in Early Childhood or

requirement.

Eleinentarv Education.

A minimum of one course is required.

5 QH

v. Commiinity Psychology

II. Developmental Psychology

A minimum of one course is required.

courses, including Life-Span Development required.

(LAP350).

Total Required Hours
30-35 QH

Total Minimum Hours

15 QH

Students will select additional elective courses from the

above areas or from special topics, seminars, and research in
psychology to complete a total of 45 quarter hours, wdth the
approval of a psychologt' department advisor.

1.5-20 QH

Total elective coiuses

10-15 QH
45 QH

Total Minimum Hours

NOTE: All students in Early Childhood Education are
concentration. Education students should consult the Preservice

5QH

A minimum of oiie course is recommended.
5QH

A minimum of one course is recommended.

required to take the Psychology/Human Development
V. Community Psychology

5QH

Standard Teaching Concentration in Psychology/

Asian Histor^• and Cultiu*es

5

can select mathematics as a major area of concentration. The

LAS303

Siib-Saharan African Cultures

5

L.AS304

Middle and South American Cultures

5

LAS306

Man'iage and the Family

5

LAS340

Native .Americans

5

INTSIS

Women in Society

5

which may include endorsement by the State of Illinois foi
junior higii scliool teaching. For specific requirements please
consult the National College of Education Preser\'ice Teacher
Education Handbook as well as a Mathematics Department

Students in Early Childhood Education should select a
minimum of 40 quarter hours in Psychology/Human
Development, including psychology courses elected as general
studies reqiiireinent.s in consultation with a Psychology
Department advisor. One additional elective may be selected in
psycholog)' or other liberal arts areas.

10-15

30 QH

Mathematics

Mathematics and must include 5 upper level
courses with at least t^vo 400 level courses)
Mathematics Core Courses:

is founded on the belief that quantitative studies is the common
basis for tlie current revolutions in the physical sciences, social
sciences, technology, and information science.

Siiidenfs in lilemeniary Fiducation should select a
minimum of 35 qiiarier hours in Psychology/Human
Development, including psychology ctiurses elected a.s general
studies requirernenis in consultation with a psychology
department advisor. Two additional electlves may be selected in
psychology ftr other liberal arts tireas.

The bachelor's degree in Liberal Arts: Mathematics/
Quantitative Studies with a suitable •minor' fiehl of study will
prepare the stiulent for further sliidy ati<l/or entrance into many
fields such as anthropology, business, computer science, earth
.science, economics, history, manngemeni science, political
science, psychology, sociology, and (high school) teaching as

Psychology/Human Development Minor

mathematics, physics, statistics, and others.

well as the more traditional areas sui'h as biology, chemistry,
1

Required courses: Students will .select rerjuired courses in
each of (he following area.s in consultation with a Psycholog)'
Department advisor: (Total: 15-20 <(iiaiter hours),

.

LAM214

Mathematics for Management Science

LAM220

College Algebra

LAM310

Analytical Ccometiy & Trigonometry

LAM303

Computer Programming

LM1311

Calculus

LAM403

Mathematical Probability^ & Statistics

Philosophy Minor Requirements
5

LAHllO

Introduction to Philosophy

5

LAH120
LAH305

5

Logic and Effective Thinking
Philosophy of Values and Ethics
Philosophy general education courses

5

and electives

5

..

QH
5

5
5
15

5

15

Total Minimum Hours

30 QH

Mathematics Electlves:
45

Physical Science

Second Major (45 quarter hours)QB Two^or Fields of
Study (30 quarter hours each)

Students seeking a major in physical science through the
College of Arts and Sciences (CAS) must have completed 45
quarter hours of physical sciences coursework, 25 hours of

Matheinaiics Minor Rcquircnicnts

which must be upper level and 15 hours of which must be taken
at National-Louis University. These may consist of any
combination of courses in chemistry, physics, physical science,
geology* and/or astronoiny.

Mathematics (Courses numbered above LAMll
Mathematics)

National-Louis University is not only dedicated to building
a firm foundation of mathematical skills for all students, but

also offers a major in mathematics. This major in mathematics
Standard Teaching Concentration In Psychology/
Human Development Elementary Education

45 QH

National-Louis University's Philosophy Department helps
students to sharpen analytical skills and to develop insight into
the relationships between people, actions, and concepts.

Mathematics (Courses numbered above LAMllO-College

Human Development Early Childhood Education
Total Minimiun Hoiu-s

5

Philosophy and Religion

A minimum of one course is recommended.

Total elective courses (minimum)

Total Minimum Hours

5

QH

Mathematics Major Requirements

Total Minimum Quarter Hours in Mathematics

Teacher Education Handbook and their advisors to be in

compliance with specific certification requirements.

Students in the Elementary Teacher Education program

LAS302

and others.

General Studies

following areas to complete a total of 30 quarter hours, with the
approval of Psycholog)' Department advisor.

IV. Cognitive and/or Experimental Psychology

5

69

Elective Courses

III. Social and/or Personal/Clinical Psychology

Minority Voices in American Literature
Religions of the World
Contemporary* World Cultures

advisor.

Students will select additional elective courses from the

Elective Courses

LAE309
LAH315
LAS300

banking, ecologv, economics, science, cryptography,
management science, communication security, data analysis,

student may elect one of three mathematics program options

General requirement: Three developmental psychology

Students in Early Childhood Education should take CrossCultural Communications (LAP348) or Culture and Self

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

The bachelor's degree in fdberal Arts: Mathematics/
Quantitative Studies will prepare the student tor rewarding
careers/positions in the following areas: actuary, business,

Physical Science Minor

Multicultural Studies

(Available at Chicago Campus Only)
National's Multicultural

society.

better understanding of the nature

U cati help students to work

-

lu,chprou,uL, and it can help them to unde.stand

their own

A minor in phy-sical sciences shall consist of 30 quarter
hours of physical science com*ses.

Psychology

leruaw,

Multic ultural Major Requiiciiients
LAS311
TAS313
bAA320
UA321
LAA323
JA4495A

Racial and Ethnic Histort-and Culture
Tlie Metiopolilan Conunumly

^Ir:a:Uevelopm<m. of American Art
Histo.7 of Far Eastern Art
. .

Tnnie

Tlie College of .Arts and Sciences Psychology Deparlment
offers majors in Psychology and Psychology/Human
Development. The Psvchologv and Human Services

Deparnnents also offer a dual major hi Psychology and Human
Servic«'s lor interested students. Please consult Psychology
Department advisors for additional information about
undergraduate »d ^aduate program options.
The P.sychologv major prepares students to use

49
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psychological concepts and theories and provides a foundation
for further graduate study. Students may apply their knowledge
to a number of settings, including but not limited to community
and private mental health centers, the business sector, and a
variety of teaching careers.

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Required Courses

Social Science

Students will select a minimum of one 5-quarter-hour
course in three of the following areas in consultation with a

Anthropology, Economics, History, Political Science and

Psychology Department advisor: (Total: 15 quarter hours.)

Sociology.

I. General Psychology*

Social Science Major Requirements

The Social Science Department offers courses in

Students will select a minimum of one 5-quarter-hour
course in each of the following areas in consultation with a
Psychology Deparmient advisor; {Total: 20-25 quarter hours.)

in. Social and/or Personality/Clinical Psychology

IV. Cognitive and/or Experimental Psychology
I. General Psychology*

5 QH

V. Community Psychology
II. Developmental Psychology

^ QH
15 QH

5 QH

Total Minimum Hours

LAS302

Asian Histon' and Cultures

5

Sub-Saharan African Cultures

5

Social Science Minor Requirements

LAS303
LAS304

Middle and South American Cultures

5

LAS340

Native Americans

5

LAS341

Comparative Ethnographies

5

LAS342

Folklore

5

LAS440

5

LAS442

Anthropological Linguistics
Urban Antliropolog)Anthropology of Gender Roles

Available Concentrations for Students

LAS449

Cross-Culniral Fieldwork

5

in Elementary Education

LAS490

Socitil Science Independent

45 QH

Social science general education and elective courses
(at least 15 should be upper level)

30

LAS441

Total elective coimses (minimum]

V. Community Psychology

The Social Science Department

approval of a Psychology Department advisor.
15

5 QH
Total Minimum Hours

Total Minimum Hours

20-25 QH

* An introductory course in general psychology' is required for
all psychology majors except for students in teacher certification
programs or the Psychology and Human Services dual major.

Siudenls will select additional psychology courses from the
above areas or from special topics, seminars, or research in
psychology to complete a total of 45 quarter hours, with the
approval of a psychology department advisor.

courses in all of the natural sciences. Students can study

Total elective courses (minimum]

biological sciences such as botany, zoology, and physiology;
physical sciences such as chemistry and physics; and earth

20-25

45 QH

* Aji introductory course in general psychology is required for
all psychology majors except for students in teacher certification
programs or the psychologv-human scivices dual major.

Science

At National-Louis University the Science Department offers

sciences such as geology and astronomy.

Science Major Requirements
General education science courses and science

QH
45

elective I'ourses

Standard Teaching Concentration in Psychology/
Elementary Education

5

LASIIO •

InlToduction to Cultural Anthropology

LAS240

Human Origins

5

EAS300

Contemporary World Cultmes

5

UAS302
LAS303

5

Asian 1 listorv and Caltures
Sub-Saharan African Cultures

5
5

LAS304

Middle and South American Cultu

5

LAS340

Native Americans

5

LAS341

Comparative Etlinographies

5

LAS342

Folklore

5

LAS440
LAS441
LAS442
LAS449
LAS490

Anthropological Liiigiustics
Urban Antliropology
,
Anthropology of
^^
Cross-Cultiu-al Fieldwork
Social Science Independent

LAS495

. ._

Smdy: Anthropology

Social Science Spei lai

45 QH

Psychology Minor Requirements

Science Minor Requirements

General studies science courses and science electives

LAS105
LAS306

50 QH

Study: Anthropology-

5

Social Science Special Topics; Anthropology

5

LAS105
LAS306
LAS311
LAS313
LAS330

Introduction to Sociology
Marriage and Family
Racial and Etlmic History and Culture
The Meti opolitan Conmnmity
Cultural Influences in the Workplace

5
5
5
5
5

LAS405

Social Problems

5

INT315
INT420

Women in Society
Dynamics of Significant Relationsliips

5

LAS490
LAS495

Social Science Independent Study: Sociology
Social Science Special Topics: Sociology

5

Total Minimum Hours

,y,,drropology

5

Theatre Arts

5

5

5

30QH

Theatre Arts Major Requirements

5

i

Students will select 45 quarter hours, under advisement,

5

Total Minimum Hours

5

from the required core theatre arts courses on page 54.

Total Minimum Hours

Sociology
30

5

5

QH

Students in eltyiientary education should select; a minimiun
of 35 quarter hours in psyclioiogy, including psychology courses
elected as general studies requirements in consultation with a
psychologv department advisor. Two addilional electives may
be .selected in psychology or other liberal arts areas.

5

5

30QH

Total Minimum Honrs

5

(Choose a minimum of three courses in Sociology)

Anthropology

Elective courses

Total Minimum Hours

LAS495

University offers three
Sociology and a
Elementary Education: AiithropolOo>^
combined SocioIogv/.'Vnthropology concentiatioi

30 QH

A minimiun of one course is required.

QH

LAS300

psycholog)' to complete a total of 30 quarter hours, with the
IV. Cognitive and/or Experimental Psychology
A minimum of one coiu-se is required.

30QH

5

LAS240

5 QH

A minimum of one course is required.

5

LASIIO

Total Minimum Hours

Students will select additional psychology courses from the
above areas or from special topics-, seminars, or research in

Social Science Special Topics: Sociology

(Choose a minimmn of three courses in Anthropology)

30 QH

III. Social and/or Personality/Clinical Psychology

LAS495
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Introduction to Cultural Antliropolog\'
Human Origins
Coniemporan- X^^orld Cultures

A minimum of one course is required.
Elective courses

5

45

5 QH

5 QH
Total Minimum Hours

Social science general education and elective courses
(at least 25 should be upper level)

5 QH

5 QH

5

Social Science Independent Studv: Sociology

Total Minimum Hours

QH

Required Courses

II. Developmental Psychology

Dynamics of Significant Relationsliips

LAS490

Sociology/Anthropology

Psychology Major Requirements

5 QH

INT420

LAS311

LAS313

LAS330

Introduction to Sociology
MaiTiage and Family;

Racial and Ethnic Histoiy and taiitrire

The Metropolitan

Total Minimum Houi's

45 QH

Theatre Arts Minor Requirements

5
5
5

Students will select 30 quarter hours, under advisement,

from the required core theatre arts comses on page 54.

5

Ciilniral Influences u. the « oikpla.c

5

UAS405

Social Problem?

5

LNT31.5

Women in Society

Total Miinnmm Hours

30 QH
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General Studies Requirements
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69 QH

Humanities (24 hours)

Students in the Teacher Education (K-9) Program may
Standard Teacher Concentration in Theatre/

Fine Arts Requirements

LAElOl
LAE102

Fundamentals of Composition
Composition and Literatiue

LAH120

Logic and Effective Thinking
Fine Arts elective(s)

30 OH

5
5
5

2-5

LAT21-}

Acting I OR

5

Introduction to Theatre
Children's Theatre

5

Natural Science (25 hours-includes 10 hours of mathematics

5

which may also satisfy a portion of tlie core listed below)

LAT231

Creative Drama

5

LAT330

Theatre Histon' and Literature I

5

LAT430

Tlieatre Histon" and Literature II

5

Noncredited program requirements for Theatre/Fine Arts
concentrators:

LAN110
LAN150

General Biology
Survey of Physical Sciences

Mathematics/Quantitative Studies Program

Behavioral Sciences

LAPlOO

General Psychology

5

LAS115

Introductionio Economics

5

Psychology OR Social Science electives

(B.A.)

10

25 QH

LAM130
LAM303

Mathematical Thinking
Computer Programming I

5

Precalculus
Calculus I

5

practices and future directions of mathematics within a variety

LAMS10
LAMS11

of human endeavors. As students studv geometry, calculus,
probability, and slatisrics they learn to analyze, synthesize, and

LAM403

Mathematical Probability & Statistics

5

integrate the fundamental mathematical strands of dimension,

Mathematics Electives

responds to the demands of an ever-increasing technological

society with a program that encompasses both the present

quantity, uncertainty, shape, and change with modern
technology and it.s applications to real-world issues such as
census data, population dynamics, and inflation trends. The
program's interdisciplinary nature allows tlie student to
investigate the mallieinatical aspects of diverse fields such as
science, social science, psvchologv- bu.siness, and computer
.studies. The Malh/Q8 program prepares students to enter
graduate school as t\ell as r-areers in raaiiagement, business and

5
5

25-30 QH

Required Internship or Applied/Research Project
Liberal Arts or Business Minor

10 QH
30-36 QH

above LAM110) anrl 30-36 hours in a ''minor'' areas of study
such as accounting, business, computers, science, social science,
psychology, English, and others. Sixty-nine (60) quarter hours
compose the General Studies retjuirenient. though some of these

courses may also be applied to major or minor areas of
ctincenitation.

Composition and Literature

LAH120

Logic and Effective Thinking

LALII 10

Introduct ion to Music

Total Minimum Horn's

20-26 QH
180 QH

The Psychology Program prepare.s students to use

psychological concepts and theories and provides a foundation

for further graduate study. Students may apply their knowledge

5

LAP300
LAP540
LAP450

Young .Adultliood
Adult Development and Learning
Abnormal Psychology of Aging
Human Sexuality^

LAP348

Cross Cultural Communications

5

LAP506
LAP507

Advanced Human Development OR
Theories of Cognitive Psychology-

College .Mathematics

5

35

Track II. Emphasis on Social and Community Psychology

General Biology

QH

Required

5

Physical Science

c

LAP352

. LAP411

US200
LAS201

5

Statistical Metliods

General Psychology

Intioductory Social

,g9_|828 OR

U.S. History and Gu tme. " g^g qr
U.S.His.on.a.,
"

LAS203

U.S. History

LAS300

Contcniporaiy orhi Cu

Children and Families Under Stress

5

Psycliolog^'^ of Exceptional Children and
Adolescents

5
5

LAP450

Psvcholog>' of Play and Therapeutic
Applications
Human Sexualit)'

LAP348

Cross-Cultiu-al Commuiiications

5

5

LAP501

5

5

INT450

Psychological Assessment I
D>majmcs of Group and Organizational
Behavior

5

Behavioral Sciences

LAPIOO

5

Liberal Arts Electives to complete a minimum of 180

LAP325

5

5

QH

Required Core Courses in Psyoliolog)

Total Minimmn Hours

35

5

LAP203
LAP30b

1 dfc-Span Development
Theories of Personality

5

Liberal Arts electives to complete a minimum of 180

5

LAP425

Mental Health

5

quarter hours required for the B.A. degree. Additional
psychology courses or courses fiom other appropriate disciplines

LAP307

Abnormal Psychology

5

may be taken as electives to satisfy this requirement.

Social l^sycliology

5

LAP350

Culture and Self

UP401

Psychology^ of Learnmg —■

LAP305
INT310

Memory and Cogmtion
Research Methods m

LAP499

Senior Seininar

5

English competency must be documented by passing the
English competency examination or by passing Fundamentals
of Composition (LAElOl) and Composition and Literature
(LAE102) at National-Lonis University with a grade of "C

5

or better.

5

Sciences

45

Total Minimum Honrs

or Social and Community Psychology.

Psychology of Adolescence-

quarter hours required for the B.A. degree. Additional
psychology courses or courses from other appropriate disciplines
may be taken as electives to satisfy tliis requirement.

Psychology Progi*ain (B.A.)
Students in the Psvchology Program must complete a total
of 180 credit hours: a 69 quarter-limir liberal arts general
education core, a 30 quarter-hour psychology core, and a 50
quarter-hour specialization in either Dcveloj)inental Psychology

LAP204

Total Minimum Hoius

English. Speech, OR Drama elecuve

Science elective

LAP420
Free Electives

industiy, operations research, and other scientific fields.

This program requires 180 quarter hours of study
including 65 quaiter hours in mathematics (courses numbered

L/VE102

5

Required Core Courses in Mathematics

The Matliematics Department offers a Bachelor of Arts
Degree in Mathematics/Ouantitative Studies. This curriculum

huroducilon to At
Fundamentals of Composition

LAMIIO
LAM216
UNI10
LAN150

All Theatre Arts concentrators are required to audition
for ail Theatre Arts Productions

LAAI 10
LAElOl

Natural Science

Science elective

•

Humanities

5

LAT220
LAT223

Mathematical Thinking
Math for Management Science OR
LAM220 College Algebra

69 QH

General Studies Requirements

53

Psvchology of Early Childliood
Psychology- of Middle ChildlioodAdolcsceiice OR

De|)ariment advisors for additional options.

Humanities elective

LAM130
LAM214

LAP201
LAP202

to a nu.nlicr of settings, including but not limited to community

and private mental health centers, the business sector, and
variety of other careers. Students should consult Psychology

Theatre/Fine Arts

choose a standard teaching concentiation in Theatre/Fine Arts.

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

'A course in General

Introduction to Psychology

Xndics Requitements. The

should be included in Genera

course is required in both Track 1

Track U program

sequences.

Wl.,.K.nph«sUonDeve.op.ncn.n.P«yoho.ogy
QH

Required

LAP200

Psvchology of Dcvdopm™'

Toddler \ ears Oil

Undergraduate Certificate in Human
Development/Psychology

The undergraduate certificate in Human Development/
Psychology is appropriate for any student, but will be
specifically helpful for those who work with people in
community agencies. Students who earn the undergraduate
certificate mav take the first step toward the B.A. degree while
enhancing their job or work experience.
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Students may be enrolled either full-time or part-time.
They will have a choice of psychology courses within two tracks:
Child Development or Intergenerational Studies. Students Tsnll
choose four courses (20 quarter hours) from either psychology
track and two human services courses (10 quarter hours) from
those listed below. This certificate will carry 30 quarter hours of

School serves as a valuable laboraton' for Children's Theatre
and Creative Drama students.

General Studies Requirements

69 QH

LAP201
LAP203

LAP320/
LAP321

LAP325

QH

LAAllO

Introduction to Art

LAElOl

Fundamentals of Composition

Psychology of Development in the

LAE102

Infant/Toddler Years

LAH120
LAT220
LAUllO

College Mathematics

LANllO
LAN150

General Biology OR
Survey of Physical Science
1 Natural Science elective

OH

LAPlOO

LAP306

LAP350

Culture and Self

5

HSClOl
HSC201
HSC203

_

LAS200

U.S. History and Culture: 1492-1828 QR

LAS201

U.S. Histor)' and Culture: 1828-1898 OR

5

5

LAT461

Costume Design
Practicmn in Tlieatre Production/
Management

LAT490

Independent Study/Stage Management

Children's Theatre

5

Puppetiy
Theme-Oriented Drama

5

LAT3U,
LAT320

Advanced Cliildren s Theatre
Ston-telling and Story T ea

5

Production

5

National Children's Theatre Company,

U.S. History and Culture: 1898 to the present 5

5

LAS300

Contemporaiy World Cultures

5

Principles and D^mamics of Intei-viewing
Principles of Family Intervention

5

5

10
30

5

5

^ Theatre Company,Tour

LAT411

National Cliildren s

10

LAT461

Practicum in Creative Drama
Eleoiives under advisement

11

Specialization IH—Music Theatre

- H Theatre Arts Core, Music

5

In addition to the requirea

Required Core Theatre Arts Courses

Total Minimum Hours

45 QH

LAS203

QH

Electives imder advisement

LAT223

5

5

Introduction to Human Services

Total for Certificate

General Psvchology

1 Introductory Social Science course

5

20

Total

5

Additional Theatre Arts electives

LAT240
LAT312

LAT410

5

Human Services Courses (two courses required)

45 QH

Advanced Stagecraft
Lighting Design
Scenic Design

LAT315

45 QH

5

LAMllO

5

Total

LAT310

quarter hours of Theatre Arts courses as

20

Mental Health

11

Theatre/Chcative Dran.a students "ust takejn adcn

Introduction to Music

Life Span Development
Psychology of AdolescenceYoung Adulthood
Abnormal Psychology

LAP425

hours of Theatre Arts courses as follows:

LAT313
LAT314

Natural Science

Psychology of Play and Therapeutic

Psychology of the Exceptional Person:
A Life-Span Perspective

45

• Theatre Arts Core,
Children's
In addition to the requu-ed
additional
45

Introduction to Theatre

Behavioral Science

LAP407

55

11

In addition to the required Theatre Arts Core, Production
and Management students must take an additional 45 quarter

Drama

Applications

LAP203
LAP204

Tlieatre Aria studettts are required to take, under advtseme .

45 qunrier liours of Theatre Arts Electives.

Specialization Il-Children's Theatre and Creative

Composition and Literature
Logic and Effective Thinking

Parts I and II

Track II. Intergenerational (four courses required)

Specialization IV—Production and Management

I„ „ddi,io„ to the required Theatre Arts Core Ceneml

Electives under advisement

1 Humanities elective

Psycholog}' of Early Childhood
Life Span Development
Psychological Assessment of the Young Child,

Total

Specialization I—General Theatre

Electives under advisement

Theatre Arts electives under adrisement

1 Literature course

LAP200

45 QH

Humanities

undergraduate credit.

Track I. Child Development (four courses required)

COLLEGE OF /VRTS AND SCIENCES

55 QH

Theatre students must take an ad^ 'I"

j^Q^rs ol

Theatre Arts and Music courses as o
LAT214

Acting!
Stagecraft

5

LAT230
LAT231
LAT232

Creative Drama
Modern Drama

5

LAT222

Music Theatre

2

5

LAT233
LAT309
LAT330
LAT430
LAT435

Stage Directing
Acting 11
Theatre History and Literature 1
Theatre History and Literature 11
Dramatic Theory and Criticism

LAU205

5

LAU206
LAU207

Musicianship I
Musicianship H

2

5

Musicianship HI

5

Music Theory

5

5

LAT470
LAT495

Communication Arts Internship I
Special Topic/Seminar

History of Music I
Histoiy of Music U

5

5

5
5
5

Hequired
5

LAU210
EAU320
LAU321

2

5

Hecommeiided

Theatre Arts Program (B.A.)
Students in the Theatre Arts Program must complete a
total of 180 credit hours: a 69-quarter-hour liberal arts/general
education core, a lOO-quarter-hour Theatre Arts specialization

Noncredited Program Requirements
•
•
•

in either General Theatre Arts. Children's Theatre/Creative

Drama, Stage Produrtion/Managemeni or Music Theatre and ati
additional 11 quarter hours of electives under advisement.
National-Louis (Iniver^lty's close proximity to the professional
Chicago theatre community provides sfudents with unique and
rich intern opportunities in all areas of specialization. In
addition, Nalioiial-Louis University's own Baker Demonstration

•
•
•

Performance Convocation (1 hour per week)
Tltrec quarters of Piny Reading (2 hours per week)
Six quarters of Musical Performance Ensemble (Music
Thealre Students Only)
Basic music skills and piano proficiency exam (Music
Theatre Students Only)

LAT200A
LAT200B

Ballet I
Ballet II

LAT201A
UAT201B

Jazz Dance 1
Jazz Dance II

Jr. and Sr. Recital

* It is recommended that stude

All students must audition for all Theatre Arts

Trivate Voice.

Productions

•

19 quarter hours of Applied Music* and/QB

English (>ompetency Exam

3
2
3
2

. .ake Private Piano and
m

5

5

5
5
15
11

180 QH
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Course Descriptions
Tills section provides descriptions of all courses given by
the College of Arts and Sciences. The courses are listed in
alphabetical order and numerical order. Unless otherwise stated,
courses listed in a department may be used for a major or minor
concentration in that department provided such a major or
minor is authorized bv the curriculum.

Numbering System
100-299 Lower undergraduate courses.

Courses with these numbers are for undergraduate students

(freshman and sophomores). They carry no graduate credit,
although graduate students may be admitted to such courses in
order to make up prerequisites or to gain a foundation for
advanced courses.

300-499 Advanced undergraduate courses.
Courses with these numbers are for advanced

undergraduate students (jimiors and seniors). They constitute
the advanced portion of an undergraduate program leading to

the bachelor's degree. A 400-levcl course may be taken for
undergraduate credit or graduate credit, upon approval of the
student's departmental advisor and tlie department offering the
course.

The first tliree alpha designations are codes for department
or discipline. The fourth character indicates level.
Department/Discipline Codes

APL-Applied Language Courses

problem-solving seminars. Includes e.vn.ninat.on of current
theories and related topics. 3 quarter hours
AHA424

Liberal Arts and Sciences (LA-)
LAA-Art

LAE-English
LAH-Philosophy
L/Vi\'I-Mat hematics

LAP-Psycliology
LAS-Social Science

Human Services (IISM)

PEA-Physical Education

490 Independent Study

Provides undergradtiate students in degree or certificate
programs an opportunity to pursue advanced scholarly study in
special areas where they seek furtlier information or to
investigate a practical problem in their area ol professional
interest. Special forms, obtained in the Registrar s Office, nitist
be completed and are required for registration.

There is no limit on the number of 495 courses thai can apply

to the degree, although each topic may be taken only once.

nc splf-iielD

'.search, and the

See program section for ftill descrijtlion of the Allied Health
Degree Completion Program options and reiiuirements.
AHA400

development, and evaluation of j

P

imoleraent job

analyzing and evaluating a problem they would solve in their
work or a vocational environment. Specific slatistica!
information covered iti the course hichides identifying and

HSM-Multiple Program

measuring olqeciives. collecling flaia. working with significance

HSP-Prcvention

levttls. analyzing variance ami conslrticting questionnaires.

HSS-Substanre Abuse

5(juarter luyura

identifying, gathering, and utilizing data as information for
Admission to the Health Care Leadership Program.

Corequisites: AHA440, AHA442. 4 quarter hours
AHA442

Ethical and Legal Issues in Health Care

issues concerning health care deliveiy. The potential interaction
and conflicts between individual value/moral systems, ethical
standards, and legal considerations are examined. Practical
considerations for protecting institutional, practitioner and

patient interests are presented. Prerequisite: .\dnus3i0n to tlie
Health Care Leadership Program. Corequisites: .AHA440,
AHA480

Administrative Preceptorship in Allied
Health

An assignment of students to an administrative position in a

hospital or department for practical application of

organiLtions. Euahles the studeat » ^-B^'^^lrjobTrainLg

administrative skills Vv-itli cooperative planning by superrising
administrators and the faculty from the Dejaartment of Allied

sessions, and performance appims

situations. Prerequisite: Instructor Permission.
5 or 10 quarter hours

descriptions, selection interview

departmental level.

Leadership

Prerequisite:
3 quarter hours
Program. Corequisiles: AHA431, AhlA^^^ H

Health for organized exposure to a broad spectrum of work

AHA491A

Principles of Health

Examines the roles of

Prepares health care
examining management

applications in a variety o* ^

Admission to the Health

^ supervisory roles by

° i^eiples and practical
^ settings. Prerequisite:

Leadership Program.
-...r hom's

AHA432

party reimbursement, budget de

record keeping, inventor)' conffo ,

facility planning will be

examines a problem related to their occupation or avocation.

Periodic progress reports mil be given regardless of tlie status of
the project. 2 quarter hours
AHA491B

Research Project II

present them to the instTuctor(s) in written form and to their

Financial and Physical Resou
Administration
principles involved in

An examination and application

Research Project 1

Students prepare part one of a written research project that

Students complete their independent research projects and

settings. Third

expendimre control,

classmates orally. 5 quarter hours

AHE420

Instructional Methods in Allied Health
Education

^ . ^lent maintenance, and

Emphasis upon presentation skills, including: set induction,

Corequisites: AtIA430,

techniques include micro-lalioratory .sessions and videotape
playback for critique and evaluation. 5 quarter hours

pigj^e; Admission to

the Health Care Leadership Prog

fluency in asking questions, achievhig closure, etc. Instructional

4 quarter hours

AHE421

Slallsfical Meihods and Research

HSC-Core/Counseiing
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AHA441. 3 quarter hours

AHA430
Human
Resource Development for Health
Care Supervision
Discusses tlie priuc.ples
" ^ance in health care

managing nonhuman resources
Allied Health

'

politics of health care. I quarter hour

Corequisites: AHA430, AHA432. o qaaiter horns

Problem analysis and evaluation techniques are presented.

r

AHA429
Ctirren. Issues in Health
A survey of current topics m the

AHA431

Students arc shown methods for defining, researching,

HSE-Einployee Assistance Program

current topics. 5 quarter hours

495 Special Topic

Special topic courses are developed to meet emerging
learning needs. Tlie specific topic is indicated on the transcript.

Health Care Planning and Evaluation

An introduction to the basic models for planning and program
evaluation in health care settings including methods for

An exploration of the etliical and legal aspects of contemporary

quality assurance; rights ol patieii

groups, patient advocacy, currtn

MSA-Administration

IlSC-Cerontology

health professionals civil

LAU-Music

AHG-Generai

AHM-Medical Technology
AHN-Ntirsing
AHP-Ptiinionaiy Science/Respiratory Care
AHR-Radiation Therapy

.

the itenith care profession. Topics inc ude: medical ■"alpmcoce
consent confidentiality and medical records; the It b

problems, paradoxes and

and field work in a selected area of interest.

AHE-Educarion

Health Law

An examination of ti,e iatv and the legal system

LAT-Theafre

AHA441

decision making. Continuous quality improvement and qualit)assurance (QA) procedures are examined. Prerequisite;

L.AN-Natural Science

Library reseandi, discu.ssioiis with peers and instructors

AHA-Administration

AHA423
Topics in Allied Health
Critical evaluation and integration of theory an practice via

DVS-Departmeni of Development Stttdies
ESL-English for Speakers of Other Languages

499 Seminar

Allied Health (AH-)

COLLEGE or ARTS AND SCfENCES

AHA440

Health

of systems management

An introduction to the fiindameii
gualy-sis of healtli
and organizational theory as it app ^ j^ational boundaries,
care organizations. Systems nio e j"' ^ fQ,.ce field imalysis,
varieties of systems.
^
be introduced. Health
and the maiiageincni of change

policy issues are introduced.

Heaith Care Leadership Piogi
AHA442. 5 quarter hours

Admission to the

AHA441,

Curriculum Development in Allied Health

Techniques of planning, organizing, and administering each
facet of the continimm for total curriculum development. Intraaud extra-institutional forces upon a curriculum and concepts

involving the relationships of courses within a currictdum are
examined. 5 quarter hours

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
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A systematic approach to clinical assessment, focusing upon the

physical and emotional needs of the patient at the emergency
scene and through transport and transfer to a medical facility.

processes involved in designing evaluative instruments for

The course provides the instruction necessarv to meet state

measuring cluiical performance. 2 to 5 quarter hours

certification requirements (Illinois Department of

AHE422

Clinical Assessment

AHE430
Educational Delivery in Health Care
Reviews the general principles of adult learning witli application
to health education programs. Enables students to design an
appropriate learning activity for health care organizations that
utilizes various components of individual and group learning
techniques. Prerequisite: Admission to Health Care Leadership
Program. Corequisites: AHE43L AHE432.4 quarter hours
AHE431

Presentation Skills in Health Care

Enables students to implement a designed learning activity- in a
given health care environment. Design and utilization of

Transportation examination) and is a prerequisite for
paramedic ti-aining. Offered at Evaiiston Hospital.
5 quarter hours

AHE432

Educational Assessment in Health Care

Explores the genera! principles and guidelines for outcome
assessment including clinical performance evaluation. Enables
students to develop an assessment/evaluation instrument for tlie
previously planned health care learning activity-. Prerequisite:
Admission to the Health Care Leadership Program.
Corequisile.s: AHE430. AHE431.4 quarter hours
AHE480
Student Teaching in Allied Health
Students are assigned to a community college or hospital
program for practical application of teaching skills in allied
health with cooperative planning by supervising teachers and
faculty from the Departaiient of Allied Health for an organized
exposure to a broad spectrum of leaching situations.
5 or 10 quarter hours
AHG101

professional i.s required. 1 quarter hour
AHG102
Medical Terminology
Introduction to the basic medical terminology needed by
beginning students of an allied health occupation. 2 quarter
hours

AHG260
Emergency Medical Technician Training
Tlie Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) is a professionallevel provider of^rnergencv care for the prehospilal assessment
and trealmeiU of the sick or injured patieiii. The EMT Training
course instructs individttals in the skills necessary to meet tlie

Snidv of morphologv, classification physiolog>\ cultivation and
staining of bacteria in relation to clinical disorders and disease
states. Principles and interpretation of antibiotic and
susceptibility testing. Prerequisites: Completion of all preclimcai
courses and acceptance into clinical program; Clinical
Microbiology Laboratory 1. 3 quarter hours

techniques and principles. Prerequisites: Comp etion o a
preclinical courses and acceptance into c inica prOj,ram.

a complex health care svsfem is emphasized. Information
soiyces are explored. Prerequisite: Admission to the Health Care
Leadership Program. Corequisites: LAS331, LAP340.

3 quarter hours

Overview of Heallh Care Delivery

4 quarter hours

AHG495

Allied Health Special Topic

Usually a technical topic which applies to one or more of the
health disciplines. Students may register for this course more
than once since the topic varies each quarter. 2 to 5 quarter
hours

AHG499

Allied Health Seminar

the Allied Health Concentration. Topics of current interest to

health care professionals will be examined. New students and
those involved in off-campus learning activities (e.g., student
teacliing or preceptorships) are expected to participate. (This
course mav be repeated.) Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.

incorporation of laboratory policy are stressed. Prerequisites:

Completion of all preclinical courses and acceptance into clinical
program; Clinical Hematology Laboratory-1. 3 quarter hours
AHM404

Clinical Immunohcmatology/Transfusion

Tlieory and application of immtmologic principles in relation to
blood groups and types; identification of antibodies,
compatibility testing, transfusion and component therapy,
transfusion reactions, preparation and utilization of blood and

its components. Prerequisites: Completion of all preclinical
courses and acceptance into clinical program; Clinical
Immunohematology/Transfusion Medicine Laboratory I.

AHM4()2B Clinical Microbiology Laboraloiy II
Incorporation of principles and techniques rom

1 quarter hour

Microbiology Laboratory I; participatron .n cUmca

AHM404A

laboramiT policy are stressed. Prerequisites: Comp enon of aU

Introduction to basic immunohemaiologyVtransfusion medicine
laboratory techniques and principles. Prerequisites; Completion
of all preclinical courses and acceptance into clinical program.
3 quarter hours

microbiologt' procedures at a competency eve ®PP™P
j
an entry level certified medical technologist Qualm com
safety, ■clinical laboratory work flow, and

preclinical cou'rses and acceptance into c inical program,
Clinical Microbiology Laboratory I- 3 quarter wi

This seminar is designed to facilitate communication and
sharing of resources beixveen students and faculty involved in

AHM402C

AHM404B

Clinical Parasitology/Mycology

Integration of didactic approach and
moiphology. classification of

Prerequisites:

and fungi. Clinical correlation is

Qpr-cntance into

Complettoii of all preclinical courses and acceptance
clinical program. 2 quarter hours

3 quarter hours

AHM402D

Medical Technology

r.:r; iSz :;r,kS

S,„dy of
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Quality control, safety, clinical laboratorv work flow, and

Medicine

Examines the evolution of health care deliveiy including societal

CUiiieal Virology

.nccific human

dioooooo ond ol™ool

—

Clinical Immunohematology/Transfusion
Medicine Laboratory I

Clinical Immunohematology/Transfusion
Medicine Laboratory 11

Incorporation of principles and techniques from Clinical
Immunohematology/Transfusion Medicine Laboratory- I;
participation in clinical immunohematology/transfusion
medicine procedures at a competency level appropriate for an
entry level certified medical teclmologist. Quality control, safety,
clinical laboratory work flow, and incoi-poration of laboratory
policy are stressed. Prerequisites: Completion of all preclinical
courses and acceptance into clinical program; Clinical
Immunohematology/Transfusion Medicine Laboratory 1.
2 quarter hours

theories. 1 quarter hour

Introduction to Allied Health Professions

opportunities are outlined. Observation of an allied health

appropriate for an entry level certified medical teclmologist.

Clinical Microbiology

e.xpectations, organizations, careers, financing, access, and
regulation. The abilitt,- to function as effective team members in

AHM301

This course provides an overview of the hi.story. current practice
and future potential for allied health. Legal, ethical, and
interpersonal aspects of patient care are introduced.
Educational retjuirements, credentialing procedures, and career

AHM402

AHM402A Clinical Microbiology Laboratory I
Introduction to basic clinical microbiology laboratory

AHG400

instructional media are covered as a means of enhancing

presentation skills. Prerequisite: Admission to Health Care
Leadership Program. Corequisites: AHE430, AHE432.
4 quarter hours

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Iiilroduclion to Hematolog)' and
Iinmunoheniatology

Prerequisite course for clinical henmtology and clinical
immunohematology/transfusion medicine: microscope use;

AHM403

AHM405

Clinical Hcniatolo^/Coagii^^^^

Theoiy and application of basic an

< n^orphologv of blood

Study of the function, maturation,

clinical

hematopoiesis; cell structure; genetics of blood group and type;
donor screening; elementary laboratory procedures.
Prerequisites: Completion of a minimum of 121 quarter hours
preclinical courses and acceptance into clinical program.

cells. Microscopic and chemical stucy o

5 quarter hours

courses and acceptance into clintcal pr ,
Hematolog>' Laboratory 1. 3 quarter houn

AHM400

disorders and disease states. Eva
clotting, and fibrinoMic system;

platelets, vascular

.

evaluation of
of all preclinical

anticoagulant drugs. Prerequisites: ■ P

Clinical

communication, and ethics ore stressed. Prerec[uisites:

Completion of all preclinical courses and acceptance into
clinical program. 0 quarter hours

AHM403A

Clinical

techniques and

Introduction to basic heniatology '

prineiples. Prerecpiisites:

" nreclinlcal coimses

^

AHM403B
Clinical Hematolo^ '^^h^ pdon
^^^^
Incorporation of principles am
Hematologv Laboratory

^ P^ .

complement, immune response. Correlation of laboratory tests
with autoimmune and infectious diseases. Prerequisites;

Completion of all preclinical courses and acceptance into
clinical program; Clinical Immunoserology Laboratory I.
1 quarter hour

techniques and principles. Prerequisites: Completion of all
preclinical courses and acceptance into clinical program.
2 quarter hours

and acceptance into clinical piogic
. I ^i/riiamiladon Laboratory 11

henmtolngy/i-oagulation procedures

antibodies and their interactions. Lymphoid system,

AHM405A
Clinical Immunoserolpgy Laboratory I
Introduction to basic clinical immunoserology laboratory

Orientation to Clinical Laboratory Science

Orientation to the entire clinical program and to the profession
of Medical Technology. Medical terjninology. laboratory
mathematics, laboratory sjifety, quality control/assurance,

Clinical Immunoserology

Study of theory and application involving antigens and

Clinical

in clinical
a competency level

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
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AHM405B
Clinical Immunoserology Laboratory II
Incorporation of principles and techniques from Clinical
Immunoserology Laboratory 1; participation in clinical
immimoserology procedures at a competency level appropriate
for an entry level certified medical technologist. Quality- control,

safety, clinical laboratory work flow, and incorporation of
laboratory policy are stressed. Prerequisites: Completion of all
preclinical courses and acceptance into clinical program;

Clinical Irmnunoserology Laboratory I. 2 quarter hours
AHM408
Phlebotomy
Anatomy of circulatory system and application of appropriate
blood collection techniques. Interpersonal relations,
communication, and ethical behavior are stressed. Prerequisites:

Completion of all preclinical courses and acceptance into
clinical program. 2quarter hours
AHM409

Application and sjnthesis of the multiple aspects of education
and management in laboratory science area. Prerequisites:
Completion of all preclinical courses and acceptance into
clinical program. 1 quarter hour
AHM410
Clinical Biocheinlstry
Theory and application of basic and advanced instrumentation.

Physiology, methodology, and clinical correlation involved in
biochemical testing in the areas of routine biochemistry,
toxicology, and endocrinology. Emphasis on quality control,
preventive maintenance, statistics. Prerequisites: Completion of
all preclinical courses and acceptance into clinical program;
Clinical Biochemistry Laboratory I. 3 quarter hours
Clinical Biochemistry Laboratory I

Introduction to basic biochemistry laboratory techniques and
principles. Prerequisites: Completion of all preclinical courses
and acceptance into clinical program. 3 quarter hours
AHM410B

Body Fluids Laboratory

Clinical Biochemistry Laboratory 11

Incorporation of principles and techniques from Clinical
Biochemistry Lal)oratory I; participation in clinical biochemislry
procedures at a cojnpeteiu y level appropriate for an entry level
certified medical technologist. Quality control, safety, clinical
laboratory work flow, and incorporation of laboratory policy are
stressed. Prerequisites: Completion of all preclinical courses and
acceptance into clinical program; Clinical Biochemistry
Laljoralory I. 3 quarter hours

incorporation of laborator)' policy are stressed. Prerequisites:
Completion of all preclinical courses and accej)taiice into
clinical program.2 quarter hours

5 quarter hours

nonpnltnonary diseases are considered. Prereqtnstte: AHP301

School Nurse Progi*am
AHN440

Introduction to Community Health Problems

Supervised field study designed to assist in the identification of
leading health problems in die community. Includes assignment
to several different healdi agencies to acquire understanding of

AHP303

Cardiovascular Diseases and therapy
d

therapeuiics as it relates ».'l-

VJd'^s.cardiac
Heniodvnainic

respiratory tlierapy practitionti. '

surgical) patient care, electrocardiograp i).

AHN470

School Nurse Internship

A nine-week, supervised experience providing the school nurse
intern an opportunity to explore school nursing methods,
materials and programs in a public school under the supervision
of a certified school nurse; a Seminar in School Nursing is taken

concurrently. Placement is in consultation with the program
coordinator. Prerequisite: completion of die courses required for
school nurse certification, Student must make arraiigeincnts

with the program coordinator for tlie internship at least one
quarter before registering for die internship. 12 quarter hours
AHN499N

Issues in School Nursing

Twenty-four contact hours for school nurses preparing for

AHP421

nq.mnist's role in patient
bedside assessment
basis, indications,

techniques are emphasized, ine \ .

o

tlierapy

hazards, and coimnon delivery systems

presented.

are examined. Basic

Care Program or

Prerequisite: Admission to the Respnaio y
instructor pennission. 5 quartei hours

AHP312

Airway Care

physiological mechanisms of veiiiilatoiy- failure aie examined.

Respiratoiy Care Program or instructor permission.
6 quarter hours
AHP431
Respiratory Care Specialties
The course examines die patient problems and variations in

therapy associated with the major special care ai-eas, including
iieonatal/pediatric ICU, emergency room, or/recovery,
rehabilitation and chronic care facilities, and home care.

therapeutic modalities

A comprehensive examination o

^ functional airway,

involved in maintaining or

. giotherapy. manual

Coordination of respiratory care services, patient education, and
discharge planning are examined. Prerequisites; AHP303,
AHP421; Admission to the Respiratory Care Program or
instructor pemiission. 6 quarter hours

Aerosol and humidity therapy, r j ^^fjution techniques
resuscitators. suctioning, and

.

are examined in detail. The app

^jj-^^ays are presented,

niaintenance, and

discontinuance
of various
arti Rcspttatory
icia
"Qare Program or
Prcfcqttisitm
Admission
to the

AHP481

observed and practiced in the hospital setting. Prerequisites;
AHP301. AHP311, AHP312, AHP313.6 quarter hours

AHP313

AHP482

Respiratory Care

public schools and the administration of a school health
program, including mandated programs, screening programs,
evaluation of children with special needs, and the role of the
nurse as a health educator. Course is taken concurrently with

acute and chronic airway mam

^^^Ucation of drugs for
neuromuscular,

are expanded to include a more complete evaluation of

or instructor

monitoring. Prerequisites: AHP302. AHP3tl, AHP312,

.

IGU medications, including cjirm

Prerequisite;

analgesic, and antimicrobial agcn
Aclntission to the Respiratory Cat®

=

ventilatory status, plus invasive and noninvasive cardiovascular
AHP313, AHP411, AHP412. AHP48I.6 quarter hours

permission. 3 quarter hours
AHP483

An in-depth study of the functional anatomy and physiology of
the respiratory .system. Ventilation, gas transport. Iniig
mechanics, internal respiration and control mechanisms are
examined in detail. Prerequisite: Admission to the Respiratory

Care Program or instructor permi.ssion. 5 quarter hours

Clinical Practice 11

All aspects of respiratoiy care are performed ui the critical care
environment. The comprehensive support of mechanically
ventilated patients is emphasized. Patient assessment techniques

A survey of pharmacology as it ^^^^j^^^gtration, and dosage
calculations

Pulmonary Physiology

Clinical Practice 1

Basic cardiopulraonary assessment techniques, medical gas
therapy procedures, and recognized aii-way care procedures are

instructor permission. 5 quarter lOurs

certification. Provides information about the organization of

AIIP301

Respiratory Critical Care

A coinprehensive examination of die respiratoiy^ therapist's role

discoiitinuaiicc. and physiological effects of mechanical
ventilation are emphasized. Related diagnostic and therapeutic
measures and ventilator adjuncts are examined. Prerequisites:
AHP302, AHP303. AHP313, AHP411; Admission to the

Patient Assessment and Medical Gas

Therapy
An introduction to the
care. Review oi the medical

Pharmacological principles, drug

the School Nurse Internship. 4 quarter hours

AHP301, AFIP311;.Admission to die Respiratory- Care Program
or instructor pennission. 2 quarter hours

The effective application, monitoring, management,

m

AHP311

community. 3 quarter hours

j

Admission to the

AHN441

with the family,(2) the PHN working with the community,(3)
the PHN working in the health care system; practicum focuses
on nursing care to families in die home and to gioups within the

procedures for blood gas analysis are examined in detail.

procedures will be reviewed, i

°

public, private, and voluntai*)' health agencies. 3 quarter hours

Incorporates classroom and practicum components; classroom

laboratory techniques, instrumentation, and quality control

in adult critical care. The common padiologies and the general

variety

Respiratoiy Care Program or insnuctor permr

instruction to focus on three basic areas: (1) the PUN working

lung voluiues and flow rate? are presented. Arterial sampling,

monitoring
and
advanced
CPR techmques wtU
.
r
1r..,1nr diagnostic and tlieiapeuuc

,
A

5 quarter hours

Nursing/Theory and Practice
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Noninvasive monitoring techniques are introduced. The

different functions and services offered in the community,

Introduction to Public Health

AHP412
Pulmonary Diagnostics
An introduction to pulmonary function and blood gas
laboratoiw teclmicpaes. Standard procedures for measurement of

interpretation of laboratory- values is emphasized. Prerequisites:

A survey of cardiovascular

Body Fluids

ITieory and application involved in microscopic and chemical
testing of urine, siool. aj»d other Itody fluids. Physiology,
methodology, clinif-al correlation. Prerequisites: Completion of
all preclinical courses and acceptance into clinical jirogram.
]quarter hour

Pulmonary Pathology

A 5u,-vev of the patliology, diagnosis, and treatment of diseases
affecting rcsph ation. Common obstrnetive, restrtcttve, atid c tes
wall ditorders are emphasized. The resp.ratory effects of

Respiratory Care
AHM411

AHP302

Participation in body fluids procedures at a competency level
appropriate for an entry level certified medical technologist.
Quality control, safety, clinical laboratory work flow, and

Clinical Laboratory Science
Management/Education

AHM410A

AHM411A
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A1IP411

Mechanical

General

Clinical Practice III

All aspects of respiratoiy care are performed in representative

An in-depth study of mecham^^ gystenis, and ventilator

specialt^^ caie cnvironiuents. Planning, evaluation, modification,

operational characteristics, con

specific patient populations is emphasized. The full range of

classifications will be

pediatric
'
AHP301..WP311, A1IP3I2, Ad ru

Program or instructor pennission. J q

adnlt and
detail. Prerequisites:

Respiratory Care

and coordination of respiratory patient care to meet the needs of

patient assessment technicjues and diagnostic procedures is
(•onsideied. Prerequisites; AHP303, AHP411, A11P421,
AHP482.5 quarter hours
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AHP484

Clinical Practice IV

A continuation of Clinical Practice III rotations. Prerequisites:
AHP431, AHP483.6 quarter hours

AHP490
Pulmonary Science/Independent Study
Prerequisite: Admission to the Respiratory Care Program or
instructor permission. 1-6 quarter hours

AHP495
Pulmonary Science Special Topic
Prerequisite: Admission to the Respirators' Care Program or

AHP452

Accelerated Cardiopulnionary Diagnostics

An accelerated preseniation of pulinonary and cardiovascular

diagnostic procedures u.sed in respiratory care; intended for
students with prior training and/or experience in respirator)'
care. Patient physical assessment, pulmonary function testing,

chest radiographv, electrocardiography. hcniodynamic
monitoring, and related procedures are considered. Prerequisite:
Admission to the nontraditional Respiratory Care Program or
instructor permission. 3 quarter hours

instructor permission. 2-5 quarter hours

AHP453

Accelerated Pulmonary Therapeutics

AHP499
Pulmonary Science Seminar
0-5 quarter hours

students with prior respiraton' care training and/or experience.

An accelerated preseniation of advanced level therapeutics for
The comprehensive siirvev of care for acute and chronic

respiratorv failure including pharmacology, mechanical
AHP499A
Current Topics in Respiratory Care I
A seminar dealing with current topics relating to respiratory

ventilation, patient monitoring, and respirator)' therapies in a
variety of critical care and specialty settings. Prerequisite:

care specialties. Student presentations may include clinical case

Admission to the nontraditional Respiratory Care Program or
instructor permission. 6 quarter hours

studies, current literature reviews, and research of assigned

topics. Prerequisites: AHP303, AHP421; Admission to the
Respiratory Care Program or instructor permission.
Prerequisites: AHP303, AHP421; Admission to the Respiratory
Care Program or instructor permission. 2 quarter hours
AHP499B

Current Topics in Respiratory Care II

A seminar dealing uith current topics encountered in the final
quarter of clinical practice. Student presentations may include
clinical case studies, current literature reviews, and research of

assigned topics. Preparation for professional credentialing and
employment will also be included. Prerequisites: AHP303,
AHP421; Admission to the Respiratory Care Program or
instructor permission. 2 quarter hours

The following courses (AHP450-AHP454) are offered
through Extension Services as the nontraditional program
option. Enrollment in these courses is restricted to students with
prior education, clinical training, and experience in respiratory
tlierapy.
AHP450

Accelerated Basic Respiratory Therapy

An accelerated presentation of the basic concepts of respiratory
therapy for students with prior respiratory care training and/or
experience. Patient asses.sment. medical gas therapy, airway
care, humidily, and aerosol therapy are reviewed. Prerequisite:
Admission to the nontraditional Respiratory Care Program or
instructor permission. 3 quarter hours
AHP451

Accelerated Pulmonary Pathophysiology

An accelerated presenlaiion of pulmonary physiology and
pathology for students with prior respiratory care training
and/or experience. Prerequisite: Admission to the nontraditional
Respiraloiy Care Program or in.structor permission.
3 quarter hours

AHP454

Clinical Proficiency Evaluation

COLLEGE OF ARTS ANT)SCIENCES

AHR202

Imaging Techniques in Medicine

PrincLple.s, theory, and techniques of imaging and their
relationship lo radiation therapy. Prerequisite: Admission to tlie
program or approval of the Program Director. 2 quarter hours
AHR203

Radiation Physics I

An imroduclion to the physical principles of radiation tlierapy
to include principles of energy, energ)' conservation, mechanics,

electricity, magnetism, types and sources of ionizing radiatmns
and their interactions with matter will be taught. Prereqmsites:
LAMllO, LAM111.5 quarter hours
AnR313

AHR417
Radiation Oneolog)' II
Advanced and special radiation treatment techniques ^'ill be
taught. The role of anatomy and patholog%' in tlie selection of
radiation therapy technique will be covered. Prerequisite:
AHR4I6. 5 quarter hours

AIIR418

Dosimetry

Advanced radiation tlierapy treatment planning tecliniques and
calculations v.dll he taught. Prerequisite: AHR313. 5 quarter hours
AHR420

Pathology

Study of the effect disease has on the anatomical and

Radiation Physics II

Advanced oiivsi. al principles of radiation therapy to include
radioactivity, parliculate and photon radiation, the inverse
square law. qiiallty v.s. quantit)', penetrability vs^wave eng

physiological process. Introduces concept of disease and the
disease process. Prerequisites: LAN200, LAN205. 5 quarter
hours

and physical measurements will be included. Prerequisites:

AHR430

LAiMllb. LAMllL AHR203.5 quarter hours

Affords students an opportunity to discuss or present in an

AIIR314

Radiation Protection

, a .a.

Current Professional Issues in Radiation

Therapy

informal setting items of professional interest or concern.
2 quarter hours

Basic .ncihoCs of

principles related .o radiat^n
pro.ecLn, legal ancl Ethical

AHR481

tasks, and a behavioral scale are completed by the clinical
evaluator. A written examination of clinical simulation is also

nioiiiioriiig. and physical ineasuremen s w
Prerequisite: AHR313' 2 quarter hours

required. All essential clinical proficiencies from the traditional
program must be documented to fulfill the clinical training
requirements of the program. Prerequisite: Admission to the

AHR315

machines. The student spends 40 hours per week. Monday
through Friday, in the clinic during the summer quarter.
Prerequisite; Admission to the program or approval of the
Progi-am Director. 8 quarter hours

Assessment of clinical proficiency developed through prior

clinical training and experience. A clinical experience/

proficiency summary, clinical proficiency checks on critical

nontraditional Respiratory Care Program or instructor
permission. 8 quarter hours

Radiation Therapy

Quality Assurance

AHR200

Inlroduetion lo Radiation Therapy

Technology program or for students desiring lo learn about
radiation therapv. Subject areas include the social/economic
impact of cancer patient.s, their families, and society; an

'JpUVrironmonf of
pVf.

■--i—

AHR313. AHR314. 2 quarter hours
AHR412

An in-depth study

For students intending to enter the Radiation Therapy

ranee

Kno.l..lp of ,1, priociplc. ood

neoplastic

spread, staging, treatment, and prognos

overview of cancer and its treatment: radiation tiieia]))

irradiations. Prerequisites:

AHR201

Patient Care

Handling, transporting and moving patients; |)roper liandagiiig
and clean.sing of wounds: f>l>lnining vital signs and recognizing
variations in a patient s |)hysiological and etnolional .status:

AHR481S

Practicum Seminar 1

A seminar that is to be taken concurrently with Clinical
Practicum 1. The seminai* is designed to encourage discussion of
the clinical experience; lo bring out problems or misconceptions;
to reinforce positive attitudes about the students experience: and
lo correlate the didactic courses to the clinical experience.
1 quarter hour

technology; the radiation therapist and other allied health
required. 5 quarter hours

treatment set-ups and patient care; orientation to the treatment

AHR420. 5 quarter hours

AHR413
Radiation Bio'-ty
fe.ues; and the
The effects of ionizing radiations on
pliysiologic syiidroraes '''■'''™®oTaN205. 5 quarter hours

professionals. Prerequisite: Admission to the program or
approval of the Program Director. Clinical observations

Clinical Practicum I

Orientation to the radiation therapy department; elementary

AnR482

,
AHR482S

AHR415
Radmtion
A required independent
to investigate a specific area ot

opporinnity
ciihiiuiating in a wiitteu
, ^ take more tlian

and oral report. It is expected tha ^
AHR416

Radiation Oncology I

An introduction to the study o

the cancer patienl. PnTe<iinsife; Admi.s.sion to the program or
approval of the Program Director. 5 quarter hours

curves, comparison

Praclicum 11. The seminai" is designed to encourage discussion
of the clinical experience: to correlate the didactic courses to the

radiation therapy technology; to discuss and compare treatment
techniques Through actual case presentations. 1 quarter hour

' p^jj-ameters of isodose

techniipies lo include generation an

treatment decisions will be

Practicum Seminar II

A seminar that is to be taken concunentlv with Clinical

clinical experience; to review and discuss cuiTent literature in

one quarter to finish their reseau • - 7

gowning and gloving procednre.s. F.rnphasis on nursing care ol

Clinical Practicum II

Radiation therapy teclmique; treatment simiJation. The student
spends 24 hours per week in the clinic. Prerequisite: AHR481.
6 quarter hours

raiioiiale for

.''"'pj-ej-eqiiisites: AHR200;
■ p

Admission to the Radiation Therapy
permission. 5 quarter hours

or instructor

d

AHR483

Clinical Practicum III

Advanced radiation therapy treatment and simulation

teclmiqvies: basic calculations and record keeping; radiation
safety and quality assurance; observations in various hospital
departments. The student spends 24 hours per week in the
clinic. Prtjrcqtsisite; AHR482. 6 quarter hours
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AHR483S

Practicum Seminar III

A seminar that is to be taken concurrently witli Clinical
Practiciim III. Tlie seminar is desiffned
to encourage
discussion
c
o

of the clinical experience; to correlate the didactic courses to the
clinical experience. Topics of di-scussion will include advanced
radiation therapy techniques, qualitw assurance, and radiation
protection. / quarter hour
AHR484

Clinical Praciicum IV

.\dvanced radiation treatment and simulation techniques to

include brachytherapv. medical imaging techniques; treatment
planning: and special adjunct treatment techniques.
Prerequisite:.AHR483. 10 quarter hours

HSC102

A study of formal and informal group dynamics, issues, and
behaviors, directed to an understanding of group functioning

and leadership: factors involved in group cohesion and group

HSC201
Principles and Dynamics of Interviewing
Examination of various teclmiques, goals, methods, model, and
outcomes of interpersonal relationships. Focus on basic
interviewing skills, information gathering, recording and
assessment, and goal planning. 5 quarter hours

all radiation therapy course and clinical work to date.
1 quarter hour
AHR485

Clinical Practicum V

Advanced radiation therapy treatment procedures, techniques,
and simulation; physics rotation to include radiation safety,
quality assurance, research and special projects; elective
rotations. Prerequisite: AHR484. S quarter hours
AHR48oS

Practicum Seminar V

The seminar is to be taken concuiTPntly with Clinical Practicum

V. The seminar is designed to piill together all the knowledge
learned during the professional sequence of the radiation

therapy program by relating the didactic course objectives to the
clinical exjjei'ience. Topics of discussion will include advanced
ircafment. simulation, dosimetry, and planning tecliniqiies.
/ quarter hour

AITR490

Radiation Therapy Independent Study

Sf.udents. with the direction of the Program Advi.sor. pursue a

s{)ecifir personal interest witiiin the discipline. 2 quarter hours
Human Services

Theory and Techniques of Crisis
Intervention

Pracdcum Seminar IV

A seminar designed to encourage discussion of the students
clinical experience and to coirelaie the didactic course work to
the clinical experience. Topics of discussion will include case
and journal pre.sentation. special treatment techniques. Students
are required to take and pass a comprehensive examination on

Introduction to crisis theoiy, focusing on models of intervention,

and utilizing experiential skills-building exercises. Prerequisite:
HSCIOI. HSC201. 3-5 quarter hours

HSC203

Principles of Family Intervention

E.xamination of theories and dynamics of family change and
issues of stabilization within that change. Emphasis on viewing

the family as a whole system wherein change in one individual
changes the family group and structure. Focus on identifying
strategies of intervention as defined by family needs and

structural change. Prerequisites: HSC101,.HSC201, HSC202,
01- permission of instructor. 3-5 quarter hours
HSC220
Resource Development and Networking
Work in the human services field demands a knowledge of

community resources covering a wide range of needs. The
ability to make appropriate referrals and to work cooperatively
with others is important. This course introduces students to
basic networking and community resource development
concepts, strategies, and skills, thus preparing them for this
aspect of the field. 2 quarter hours

ajq)roval of iheir imdergrafliiate advisor,
HSClOl

F.xjdorafiori of the fiehl fd" imman servu-es. including the imjjaci

HSC411

Diagnoslir- Tests and Approaches to

Personality Assessment

An introduction to projeclive personality testing, fanii iariztHj,
the student with a variety of personality tests, ocus is on

introducing the student to test maleiials, a ministering

procedures, and clinical interpretations of tests such as hgure
drawings, .sentence completion, and other projective tjqte tests.

An overview of various theories and techniques of group
Tlie first part of tlte course \sill emphasize goals and piurposes of
group counseling, tasks and skills of the group counselor, and
guidelines for group creation. The latter sessions will
concenti'ate on the experiential application of these concepts.
Prerequisites; HSC102, HSC201, HSC202, junior or senior
status and written consent of academic advisor. 5 quarter hours
HSGlOl

Introduction to Gerontology

HSC414

and societal dimensions accompanying the aging process and
attitudes towards aging. Focus on skills of assessment and

Vocational Counseling

n
•
•
• iplcs oi
nf iti
rehabilitation care and
Lxnniiiiation
olr prim

.draining for nrrv rar.-ers; developing

suppnilivc to the individual client and i entijiiio' ■

chaltges necessary to vocation readjustment. Prerequtsttes.
HSClOl. 11SG201. 5 iiuarler hours

MSCdr,I

Fundnniontals of Creative Expressive

Emphasis on I,I'mng endive therapentie
different an nimialitie.s can

rapport and

tticling (he human servire workei

and

^mpathv with individuals and groups using ai , i

HSC499

Seminar/Curr.^^

Seminar oti cnrrcnt issues in
.dentifying trends, prohle.ns, P"''"

parameters in
implementation of

ftrous ol the jtrofession. .Analysis, dt s ^ ,
Solutions will he a major focus. 1-h quattei

HSC503

i7„^phasis is placed

5 quarter hours

HSC305

*ISC510

psychotherapies.

Theories of Counseling

A survey of eurreiU theories of comiat ing
jcofessional
Idle eharaclerisiics of all
pi-ijor theories used
helping relationships will he expire ^.^^^jj^gcling techniques
bi i).syclioliiera|)y today and

HSG220

Mental Health and Aging

An overxiew of tlie key elements necessary for successftil aging
\xitli an emphasis on mental healtli of older persons: fimctional
and organic brain disorders will be examined. Review of various
treatment principles and skills supportive of positive mental health
among the elderly. Prerequisite: HSGlOl. 3-5 quarter hours
HSG441

Health Care for Older Adults

An overview of the health care of older adults. Normal

HSG448

Administration of Volunteer Programs
Serving Older Adults

eoomseling
and Ilun.an Developmentbehaviors
in a
Mtillicnllnral Society

An examinaiioii ol theory, tecliniqi s,

treatment planning. 3-5 quarter hours

physiological factors, common diseases of the aged, and both
formal and informal cominimity health services for the elderly
will be explored. Health maintenance and promotion will be a
major emphasis throughout the course. 3-5 quarter hours

dance. Prerequisite: 1 ISC 102. 3-5 quarter hours

grouping. Prere(iuisite.s:
status and written consent of acaii

or family needs are most effectively met through means outside
of the systemic noims due to disability or other situations. It
emphasizes evaluation of services, coping strategies and

Counseling

Examination of physical, psychological, philosophical, social,

3-5 quarter hours

Special Needs Populations

Theories and Techniques of Group

Prerequisite: Jiinioi- standing. 3-5 quarfei hoias

unique subcultural
junior or senior

Prerequisites: HSC102, HSC201, HSC202, HSC203.

HSC512

counseling and the practical application of these techniques.

background as well as upon cntiea
"f otiier mllures.

develoinnenr and integration of individual style and technique.

huniliiui?-^' students

In this course the student will explore the various aspects of
managing volunteer programs that serve the elderly: senior
centers, religious groups, and various otlicr organizations vital
to the elderly operating primarily on the labors of volunteers.
This vital course will discuss the role or tlie professional within
such a group, as w-ell as the various aspects of management.
Prerequisite: Peimission from Director of Gerontology" Program.
3-5 quarter hours
HSG548
Counseling Elders and Their Families
In this course the student will begin by learning tbe basic
principles of assessing the older client and their family. The
course proceeds by discussing the application of different
therapeutic teclmiques that have been foimd to be effective for
working with the elderly in one to one, group, and family
contexts. Prerequisite; HSC201, HSC202, junior or senior status
and written consent of academic advisor. 5 quarter hours

re.soiirees. 5 quarter hours

based on those theories will he 'n'^.j^jj^.i,]ual irentment of
"^dth the most iniporttint methof s o^ tjnjior or senior .status

HSM303

IISC310

Maiiageincnt/Administralion of Health and

P^yelmlogical problems. Prerequ'si'* •' •

/Vn overview of the slepfamily structure, the course explores the

Human Service Organizations

^'tfl wiitten consent ol academic

inflividiiai and to societ\': the function ol a vtiriery »>! human

l„-depth analysis of selected types of human service

.service orgatiizafions; currerjt (rerifis and historical (lariertis ol

oj-c^anizalions in relation to origins, structure, and stability and

human service cttre; jjrolessional roles atid ethical
responsibilities. 5 quarter nours

I atid/or consent of instructor. 5 quarter hours

cultural
counseling persons

HSC300
Advanced Clinical Intervention Strategies
Focus on advaiiced skills of interviewing, with emphasis on

Introduction to Human Services

anrl meiuiiiig of jjsvcliosocial and related difficullics to the

environnient interface. Prerequisites: Junior standing, Practicum

of counseling in a niiilticiilturai
'ipon understanding the

This course exatnine.s circumstances in which some individual
T]j?iior-senior level iiiulergraduates may take graduate level
course work as is appropriule to their sUidy plan upon wrillen

cliptiis, anrl professionals. Examination of organization-

conflict, communication and intervention skills.

3-5 quarter hours

HSC202
AHR484S

Introduction to Applied Group Process

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

change. Aden!ion to various interrelated roles of agencies.

/lou'i'

The Slepfamily

effects of tliis family configuration on children, parents, and
inslitution.s. Examination of how stepfainilies differ froin other
familv forms and how cliildren. parents, and society deal with

the [ihenotdeiion. 2 quarter hours
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HSM385

Practicum Supervision

Examination of the issues and dynamics of professional
relationships within the content of the practicum experience.

Specific attention given to: ethics of helping; organizational

HSM416

Marital Separation and Single Parent
Families

An examination of psvchological, sociological, phvsical. and

treatment planning ^ith indi\idual, group, agency, and family

ecological dynamics of change in family structures preceding
and during the divorce process,'as well as the sequential stages
of single paienihood and the reconstituted family. Prerequisite:

client units. The seminar will focus on both the commonahties

HSC201. 2-5 quarter hours

structure; service delivery systems: client assessment; and

(regardless of client population) of Human Service work as well
as each student s unique learning experience. Prerequisite:
Permission to begin Professional Practice Experience.
ConcuiTent enrollment in undergraduate Practicum. Enrollment
is required with each Practicum/Iriternship enrollment.
1-2 quarter hours
HSM405

Juveniles and die Law

The study of the law affecting juveniles: delinquency, minors in

HSM417

Child Abuse

The dvnamics of child abuse, types of abuse, and the abuser;
the impact and implications of child abuse on the family and
society: treatment and prevention. Prerequisite: HSC201.
5 quarter hours
HSM418

Suicide Intervention

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

continue to receive supervision both on site and witiiiii the
Lniversiiv. Student is required to enroll in HS.M385 Practicum
Supervision concurrently. Prerequisites: HSM481 and
departmcnlal approval. 1-5 quarter hours
HSM483

Human Services Praclicum III

Third cour.se of a four-part sequence in the Human Services
Professional Studies Sequence. This course requires the student

to choose a different practicum site than in HSM481 and
HSM482 thus allowing the student the opportunit>' to furd^ier
enhance his or her skills in another specialization area. The

student is required to complete a minimum of 15 hours per
^eek on site (minimum of 150 hours) for the quarter and

concurrently register in HSM385 Practicum Supervision tints
receiving on-site and university supervision- Preiequisites.
HS482 and departmental approval. 1-5 quaitei hours

need of supeiwision. neglect and abuse, child-custody, adoption,
civil law and responsibility, special education, and the Illinois
School Code. Practical aspects of police interaction and
inteiwention, the functions and capaliilities of the Departments
of Probation. Children and Family Services, and other public

Suicide theon' and inteiwention teclmiques. Emphasis placed on
identifying signs of depression and how to use crisis intervention
teclmiques related to suicide intervention and prevention.
Students will leam to identify major causative factors of suicide
in children, adolescents, and adults, and gain a general
knowledge of available community resources. Prerequisite:

agencies. Prerequisite: HSCIOI.5 quarter hours

HSC202.5 quarter hours

for an additional minimum of 15 hour, per week (nimunum ol
150 clock hours) for the quarter and concurrent)

HS1VI406

HSM420

for HSM385 Praclicum Supervision. Prerequisites: HSft

Human Services and the Law

Legal principles and issues pertinent to the field of human
services administration, mental Iiealth and addiction counseling
and employee assistance programs will be discussed. Such topics
as: crime and delinquency; family crisis: child abuse and

Women and Mental Health Issues

An introduction to mental Iiealth issues as tliey relate directly to
women. The course will acquaint students with cuiTent research
on sex differentials, sex role functioning, sex differences in
women's mental health problems and their cau.ses, and

HSM484

Pouith course of a four-part sequence in the Human Services
P1SM483 as the student continues in the same p acemeni sc u g

^d advisor approval. 7-5 quarter hours

addressing specific knowledge^ and

neglect; rnciual health laws; domestic violence laws; DUI

diagnosis and treatment with female clients. The class also will
provide an avenue for students to examine gender-related issues
in their own personal and professional lives In order to help

in HSM484. This co.nse re^tirea a

understanrl and work with women of varied ages, races,
ethnicities and socioeconomic backgrounds. Prerequisite:

Site experience in a human service agencv,

Recommended—General Psycliology or lower-division Human
Services coiu-se. May be used as psychology course.
5 quarter hours

'0 anv of the specialized areas with advis

estate property laws, labor and contract law, as well as

professional liability will also be included. 5 quarter hours

HSM407
Violen(!e and Aggression in the Family
Examination of the psychological, social, behavioral, and
cultural foundations of aggressions and violence; issues of
phy.sical and emotional abuse within the family unit.
3-5 quarter hours
HSfVI408
Hospitalized Child and Adoleseent
TTiis course will focus on the psycho/.social care of the
ho.spitalized infant, child, and adolescent: the impact that illness
and hospitaliztition have on the chihl and hi.s/her family: the
understanding and importanee of a child life program, its goals
and objeeiives, and how it functions on a pediatric unit.
5 quarter hours

HSJV1415
Strategie.s of Community Intervention
A .study of community power stiuctiires and resfuirces. interest
groups and citizen participation, influence and power,
examination (T njodehs for developing and orgatiizing
coininunilv resources to implenieiii change. Prere([uisil(;s:

HSCIOI. lis(;201. 2-5 quarter hours

HSM481

Human Services Practicum I

First course of a four-parl; sequence in the Human Services
Professional Studies Sequence. This course requires a minimum
of 15 hours of on-site experience in a liiunan sendees agency^

totaling a minimum of 150 clock hours fur the quarter.

those

^xperientiallv investigate specific aieas oi u

•

of 1 so'clock hones foe the c,uaete...P—
PI
work clo.seIy with and receive supervision from

^•'d universitv personnel. Student is

HSM385 Practicum Supervision concurrenilv-

^

nocnrv

„

th agency

,jg|jg5.

T

3-5 quarter hours

HSSlOO
Introduction to Alcoholism/Substance Abuse
A short liistorv" of alcohol use and abuse from prchistoiT to tlie
present; the influence on contemporary American socieiv of
alcohol use in several other social systems; the causes of
alcoholism/substance abuse, the emergence of alcoholism dru<^
counseUiig as a profession, with certification. 5 quarter hours
Physiologv' of Alcoholism/Substance Abuse

An examination of the effects of alcohol and drugs on the body;
including an overview of the anatomy and physiolog^^ of body
systems and major organs, how^ alcohol and drugs are

metabolized by the body and the observable svmptomatolog\" of
the resulting effects. Also, the importance of nutrition to the

substance abuser and the effects of acute and long-term
intoxication. 5 quarter hours

Sociocultural Aspects of

The effects of culture, ethnic background, and social change as
they influence the drinking patterns of certain groups: the
effects of these influences on treatment and recovery for the
alcoholic; discussion of special populations, including women,
adolescents, elderly blacks, Latinos, Nativ'e Americans, persons
with disabilitie.s, and those with p.syxhiatric impairmerils.
Prerequisite; HSSlOO.5 quarter hours

HSS202

Applied Clinical Strategies in

Focus on the process of coimseling (particularly with alcoholic
clients), from evaluation and initial phase to middle and
termination phases; emphasis on the expression of interviewing

Human Services Pran<ic>.|n

Continuing advanced climcal experien

dysfunctional families, etc. Historical perspectives, present
practice, and future development of the field will be discussed.

Alcoholism/Siibslance Abuse

f^SM484 and advisor approval. 1-5 qiiaiter w

HSM486

prevention and early intervention, as well as overviews of the

continuum of care. Prevention of a variety of human problems
will be covered: substance abuse. AIDS, suicide, truancy,

Alcoholism/Substance Abuse

Advanced clinical experience in a selected

information; special education; confidentiality as well as state
and federal laws and regulations will be discussed. Issues of real

This course explores the varving definitions and approaches of

HSS201

Human Services Practicum V

Theory and Perspective on Prevention and
Intervention

HSS200

Human Services Praclicum IV

Professional Studies Sequence. This course is a contiimauon o

HSM485

IiSP450

com'se

skills, organization and evaluation data, establishment of a

service agency usually a
° .ite experience in a
I'equires a minimum of 15 hours o

treatment plan, and counselor self-awareness. Prerequisites;
HSC2ni, HSS102 or concurrent, HSS200.5 quarter hours

Practicum inav be completed in any of the specialized areas
with advisor approval. Students work closely with and receive
supervision from both the agency and university personnel.
Student is required to enroll in HSM385 Practicum Supeiwision

Inmnm service agency, totaling a
for the quarter. Practicum n.ay be ".npt

specialized areas tvilh advisor appiova .

agency and

The course will indude a short histoiy of alcohoi and ding use

concurrently. Prerequisites: HSC201 and acceptance into
Professional Studies Sequence, 1-5 quarter hours

^ith and receive supervision from
"miver-sity personnel. Student is
^

HSM385
jgi^es: ITSM485

and abuse from prehistory to the present. The influence of
several societies on contemporary American socieiv will be

„t the

'taciicum Supervision concurrently.
HvSM482

Human Services Practicum II

Second course of a four-part sequence in the Human Services
Professiotial Studies Sef[uence. This course is a continuation of
HSM481 as the student coniirmes in the same placemciii setting

for an additifinal rninimtim of 15 hours per week for a total of
another 150 clock hriurs on site for the quarter. Students will

HSS430

Theory and Perspective of Addiction

^od advisor approval. 1-5 quarter hours

discussed. Effort.s to treat alcoholism and drug abuse as a
societal problem, e.g.. lemperance and prohibition, as well as
the deviioprnent of treotmeut modaiiiie.s by Dr. Benjamin Rush.

HSM490

Independent study offering foj ■ .
academic
i'foctiiioners, which is inteiuie ^ ^ppmiits the student to

The Oxfoi'fi Croup Movement, and Alcoholics .\noimnons. Tiie

MOaiifications and clinical expeitise.

SA'vice. delivery models, i.e. in-patient, out-patient, halfway

Human Services

'^'idertake individual research in an at

^^PpaitrneiU and instructor. 2-5 quottet un

„,inroved bv the

emergence of alcoholism/drug abuse counseling as a profession
will be sindied briefly with some discussion of certification.

house, therapeutic community, mevhadone maintenance, etc..
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are also discussed. Theories of etiology (sociocult, learning,
psycho-d\Tiainic, moral, disease concept) are included as well as
intervention models (family. DUI).5 quarter hours

HSS431
Physiology of Addiclions
This course pro\ades a review of anatomy and physiolog}- of the
major organs and body systems, and how they are affected by
the various drugs of abuse: alcohol, heroin, cocaine, marijuana,
amphetamines, barbiturates, and other hallucinogens.
Pharmacological aspects of these drugs are also covered.

HSS481

Practieum in Alcohol and Substance Abuse I

Aji intern program designed to provide op[)()rtuiiities to tipply
clinical skills and knowledge. These j)rac(ice hours arc utider
the clinical supenision of a certiiied alcoholism counselor, at a

site agi'ced upon bv the student aiitl the instructor. One hundred
fifty- hours are recjuired at the pratiieunesite. plus other class or
written work.' Preretjnisiie: HSS202. 1-5 quarter hours
'Student is required to enroll in IISM385 i'racticum Supervision
concurrently.

5 quarter hours
Adolescent Alcoholism Treatment and

Addiction Dynamics

Participants will attend the in-patient treatment programs at
Parkside Lodge of Mundelein in the adolescent unit. As
observers for a one-week period, participants will -experience

Management credit.) 5 quarter hours
INT310

Research Methods in the Behavioral

Problem analysis, review and selection of appropriate datagathering techniques, reporting systems, and reseaich design
evaluation. Prerequisite: junior or senior standing.(May be use
for Psychology, Human Services, Social Science and Allied

Practieum in Alcohol and Substance
Abuse II

INT315

Women in Society

A comiiuiation of Practioinn 1. Prere(|uisi(es: same as Practieum

This course is designed to study women in the past, picsent, an

I, plus HSS202.1-5 quarter hours

future. Students will analyze 'the impact of societ>^ on women
and women on society hy studying economic, po
'
psychological, anthropological, social, histoiica .
^J

HSS483

Practieum in Alcohol and Substance

site: Parkside Lodge of Mundelein—enrolhnent lunited and by

A continuation of Practieum II. Prere((uisiles: same as

issues as they directly relate to women. Prerequisite: lOOdeve
Human Services or 100-level Psychoiog)' or 100-level Social

permission/invitation of LCSA only. 1-5 quarter hours

Practieum 11, plus IISS-lBl and HSS482.1-5 quarter hours

Science course.5 quarter hours

HSS446

HSS531

INT400

Abuse III

adolescent addiction and treatment on a first-hand basis. On-

Understanding Alcoholism Treatment

Teachers and other school professionals, as appropriate,
participate in the in-patient treatment program at LCSA. As
participant-observers, participants follow the patient program
with several exceptions: reaction groups are substituted for
group therapy sessions and participants receive additional
training in addiction dynamics during some of tlie patient ''free
time.'' Enrolhnent by permission/invitation only.
5 quarter hours

Addictions and tlie Family

explored. Tiie role of the family in the recovery process will also
be explored. Intervention techniques will be demonstrated.
Family systems theory will be discussed as a method of

2-5 quarter hours

INT410

intervention with families. Prerequisites: HSS202, junior or

Students will study the process of leadership om a u ^ '

senior status and wiitten consent of academic advisor. 5 quarter

varied perspective. Leadership will be de^mec,

HSS448

Substance Abuse Educalioii

Objectives of the course are to develop a well-informed nucleus
of key personnel within a community education district, to
examine attitudes toward chemicals commonly used and to
foster helpful approaches toward people with adrliclions. Skills
will be developed to sharpen identification of addiction and lo
increase awareness of the impact of alcohol and otliei' drug
problems on the family and especially children. Enrollment by
permission/invitation only. .5 quarter hours

INT200
INT201

Utilization oflnstruclioiial Media I
Utilization of Instructional .Media II

A laboratory approach is used to ein|ihasize and deviiop sound
principles of selection, utilization, and evalinition oi a wide
variety of media found in elementary schools today. Included
are motion picture projection, audio recording techniques,

graphic displays, videotape jccording. and miiltiniedia
presentations. Students denionstinte utilization and profhictlon
of specific media formats. 1 quarter hour each
INTSOO

Blueprints for Ufelong Learning

The course provides indiWdnal guidance I'oi' adults who wisli to
examine and evaluate their current educational and cai'eer

HSS449

Alcoholism: Intervention and Treatment
Modalities

Examination of progri'ssive syniptotnatology: key diagnostic

and treatment issues, particularly denial, treatment needs of
alcoiiolic women, senioy citizen.s. children and adolescents:, and

using the family as th^unit of intervention. Prerequisite: junior
standing. S-5 quurter hours

develojiment. Assistance is [irovided in detertiiining jirojessional
goals, culminating in a 'T)lue|irint" or academic/professionul
plan to attain these goals within a jnescribed lime franu'.
Prerequisite: Previous postsecondary education. 2 quarter hours
INT305

Oynaniles of Group and Organizational
Behavior

iSiiidy of formal ami infonnal stnall group and organizational
behavior. Exqu'riential learning e.xci-cises and analysis ttf real

Students will bo introduced to die basic concepts, metliods and
tools employed in the rcseitrch process. Emphasis is placed on
practical applications of these ideas, widi the central goal being
to assist students in becoming intelligent consumers of research
INT491C

Field Study/Project Advisement

Provides advisement lo studciiis who have compleied the
undergraduate field e.xperience program in order iliat thev mav

satisfactorily complete their work on the required applied
research project. Coiu'se shall be graded "P" (Satisfactoiy) or
I (In-Progress); credit does not count low'ard graduation
requirements; the course may be repeated. / quarter hour

Language and Academic Development/
Department of Developmental Studies
DVSIOOA

Strategics for Effective Readini; I:
Integration of Study Skills with Basic

The first term in a two-term sequence. Rcadins I offers the
student strategies for becoming a more effective and

An analysis of learning experiences contributing to p^so
career growth, preparation of a portfolio c escri in^

Interdisciplinary

Methods of Inquiry in the Behavioral
Sciences

Comprehension

Career Assessment and Planning

This course will help stiulents understand the jtrocess a family
experiences living with an active a]co]iolic7sui)stance ahuser.
Roles of tlie spouse and children in tlie iuliliclive proces.s will be

hours

HSS447
Peer Counseling
Course is designed to assist school personnel in developing and
implementing a peer counseling program in their school to
provide students wuth skills in active listening and learning to
participate effectively in groups. Enrollment bv permission/
invitation only. 5 quarter hours

IIVr430

findings and conclusions.

Sciences

Health credit.) 3-5 quarter hours
IISS482

HSS445

groups and organizations provide a basis for concept
development. Prerequisite: junior or senior standing. (May be
used for Psychology, Social Science, Allied Health, and

experiences. Exercises in goal setting and rime management.

independent learner tliroiigh insti-uction in study skills as well

as reading comprehension. Emphasis is placed on applying
learning principles dii'ectly to the academic areas in which the

Leadership in a Changing World
.

student is engaged. Successful completion leads to a grade of
X which converts to Pass (P) or No Pass (N) following
Reading II. 2 quarter hours

clelineafed from the role of the ntanager. Vanous leadersh p
theories will be explored, as well as df™
behavlL al

DVSIOOB

approaciL to leadership, and situational

The second term of Reading continues to emphasize
development of the student as an independent learner.
Instruction focuses on the relationship between reading and
writing as well as on the impoitancc of critical thinking. The
student retincs comprehension skills through wTiting summaries

leadership (including small work team leaders
characteristics-and values of leaders
leader performance problems and eh<
explore future trends in leadership

will
in a
Hves.

p

global context, as well as, m regar

sequence.

Prerequisites: All prior courses m

1 o

Strategies for Effective Reading 11: Critical
Analysis of Expository Text

and critiques of journal articles in appropriate academic
disciplhies. Grading is Pass (P) or Not Pass (N). 2 quarter hours

5 quarter hours

INT420

Dynmnics of

""dfofs'lg'n'lflcaut

This course is an mterdtsciplnmi.
relationships In peoples' lives

*

social and behavioral sciences. Reh

from the
„udled Include

same-gender

acquaintances, kinship ties, cowoi

friendships, male-female
cidtural friends. The dynamics of
the functions they serve, then

DVSl05

University Success Seminar

Ihis seminar provides strategies that help new students learn
how to be successful in a college environment, to develop a
sense of commitment to the National-Louis University
coimntinily. and lo gain a greater self-aw-arcness of academic
and career goals. 0-2 quarter hours

i-elationships including
■

„„d their
lower division

importance will be studied, RecommeiuM^^^^^^^^^
Social Science or Himian Sei-vices coins

DVS106
Vocabulary Developmen(
Strategies for improving college-level vorabulnrv are taught
with an emphasis on learning Greek and Latin word elements,

using context clues, and acquiring dictionary skills. Students
also begin to acquire j.ivofe.ssional termiuologv for their cliosen

academic discipline. Designed for students who want to develop
their vocabulary and leant strategies for coinprehending and
using new words, 2-4 quarter hours
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DVS200

Strategies for Effective Writing

Process oriented approach emphasizing drafting and
composing, focusing on the needs of individual students.
Emphasis is placed on topic selection, and organizing ideas wdth
a secondarv focus on grammar as needed. Student awareness of
strengths and weaknesses is increased to encourage the use of
self-monitoring strategies, e.g., editing, proofreading, critical
thinking, peer editing, individual conferences. Designed for
anyone wishing to build self-confidence in writing projects
across the curriculum. Extended time option available to

DVS301

Principles and practices of prior learning and its assessment will

Por more advanced students. Emphasizes development of
language skills needed to succeed in degree program

professional experiences will be analyzed. Students will prepare

coursework. Classroom instruction is supplemented by a
Conversation session ami computer and language laboratories.

a portfolio documenting this prior learning. Prerequisites:
Previous postsecondarv education and admission to a degree
program utilizing Credit by Portfolio. 2 quarter hours
DVS490

Independent Study

students needing additional contact hours. Successful
completion leads to a grade of Pass(P) after one or more
quarters: the "X" grade is used if progress is satisfactoiw but
further writing development is recommended. Prerequisites:
DVS205B Communication Development II (for non-native

Students select academic skills topics of special interest for selfimprovement. More than one registration is permitted since

speakers), 0-2 quarter hours.

topics vary each tenn. 2-5 quarter hours (total degree credit

DVS495

Special Topic

who have demonstrated a need for further development in these
areas. Instruction is given in reading and analyzing prose,
analytical writing, and development of oral competencies
needed for academic work required while earning the
baccalaureate degree. Offered for free elective credit. Successful
completion leads to a grade of "X" which converts to Pass (P)
or No Pass (N) following Communication Development II.
4 quarter hours

DVS300A
Strategies for Effective Learning I
Tlie first in a two-term sequence of courses, which develops and
integrates the basic .skills of leading. wTiiiiig, math, and critical
thinking. Skills are developed within an academic context that
will most directly transfer to the stndenr's piograrn of study.
Provides students with a set of strategies for processing
information in content area courses. Prerequisites: Blueprints
course (INT300).2 quarter hours
DVSIIOOB

Intermediate.

Introduction to English

noncredit

Pierequisite: ESL201 or placement. 13 quarter hours

Individuals widi no prior knowledge or formal studv of English
develop academic and listening skills, acquire basic functions
and vocabulary, and receive a cultniral orientation to American

ESL203
Writing Skills Development (ESOL)
Provides intensive developmental writing instruction,

life and education prior to enrolhneiit in ESOL Level 1.

Complementing tiie sequence of ESOL courses and
competencies. Prerequisite: ESL202 or placement.
^ quarter hours

Beginning English

noncredit
Builds upon vocabulary and listening skills acquired in
Introduction to English in presenting basic high-frequency

Liberal Arts and Sciences

limited to 5 quarter hours)

ESL490

The Department of Applied Language

^cquisiiiou with faculty approval. 2-5 quarter hours

Alt

ESL495
Special Topic
Students select topics of .special interest for self-improvement in

LAAllO

die areas of English language acquisition and acculturation,

problems in two-dimensional and three-dimensional design.

^ore than one registration is permitted since topics vaiy each

Students are introduced to the basic concepts of art historv";
chronology, stylistic development, and iconography related to

Independent Study

Students develop a project related to their English language
The ESOL Program
The English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL)
courses provide an integrated-skills approach to reading,
writing, listening, and speaking. They are designed to prepare

'^crin. 2-5 quarter hours

students for success in baccalaureate degree programs.

ESLIOOA

English for Speakers of Other Languages
Level 1

Conversational Foreign Language I
(formerly CFLIOO)

|;^cvelops basic functional abilities in foreign language,

is supplemented by computer and language laboratories.
Prerequisite: placement. 13 quarter hours

^rtiphasis is on aural comprehension and oral communication
®ceds at the most elementary level. Instruction is delivered using
Innovative methodologies and activities that maximize learner
P^fticipation. Prerequisite: Not open to students enrolled in

ESLIOOB

development courses. 5 quarter hours

development of vocabulary, listening, speaking, reading, and
writing skills on a basic functional level. Classroom instruction

Writing Skills Development, or Communication

English for Speakers of Other Languages

'^ELllO

For advanced beginners. Expands basic functional proficiency
in all skills areas. Classroom instruction is supplemented by
computer and language laJ^oratories. Prerequisite: ESLIOOA or
placement. 13 quarter hours

Conversatioiia! Foreign Language II
(formerly CFLllO)

enhances tind expands skills acquired in Conversational
^reign Language I. Prerequisites: ^VPLIOO or placement. Not
to students enrolled in ESOL, Writing Skills Development,

Communication Development courses. 5 quarter hours

English for Speakers of Other Languages
Level 3

For low-intermediate students. Buihls language skills beyond
the basic functional level. Classroom in.strnclion is

^EL210

CharaeferisticB of Language in Culture

j

(formerly LIN2tO)

Ceramics

Fimdamental concepts in design and production of pottery and
ceramic sculpture; development of technical skills and
processes. Students produce ceramics by various methods of
hand-building and wheel-throwing incorporating decorative
and surface techniques. Trips to galleries and museums
included. 2-5 quarter hours
Design

Theory of design and studio work in problems fundamental to
the establishment media such as acrylic, wood, clay and
fiberglass. 5 quarter hours
LAA302

Drawing

Students study and practice fundamental drawing and
compositional concepts: basic drawing materials explored;
drawing from observation and imagination included. Indivddnal
potential emphasized. 2-5 quarter hours

^^troduction to lite study of language with focus on general

supplemented by computer and language laboratories.
Prerequisite: ESLIOOB or placement. 13 quarter hours
ESL201

LAA300

LAA301

Level 2

ESL200

Introduction to Art

Study of the structure and organizing principles of art, studio

the historical context. 2 quarter hours

'W'LlOO

Strategies for Effective Learning II

The si'.cond term of Strategics for Effective i-,eariung continues
to emphasize development of melacognitive strategies thai
faeilitates the acquisition of knowledge presented in content
area courses. Prerequisite: DVS30()A. 2 quarter hours

noncredit
Builds upon skills acquired in English for Professional Success,

AdcUlioiial Applied Language Courses

For students with little or no proficiency in English. Focuses on
DVS205B
Communication Development II
Term II of Communication Development provides students with
the skills to analyze and to surmnarize narrative and expository
selections. The emphasis is on developing active readers by
building prereading skills as well as by introducing various
strategies for text-processing. Students are encouraged to
identify main ideas and organizational patterns to prepare for
writing. Grading is Pass (P) or No Pass (N). 4 quarter hours

English for Professional Success, Advanced

structmes in botli oral and written modes.

Communication Development I

Holistic experiences incorporating academic skills, reading,
writing, listening, and speaking offered to baccalaureate
students whose primar)' language is other than English, and

English for Speakers of Other Languages
Level 5

be surveved. Students' learning obtained through persona! and

Students develop a contract with faculty for achievement of
specific academic skills goals. 2-5 quarter hours

DVS205A

ESL2()2

Perspectives on Prior Learning

characteristics of language, linguistic analysis, language and

LAA303

^^hure. linguistic and cultural diversity, language acquisition.

^kills Develoj)meji1. or Communication Development courses.

Design and production of two- and three-dimensional objects
from natural and synthetic fibers. Studio projects of various
processes and techniques including knotting, weaving,
wrapping, hooking, stitchery, applique and fiber sculpture.

^ ^/uarfer hours

2-5 quarter hours

I^^d contemporary approaches to language learning.

English for Speakers of Other Languages

'Prequisiic: Not open to students enrolled in ESOL, Writing

Level 4

For intennediate students. Expands sludenfs' abililies to use

language on an abstract conceptual level. Classroom instruction
is supplemented by computer and language laboratories.
Prereqttisite: ESL200 or placement. 13 quarter hours

Fiber Workshop

1^

1

^^glish for Professional Success, Intermediate noncrcdit

LAA304

" ®sists college-educated foreign-born professionals in
cveloping English language skills for career advancement.

Exploration of various traditional and nontrnditional materials
in two- and three-dimon.^ioual formats. Examples: drawing,
painting, fiber, clay, and otiiers. 2-5 quarter hours

Mixed Media
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LAA305

Modeling and Sculpture

Fundamental concepts of three-dimensional design and
development of technical skills and processes. Students produce
sculpture in a range of methods and materials including clay,
fiber, plaster, wood, fiberglass, and aciydic. 2-5 quarter hours
LAA306

Painting

Fundamental concepts in design and compo.sition. and
development of teclinical skills and processes. Students paint in
the studio and on location. Trips to galleries and museums
included. 2-5 quarter hours

LAA490
Art Independent Study
Students concentrating in art have the opportunity to pursue

independent study in studio, art histor^^ or art education after
completing, with excellence, a basic course in the chosen area of
study. 1-6 quarter hours

LAA495

Art Special Topic

Topics offered wdll reflect the current inleresl of students. Since
topics vary from quarter to quarter, this course may be taken
more than once. Examples of topics are Jewelry, Creative

Lettering and Graphic Design, and Art for the Exceptional
Learner. 1-6 quarter hours

LAA320

African Art

Introduction to the art of the peoples of West and Central Africa
through an anthropological examination of tlie religions, mytlis,

English

histories, and artifacts created by these peoples.
2-5 quarter hours

LAEIOO

LAA321

Sources and Development of American Art

Foreign and native influences on the development of painting,
sculpture, architecture, and the crafts of the United States.
Study of societal conditions under which art styles originate;
religious, political, economic, and cultural contexts.
Examination of all fonns of visual expression from the colonial
period to the present rime with emphasis on contributions oi
specific artists. Gallerv- and museum trips included.
2-5 quarter hours
LAA322

Nineteenth and Twentieth Century Art

Writing Laboratory

An intensive skill-building course designed for students who

show significant writing weaknesses (such as repeated
mechanical errors, use of non-standard dialect forms in formal

writing, inabilitv' to be clear, inability to organize adequately).
This course, if required, must be completed before any other

English courses are attempted; students are further advised to

LAA340A

Creative Exprc.ssion—Self-Development
Through (he Arts I

EAA340B

Creative Expression—Self-Development
Through the Arts II

Through the media of art. mu.sic. language, drama and

moveinejit. experience will be de.signerl to rlevclop the sens(cs.
imuginotion. insights, and pen^epiions f)f siiidenis. Awareness of
the creative process will he (levelo[je(l, Following (.Irentive
F^xpressioji 1. students imty elect a 5 (jiiarKM-hour (;oiirse I'roni
one of the following area.s: studio art. mu.sit^ theatre, or creative
writing in lieu of (h-eative Expression (I, This cour.se cannot
apply toward the rcfjuired English or .spe(;cli elective for the
R.A. degree. 2-5 quarter hours each

historv of ideas. Prerequisite: L.AE102. 5 quarter hours

LAE203
Survey of the English Language
^ course in ]>racrical English grammar for elementary and

LAE307

®6condary teachers, covering traditional syntactical analysis

(hicluding the diffci once between prescriptive and descriptive

grammars) and iniroducing students to the studv of English

language semantics, usage, dialects, liistorv, and die teaching of

f-'AE210

Writing in the Workplace

credit basis. 2-5 quarter hours
Fundamentals of Composition

First in a two-tenn sequence of composition courses. Expositoiy
writing with emphasis on the short essay. Practice in
and LAE101B(2 QH). Prerequisite: LAE 100, or passing the
English placement test. .5 quarter hours

Continued practice in expository writing with emphasis on the
literary critique. Development of criteria for understanding
literature as an art fonn. Introduction to structure of the major

types of literature (such as fiction, poetry, drama) and coimnon
terms used in literary criticism. Analysis and discussion of
literary technique. Prerequisite: LAEIOI. 5 quarter hours
LAE104

Report Writing

An introduction to the types of writing required in public
agencies or businesses, including the writing of reports or
proposals (which have specific guidelines), as well as
memoranda, formal and informal letters, summaries,

reconuncndaiions, and persuasive memos or t)ther arguments.
Prerequisite: LAEIOO or passing the Eiiglisii placemeni lest.
5 quarter hours

LAE308

World Literature

Academic skills assessment. Concurrent enrollment in LAM225

LAE102. 5 quarter hours
LAE309

Minority Voices in American Literature

^riting modules, including some specialized types of writing,

Study of important literary works by representatives of minority
groups, including critical essays and polemical writings.
Prerequisite: LAE102. 5 quarter hours

bourse encourages development of new approaches and

LAE310

^se of illustration for clarity and effectiveness is emphasized,

tecluiiques of writing. Style analysis and modeling help students

^^rn to write for a variety^ of audiences and develop their own
options. Prerequisite: LAE102 or equivalent. 2-5 quarter

^ours

UE302

introduction to Creative Writing

usic loclmitjues of fiction and poetiw. Indmdual instructor may
one or the other (SliideiKs can inquire ahead.) Wide

LAE102
Composition and Literature
Second in a two-term sequence of composition courses.

Prerequisite: LAEIOI. 5 quarter hours

Masterpieces of world literature from tlie earliest times to the
present in translation. Syllabus includes primarily Western—
Creek, Italian, Spanish, German, French, Russian—but some
attention also given to non-Western literature. Prerequisite:

UE301
Advanced Composition
^dvancetl insiriiciion and practice in a variety of expository

limited to 5 quarter hours.) To be taken on a Pass/No Pass

. Literature for Children

A general overview recommended for students entering the
teaclimg profession. Survey of best of the old and new in prose
and verse from the nursery level through elementary grades.
Teclmiques of presentation are discussed. Major emphasis on
content and quality of literature. (May be taken as separate
modules according to age level: LAE307A Early Cliildliood for
2 quarter hours;or LAE307B Middle School for 3 quarter hours.

interdisciplinary introduction to various vTiting tasks which
integrate data presentations and economic principles using word
processing and computer software applicable to office and
^^orkplace writing. Prerequisites: Sophomore standing and

University requires tlte skills taught in the course. (Total degree
credit for Strategies for Effective Reading, Writing Laboratory.
Communication Development, Arithmetic, and/or Basic Algebra .

organization, illustration, persuasion, research, and
documentation. May be offered in modules LAEIOIA (3 QH)

History of Far Eastern Art

-■5 quarter hours

needs of the .student or siudenis currently cm-olled. Prerequisite:

take it their first tenn, since most coursework at National-Louis

and societal context, including political events, economic trends,
and technological advances of the time. Emphasis on the
contributions of specific artists. Gallery and museum trips

LAA323

laeioi or eciuivalenl.

LAE306
Major British Writers II: 1750 to 1900
A survey of the most important British authors from 1750 to
1900. Includes such writers as Fielding, Sheridan, .Austen,
Wordsworth, and tlie Romantic poets, Dickens. Shaw. Covers
iustorical-cultural backgrounds and major developments in the

nnd LAS253. 5 quarter hours

LAElOl

Study of art and architectural styles of China. Japan and India
from the dawn of history to present day. Contributions of
Easteni Asia to art and himianity will also be explored.
2-5 quarter hours

LAE201
Intermediate Composition
A course by arrangement for students needing further work in
fundamentals of exposiiorv writing. This course adapts to tlie

^oinpositioii. Fttli'ills Illinois certification requirement. Does not
^nunt as Fiiiglish coiiceiitraiioii credit. Prerequisite: LAE102 or
^fluivalont. 5 quarter hours

Development of painting, sculpture. archite<;lure and the crafts
in Europe and the United Slates during the 19th and 20th
centuries. Students study relationships between ait of a period

included. 2-5 quarter hours

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Reading expected as a stimulus to creative expression.
I'erequisites: LAEIOI and LAE 102. 5 quarter hours

*^AE303

English Language and Linguistics

The Novel

A broad study of technicpie, structure, and rhetoric of the novel.
Individual instructor may focus on the origins and development
of the novel, concentrating on the growth of technique and
changing cultural concerns or on representative types of the
novel. Prerequisite: LAE102. 5 quarter hours
LAE311

The Short Story

Examination of the short story as a literaiy form. Students leam
the tools needed for criticism of fiction. Course can be presented

using an historical approach or it may be structured by type.
Prerequisite: LAE102. 5 quarter hours

y'Cneral sun'cy of structure and history of the English language,

LAE312

'iiHuding American English. Course introduces the study of
modern linguistics, including phonology, morphology,
generative grammar, language acquisition, and dialect study-

Examination of poetr)- as a literary form and the tools needed
for criticism. Prerequisite: LAE102. 5 semester hours

.5

quarter hours

^A.E305

Major British Writers I: Beginnings to 1750

j Survey of the most inijiortani British authors to 1750.
iieltules such tvTirers rs Chaucer, Shakespeiue. Donne, and the
'iieiapiiysieai poets, Millon. Pope. Swift. Covers historicnlI nltiiral backgrounds and major tlev elopments in (lie history of

Poetry

LAE313
Myth and Mythology
A study of examples of m\rtliology from two or more cultural

traditions, possibly including ancient and modern, western and
non-western traditions. The mythology will be studied as
literature and from tlie perspective of several major twentiethcentury theories of m\th. Prerequisites: LAE102 or equivalent.
5 quarter hours.

Prerequisite; LAE102. 5 quarter hours

•jf
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LAE316

Prose Forms and Styles

A survey of the major forms of contemporary prose writing:
novel, essay, short story, non-fiction narrative. Emphasis will be
on analysis of each author's style and voice, and of the narrative
techniques he or she emplovs to tell the story most effectively.
Works vary from quarter to quarter and may from time to time
include some non-English works in translation. Prerequisites:
LAE102 or equivalent. 5 quarter hours.

LAE405B

American Writers I: Beginning to 1900:
Selected Topics

A brief look at early Puritan literature followed by readings
from fiction writers such as Hawthorne, Melville, Irving,

Cooper, Poe, Twain, and/or from poets such as Whittier,
Longfellow, and Whitman. Emphasis on the influence of social
forces on literature and on the emergence of literary forms and
conventions. Prerequisite: LAE102.5 quarter hours
LAE406

American Writers II: 1900-1945

A survey of classic 20th-century novelists such as Wharton,
Dreiser, Lewis, Fitzgerald, Hemingway, Faulkner, and
Steinbeck. Students examine types of fiction such as realism,
naturalism, proletarianism, impressionism. Brief attention to
poets, focusing on T.S. Eliot's The Waste Land. Prerequisite:
LAE102.5 quarter hours
LAE407

American Writers III: 1945-1970

A survey of the best and most influential writers following
World War II and continuing through to the close of the
turbulent Sixties. Includes primarily fiction writers such as
Mailer, O'Hara, Salinger, Cheever, Updike, O'Connor, Baldwin,
Kesey, Heller, Roth, Bellow, Malamud, and Nabokov. Takes a
look at the stunning contrasts between the Fifties and the
Sixties, politically, socially, ethically, artistically, and
psychologically. Prerequisite: LAE102.5 quarter hours
LAE408

Contemporary American Literature: 1970 to

LAE415

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

LAE461
Writing Promotional and Advertising Copy
A course taught by professionals in the field of advertising and

Popular Literature

Study of well-known examples of popular literature (murder
mysteries, spy stories, science fiction, romance, westerns, horror
stories, etc.) with particular attention to the sociology,
psychology and politics of each type. Prerequisite: LAE102.

pronmtion. Students receive coaching and practice in writing
spots for radio and television, as well as layout and design for

5 quarter hours

build and couununicato the corporate image. Available markets
for writers will he explored. Speakers discuss working for

LAE420

print media. Puhlic relations strategics are introduced: how to

agencies and writing free-lance. Prerequisite: LAE102.
•5 quarter hours

Current Issues

A survey of current issues in composition and rhetoric research
with emphasis on their relationships to teaching college
writing courses. Such issues include social and cognitive
and/or technological influences on academic writers.
Prerequisites: LAE102, junior standing or above.

LAE465
The Rhetoric of Humor
initial discussion of the basic principles of humor, followed

5 quarter hours, 3semester hours.

f-xamincs various .styles of humor, including iconoclasm,

by an overview of specific types of humor-writing. This course
absurdism, exaggeration, "gallows humor," "Jewish humor,"

LAE425

ate. Examples of the various types arc first analyzed

Literary Criticism and Interpretation

A survey of tlie major theories and schools of literary criticism
with emphasis on twentieth-century approaches such as new
criticism, semiotics, deconstruction, reader-response theory and
including such special perspectives as psychoanalytic, Marxist
and feminist criticism. Prerequisite: LAE102 or equivalent.
5 quarter hours, 3semester hours.

rhetorically; then students attempt their own versions.

Prerequisite: LAE102.5 quarter hours

LAE490
English Independent Study
Opportunity for students in this concentration to pursue
^^'ceptahlc sttidy in an aspect of literature or writing
't'dependenily. Students are assigned to department advisors for
guidance and tutoring. 2-.5 quarter hours

LAE434
Shakespeare and Elizabethan Drama
Study of the Elizabethan stage and Elizabethan-Jacobean
drama; development of Shakespeare's dramatic art. Students
read selected comedies, tragedies and histories by Shakespeare

LAE492

^ course wliich teaches writers how to do basic secondary

and some of his contemporaries. Prerequisite: LAE102.
5 quarter hours

'"^search in a variety of areas likely to be relevant to their future
Writing, such as: psychology, physiology and medicine,

LAE450

^h'deiits are given iiands-on experience with traditional printed

education, literature and the arts, history, natural science, etc.

Fundamentals of Journalism

Introduction to various kinds of journalistic writing appropriate

bibliographies as well as computer-assisted searches and data

to newspapers, magazines and other periodicals. News-wnting,
feature-writing, and interviewing are some of the journalistic
types covered. Liability laws, guidelines pertaining to
plagiarism, copyright laws, and journalistic etliics are discussed.

banks. Instnicior reviews guidelines pertaining to plagiarism
"Pbis course is usually taught in modules of 2 quaiter hours or 1

Prerequisite: LAE102.5 quarter hours

Jfrm: LAE492U in Fall, LAE492b in Winter, LAE492c in

^nd copyright laws. Sstudents write a brief, researched paper.
^^iticster hour cacli with a different module being offered each

Pcing. Each module covers different discipline areas,

the Present

A dynamic overview of the most critically esteemed and widely
read writers of the students' own lifetime. Stressing fiction, it
includes such names as Updike, Bellow, Pynchon, Barth,

Methods of Research for Writers

LAE460
Editing and Publishing the Small Journal
A course introducing the practical skills involved in editing,

^'^sponding to student needs. Students can request current
Academic year's agenda from the Englisii Department. (This is

bot a writing-intensive course. Contrast: LAE501: Wilting from

Vonneguf, Jong, Woolf, Irving, Styron, Morrison and Walker.

managing, and publishing a small periodical—for a school, a
corporation, or any enterprise which needs to publish

Assesses the impact of the Sixties and examines literary

information for its own corporate commimity or for the public.

phenomena such as Absurdism and the "New Journalism"

Some students may get hands-on experience by working witlt
the college's own public relations office or possibly with the

b'AE495
English Special Topic
'■^Pporlunily for students and faculty to create, a course topic not

school yearbook or newspaper. Journalistic ethics, reporting
techniques, and liability laws will also be covered. Most

•'^Olllttnn nnf] Rpvnliifinn ^ J"itiirlpntc mfi\7 r/>fiictf»r fnr innr/i (-linn

against the still on-going tradition of realism. Prerequisite:
LAE102..5 quarter hours
LAE410

Modem British Fiction: 1900-1950

A survey of major 20th-century British novelists such as James,
Lawrence, Joyce, Forster, Woolf, Greene, Orwell, Huxley and
Amis. Focuses on the growtli,and development of technique and

Philosophy/and Religion
LAHllO

Introduction to Philosophy

Topics of study include; the tiaiure of philosophy and
philosopliizing as a human function, how himiaiis form questions
and answers concerning the nature of existence, knowledge and

values, how vocational philosophers (past and present) offer
stimulus and resources for this function. 5 quarter hours
LAH120
Logic and Effective Tliinking
Students are trained to recognize, analyze, and use informal,
deductive, and inductive patterns of reasoning. Practical
relevance and scientific methodologv sltape the orientation.
5 quarter hours

Values and Ethical Decision Making
Students examine the development of values on a social and

LAH300

personal level and how these values relate to decision making.
Key concepts include understanding the origins of one's ot\Ti
value system, cultural trends that reflect changing values,
reriewing decision-making process. 3 quarter hours
LAH305

Philosophy of Values and Ethics

Examination of process and criteria for forming and testing
values. Study of value experience in cultural and individual
contexts; contexts include tradition, scientific inquiry,

emotional, and practical concents. Values are related to ethical

obligations. 5 quarter hours
LAH310
Philosophy of Religion
Study of the nature of religious faitli, belief, and language in
relation to general methods of atiaitiing meaning and
knowledge. The relation of religious commitment to ethical
obligations, general cultural values, and life's tragic elements.
5 quarter hours
LAH315

Religions of the World

Survey of the major world religions; empirical study of beliefs,
ritual, and ethical commitments witiiin respective cultural

contexts. Development of critical principles to stnicture study.
5 quarter hours

"f-ading)

the regular schedule. (A recent example: The Sixties:
"Volution and Revolution.) Students may register for more than
Special Topic in the course of their degree program.

importantly, course introduces students to various types of
"desktop publishing" software - both Apple and IBM'

^"•5 quarter hours

compatible. More traditional methods of working \\ath printers
are also explained. Prerequisite: LAE102.5 quarter hours

'^£499

English Seminar

^ course designed by faculty and students, from titne to time, in
^'bieh students assume a major responsibility for course

on the ethical, psychological, and political concerns of the
period. Prerequisite: LAE102.5 quarter hours

|baterials and content, in eonventional seminar fashion, with the

j^^structor acting primarily us advisor and evaluator.
''''ic(|uisite: consent of instnictor. 3-5 quarter hours

i Ul

LAH 307
Philosophy of Love
Inquiiy into the nature and practice of love. Classical/modern
sources are related to cross-disciplinary research and literature.
The course investigates tlie organic roles of the cognitive,
affective and behavioral functions of persons in love experience
and practice. An exploration of realistic strategies for
channeling the energies of love into decreasing "human
desfructiveness" and activating humaneness in all human
transactions. Prerequisites: LAE101 Fundamentals of
Composition or consent of instructor. 5 quarter hours
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LAH320

Philosophy of Death and Dying

An inquin' into the following themes pertaining to death and

dving: (aj historical and contemporary interpretations: (b)
emotional and social patterns tliat compose human treatments
of death and dving: (c) the development of a personal

philosophy that relates death and the arts of living: (d) the
relations between pertinent professionals and dying and/or
bereaved clients. 5 quarter hours

LA.M108

Overview of Computers

LA.\1213

.Miilli Content for IClementary Teacliers

Introduction of the coucepl.s of computers, information

Ihis conrse is designed s[)ecirirallv to meet the needs of

processing, progranmiing, and the impact of computers on
society. An overview ol coinmoii computer hardware is
provided, as well as the history of event.s leading to the
development of the computer iiidustry. Details ol data

pi'ospc('ti\c cIcnH-niars' and junior high school teachers. It
f'xainincs i lic iinderhing conceijtua! framework of the

Plenieiitary niailMMiiaiics lopir.s of geometry, measurement,

representation and internal op(M'alif)ii of computers included.

raiioual am! real mmiher operalion.s. |)erceni. prnbahilitv. and
statistics. Stmli'iits will use esiiniation. modids, ami graphs, and

Hands-on laboraloiT activities. Not for math credit.

'ippiy matheniatical reasoning in a \uriely of problem-solving
suiiiuions.

2 quarter hours

LAH490

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Philosophy Independent Study
LAMllO

College Matliemallcs/Appiication of

LAH49o

This course provides the basic prPi)aration for more specialized

L.A.Ml 10 iiiid LAM 1 12. .5 quarter hours

Matiiematieal Ideas

Topics include graphical ami imineric solutions ol prol)lems.
number systems, first and second degree PC|uations. inequalities

hAjM214
Mathematies for Management Science
'Ml iiuiiiduction to inaiheniaiical topics with ap|)licaiions to
business, ecoiioinics. ami liic social .sciences. Topics will include
linear ami minliiiear funclioiis. systems of e(]uations and

in two variables, systems of equjitions, measurement, geometry,

"ie<|ualities. linear progriiniining. and an introduction to

Mathematics

and problem solving. This course does not apply toward the
math concentrations. Prerequisite: Placement or LAMIOOA ic B.

Probabiliry tuid stittislics. Ctilculator and computer software will
intpgriited throughoiii tiie problem-solving course. This

LAMIOOA

5 quarter hours

course applies toward a matheinaties concentration.

Philosophy Special Topics

A philosophy offering of special interest to be studied in depth.
Mav be registered for more than once, since the topic varies
each term. 2-5 quarter hours

Arithmetic

This course presents a review of arithmetic operations and basic
mathematical principles. Topics covered include estimation,
operations with fractions and decimals, number systems,
percent, ratio and proportion, and an introduction to algebra.
Calcidator use is encouraged throughout. Applicable as free
elective credit but not toward retpiirements in General Studies
or a concentration. (Total degree credit for Strategies for
Effective Reading, Writing Laboratory, Communication
Development. Arithmetic, and/or Basic Algebra limited to 5
quarter hours. To be taken on a Pass/No Pass basis.)
5 quarter hours

courses ii] mathematics as dctorniiiied by the siudenls major.

"I'ereqiiisite: L.\.\l 110 or jilaceineiil. .5 quarter hours

LAMlll

Logarithm/Tiigonomeliy Unil for Alliet!
Hcahh Students

integer arithmetic, integer exponents, polynomial arithmetic,

first and second degree equations in one variable, literal
equations, and an introduction to radicals. Calculator use is

encouraged throughout. Applicable as a free elective tTedit but
not toward refjuirements in General Studies or a concentration.
('I'otal degree credit for StrtUegies for Effective Reading. Writing
Laboratory, (k)mrnunicalion Development. Arithmetic. aiKl/or
Basic Algebra limited to 5 qitarter hours. To be taken on a
Pa.ss/No Pa.ss basis.) Prerequisite: Placement or LAMIOOA,
5 quarter hours
LAM107
Utilization of Microcomputers
An enirv-levei survey r-oiirse f>roviding students with a strong
base of knowledge about the broari aspect.s of microcompuier
utilization. Acqiiisilioti of rudjinetilary knf>wledge oi' data bases,

spreflfl sheets, word processifig. and softwttre selection ihiough
exierisivr' demfuistniiion and hands-on experience. Not u.sed for
nmih credit, 2 quarter hours

Statisti<'a1 Methods

LAM303
Computer Programming I
This is a programming course within a mathematical context.
Mathematical functions and graphs are employed within
subroutines using proper program design. The techniques of
struciureci programming are develo[»ed with problems taken

from number theory, proitabilitv. statistics, and geometry. A
final project will be required. Prerequisite: L.AMllO.
5 quarter hours

LAM305
Computer Programming II
This course is a continuation of Computer Programming I
(LAM303). It emphasizes data structures such as files, sets
poiiilers. lists, stacks, queues, trees, and graphs, and explores
text processing, recur.sion, searching, and sorting. The course

Examination of the application of siatisticnl description and
Utferem-e in biisitiess. psychology. <ind science. Topics include:

problems. This course applies toward the mathematics

iriangie tiigonomenw, and their applications. Retpiired of Allied

^'"equency di.striiiiuioiis. gra|)iiiiig leehnicpies, ineasiiro.s of

Health students who lake LAMllO College Mathematics to

^'^ntrnl teudetic\' tind dispersion, normal rlistrihntion.

coTicentration. Prorcfpiisite: I..\M303 or equivalent.
5 quarter hours.

fulfill their matlieinaiics requirement. To be taken on a pass/no
credit basis. This course may be applied as a free elective, but
not toward a matliemaiics major or minor concentration.
Prerequisite: LA.Ml 10 or concurrent enrollment.

investigates the design and implementation of large scale

Correlations, regres.simi, prohaliility and sampling methods.

Eyporhesis testing ami flecision making, t-tests and analysis of
Variance. Titis course doe.s not apply towaril the math
Concentrations. Prerequisite: L.\M110 or placement.
quarter hours

Basic Algebra

This course covers introductory algebra for students with no
algebra background or for those who need a review of basic
algebraic principle.s. Topics covered include number systems,

applie.s toward a mathematics concentration. Prerequisites;
LAMIU) and L.V.M112 required: LAM2L3 and LAM220
recommended.5 quarter hours

This module surveys exponential and logarithmic,functions and
their graphs, computations involving logarithiiis and right

1 quarter hour
LAMIOOB

*-AiM216

strategies, problem solving in subject areas, aud problem
creation, li is iiueruled primarily as a content course for
pros|)eciive elementary or middle school teachers. This course

\\eekiv lab coin|)oneni is retpiired. This course

fippiies toward a matlieniailc.s coiieenlration. Prerequisites:

2-5 quarter hours

improving problem-solving skills. Specifically, the course
empliasize.s (liree aspects of problem solving; problem-solving

LAM307
Investigatory Geometry and Measurement
Invesiigaies geometry and measurement and relates these to
nature, art. and matiiematieal thought. Materials and problem-

solving techniques included. Inductive approach provides
students wdth another point of view^ as well as additional
knowdedge and skills. Prerequisite: LAM112.5 quarter hours

LAM112
Concepts of Matliemaiics
This basic mathematics course examines the underlying

EAM220
College .Algebra
'Elie fundamental eom-epfs of college algelira Including absolute

conceptual framework of the topics of sets, numeration, wiiole
number operations, geometrv- jirobability. and stati-stics.

^'aliie. faeioiiiig and roots, operations with rational exponents,

LAM308

and grapiiing are examined. Topics developed inclntle svstems

Students will use estimation, models and graphs, and apply
mathematical reasoning in a variety of problem-solving
situations. A weekly lab component is required. This course

theory of polynomials, trigonometric fimclions, ami exponential

A series of mini-learning experiences drawn from real life
problems that develop piobabiliiy and statistical concepts and
processes. These include organizing, presenting, and

applies toward a mathematics concentration. Prerequisite:
LAM110 or {>laceineiil. .5 quarter hours
LAM130

Mathematical Thinking in an
Information Age

riii.s course dpvelo|)s conceptual imdersranding and proiilem
solving, de<ision making, and analytical skills <lealiiig witii
quantities and their magnitudes and interrelalionsliips using
calculators and compiuers as tools. This conrse applies toward
the inuih coinentralioii. Prerequisite: Pla<eTnenl or eotrsenl ol
depart rnent. .5 quarter hoars.

cl e(|unlions ami iiUMpialitie.s. niairic«>s and determinants, the
^0(1 logarithinie I'unctions. Applies toward the math
Coneenlration. Prereijuisite: LAMl 10 or jilacement.
quarter hours

'-AM225
Qantilative Methods in the Workplace
Esiiig the context of economics, the course emphasizes the
C'^uiinmiicaiioii and iuterpreralion of marhematicul ideas.
'Uiprpreiing and constriieting gra[)hs and charts, and estiniation
and predir-tinii. These concepts are explonul with tiie assistance
a coni|)nlei-l)ased word processor. s[)readsheei. and database.

"Ellis course is <lesigned for field-i>ased progriuns. Prcre<piisite:
^uphiniiore standing and a<-adoniic skills assessment.
quarter hours.

E.A.M301

Mathematics Content F^or Teaehers:
Problem Solving

^his course provides the stmleiiis with iionroiiline problem'^"Iving experiences in a variety of siiiiaiions for ilie piirpo.se of

Exploratory Probability and Statistics

interpreting data; using probability models and statistical
procedures; and developing statistical models. Prerequisite:
LAM112.5 quarter hours
LAM309

Theory of Numbers

involves students in discovering, tleveloping. evolving ideas of
elemcntarv numlier iheorv. Topics include matheniatical
induction, divisiliility. primes, congruences, and conditional
{'ongrneni-es. Prerctphsite: LA.VI220. .5 quarter hours
l,AM310

PreeaU'uluB

Acijuainls students with the topics necessurv in the st.iidv of
calcuhis. inclmlittg retil numbers, functions, graphs, lines, conii'

sections, parametric o<iuaiions. polar coonlinaies. ami analytic
geoinciry of three dimeiisions. Trigonometric functions, as well
as applicatio/is is tite solution of prohlents are also studied.

Preretiuisile: L/MM22(). quarter hours
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LAM311

Calculus I

COLLEGE OF ARTS iVND SCIENCES

concepts. This course applies toward the mathematics

Introducton- concepts of calculus presented: limits, continuity,

concentration. Prerp(|uisLte: LA.M220 oj- consent of department.

derivatives, techniques of differentiation, applications of

5 quarter hours.

Theorem and Mean Value Theorem, antiderivatives, and

LAM350

Through a development of the real number system and its

LAM312

Calculus II

Continued applications of the Fundamental Theorem of
Calculus: arc length, surface area, centroids, fluid pressure, and
work. Other topics include integration formulae, sequences and

.Modern Algebra

subsystems, the structural ideas that underlie arithmetic and
algebra are e.xamined. When appropriate, calculators are used
to illustrate and apph" liic properties of real nuinber.s. Roles of
sNunbolic logic, proof, and functions are explored. Prerequisite:
L.AM311. 5 quarter hours

Riemann sums, transcendental functions, hyperbolic functions,

LAM403

and indeterminate forms. Prerequisite LAM311.
5 quarter hours

The tlieorv of flescriptive statistics, probability, and sliitislical

LAM315

History of.Vlatliemaiics: A Problem Solving
Approach

A study of the historical development of mathematics
and certain mathematical concepts from early times to the
present with considerations of the problems that
mathematicians have faced. The mathematical emphasis ^"ill be
on famous theorems from each era. Biographies of

mathematicians and historical analyses ol each period ^dll be
included. This course applies toward the mathematics

concentration. Prerequisite: At least one 200-level mathematics
course or equivalent. .5 quarter hours.
LAM320

Discrete Mathematics

This course provides an introduction to the topics and
techniques of discrete methods, combinatorial reasoning, and
finite algebraic structures. Set theory- logic, and functions
provide the unifying themes as finite systems are studied. The
nature and importance of the algoritlnnic approach to problem
solving i.s stressed. This course applie.s toward lite inalliematics
concentration. Preretjuisiie: Ai least one 20()-level mathematics
course or consent of deparlment. 5 quarter hours.
LAM325

Linear Programming

This course deals with the |)roblcm of minimizing or

maximizing a linear liinrlioii in the [tresenee ol linear
inetjualities. Linear ju'ogramtniiig is used by decision jnakers to

Malhematical Probability and Statistics

inference is developed from a matliematieal staiidpoini. Fopies
covered include: measures of central tendency and dispersion:

LAN200

Anatomy and Physiology I

LAN301

Embryology

Study of the growth and differentiation by organisms during
development from a zygote to maturit)' just prior to hatching or
birth. Laborator)'. Prerequisite: LANllO.5 quarter hours

The histology of tissues and skin and the gross auatomy and

LAM405

L'AN205
Anatomy and Physiology II
The gross anatomy and physiology of the circulatory,

.5 quarter hours

•"Espiratory, digestive, immune, excretory, and reproductive
Systems. Laboratory. Prerequisite: LANllO or consent of
^iistructor. 5 quarter hours

LAN303

physiology of the skeletal, muscular, nervous, sensory and
Endocrine systems. Prerequisite: LANllO or consent of
instructor. 5 quarter hours

Geometry

Major concepts of Euclidean geometry and .selected nonEuclidean geometries are examined. Fheorems of the realms,
incidence, congruence, and distance are proved using a variety
of methods. Various interpretations of geometry througli
numbers, vectors, and transformation.s of the plane are

explored. Prerequisite: LA.M311 required: LAM307
recommended. 5 quarter hours

LAM410

Linear Algebra

|
)

'-'AN250
Inorganic Chemistry I
^ comprehensive introduction to inorganic chemistry.
^Easiircment techjtiques: theoretical aspects of atomic
structure, periodicity of elements, compounds and
®toichiometry. Behavior of gases atid concentrations of solutions.

and teclmiques of linear algebra. The emphasis is on intuitive |
development and application of com|)utnlional tools. Matrices j

Laboratoiy.(To be followed bv LAN251).5 quarter hours

and systems of equations are used as vehicles lor the !

TAN251
Inorganic Chemistry II
Continuation of basic inorganic chemisti*y. Prol)lem solving and
^iJrther study of selected topics and theories in inorganic
"chemistry including: behavior of liquids, ionization, oxidation,

introdnction. a|>pli('ation, and imerpretaiion of vector spaces.

)

sub.spaces. independence, and tliinension. This cotirse applic-s

j

to^\'aI•d the uiathematic.s concentration. Prerequisite: LAM312
or consent of department. .5 quarter hours.

1

''^dioactivity, and chemical equilibrium and kinetics.

Caboratoiy. Prerequisite: LAN250.5 quarter hours

.solve multi-variable. mulii-gr)al problems commonly found in

accouiiling. finance, nianagement. niarkeling. industry,
goveiTiment. military, ami urban planning. Fopies inclmle the
.study of linear ineepialities. linear programitiijig problems, and
solving problems by the sittiplex meilnxl. This eonrse applies

Students conduci in-deplli examinations of a topic in

toward the inathematles eonceritration. Prerefjiiisiie: L/\M214
or LAM220 or consent r)f department. 5 <iuarter liour.^.

LAM495

I,AM330 Matrix Algebra ^
Tlii.s course pre.senis the m6sl basic law.s of matrix algebra.
Methods for obtaining a complete solution of any given sy.stetn

more than c)nce. Prerequisites: Varie.s xxilh the topic, at least
LA.M110. consent of inslriielor. 2-.5 quarter hours

of linear eqiiation.s. Iioinogetnutus or notiiiomogeneotis. are

LAM499

Iritrodiieed. This im-thod allow.s extensive use of concrele

placement exam.5 quarter hours

discrete and continuous probability distributions: sampling:
confideme ijitervals; iiypolhcsis testing; Type I and 1 vpc II
errors; and. analysis of variance. Prerequisite: LAM311
required: LAM308 recommended.5 quarter hours

LAM490

examples and exercises to faeililtiie the learning of jib.slract

Emphasized. Laboratory. Prerequisite: Appropriate score on

regression and correlations; combinatorics: compound,
independent, and mutually exclusive events: random variables;

This course i.s designed to iniroducc some of the basic couce|)1s

Matlieniatlcs Independent Study

mathematics culminating in an iiilerpretive report.

Prerecjui.sites: L.AM22(). consent of insinu'tor. 2-5 quarter hours
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LANIIO
General Biolog}'
This course in the basic principles of biolog)- is a prercquisiie for' for basic constituents. Other consumer products such as
nonprescription drugs, cosmetics and te.xtiles investigated.
niost other biology courses. It covers the basic chemisiiT and
5
quarter hours
organizaiion of cells. photos\iitliesis and respiration, transport,
cell division, introduction lo mendclian and molecular genetics,
LAN300
Eeolog)'and Coiisen-ation
evolution, basic plant biology, and the physiolog)' of human
Basic
principles
of ecology at tlie physiological, population,
t'eproduction. Laborator)'. 5 quarter hours
conmiunity, and ecosystem levels: application to problems in
conservation and environmental pollution. Field trips will be
LANISO
Survey of Physical Science
taken when possible. An independent research project is required
This course follows the concept of conservation through basic
for 5 quarter-hours credit. Laboratory. Prerequisite: LANllO.
^nits in physics, chemistry, astronomy, meteorology and
3
or 5 quarter hours
geology. Techniques of measurements and problem solving

derivatives to related rates and extreme problems, Rolle s

Fundamental Theorem of Calculus. Prerequisite: LAM310.
5 quarter hours

LAN260
Consumer Chemistry
Basic concepts of chemistrv developed while investigating
various coiisumer products. Food and food additives analyzed

Science

CAN255
Basic Photography
history of photography. Use of camera in making quality
'^Egatives, film processing, special techniques in print
Pi'ocessing. Laboratory. 2 quarter hours

LAN302

Zoology

Tlie basic characteristics and phylogenetic relationships of the
major animal phyla. Emphasis is placed on evolutdonar)' trends
throughout the kingdom. Laboratory. Prerequisite: LANllO.
Botany

Basic principle of plant biology including evolution, taxonomy,
morphology, physiology, and ecology. Laboratory. Field trip if
possible. Prerequisite: LANllO.5 quarter hours
LAN304

Human Physiology

The functions of the organs and systems of tlie human body.
Students study skin, nervous system, muscle, sensory

physiology, the circulatory system, respiration, digestion and
the endocrine, immune, excretory, and reproductive systems.
Laborator)'. Prerequisite: LANllO.5 quarter hours
LAN305

Animal Behavior

The biology of the behavior of animals, including evolution,
mating systems, learning, behavior genetics, coinmimication
and social behavior. Students desiring 5 hours credit will

formulate a pertinent question and collect data aimed
at answering that question. The results of the investigation
will be written in the format of a scientific publication

and presented formally to the class. Prerequisite: LANllO.
3 or 5 quarter hours

Mathematics vSpeeial Topics

A particiiiai' aspect of niiillu'maiics is selected to be studied in
depth. Since the topic varies each term, the eonrse may be taken

h'AN256
Science of Simple Machines
hli.storicttl review of simple machines. Definitive discussions of
^'heel and axle (windlass), wedge lever, pulley, inclined plane.
^Erew, and gear. Detenninaiions of mechanical advantages and

'^fticiencies. Laboratory. 2 quarter hours
.Mathematics Seminar

1-iibrary rc.sciirclt and discussion is conducted <ui a .selected
problem area. Prerequisites: LAM22(). consent ol the in.strnctor.
2-5 quarter hoars

I.AN350

Physical Geology
Course divided into units on minerals, igneous rock formation,

weathering, soil, and the formation of sedimentary rocks. Odier
units include mass movements of the earth's surface, and

formation of metamorphic rocks. Emphasis placed on the

process of idifntif^ing minerals and rocks. Prerequisite: LANISO
or consent of instructor. 5 quarter hours
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LAN351

General Physics

An introduction to the application of basic physics principles to
mechanics, dynamics, behavior of gases, sound, electromagnetic

radiation, heat, electricity, magnetism, and nuclear physics.

such as means, standard deviations, and graphs. They analyze

data using a variety of hypothesis tests such as binomial
distributions, Chi square, and analysis of variance, and learn to
choose the appropriate test for a given application. Calculations

Prerequisite: LAN150 or consent of instructor. 5 quarter hours

are performed by hand and by the use of a standard statistical
package (SPSS/PC+). Prerequisites: LANllO and LAMllO.

LAN352
Physical Science II
In-depth investigation of mechanics and dynamics wave

5 quarter hours

phenomena. Mechanics units deal with linear motion of objects.
Light, sound, and atomic particles investigated in relation to
their wave properties. Laboratory. Prerequisite: LAN150.

LAN407

5 quarter hours
LAN354

Astronomy

Introduction to Mycology

Lecture topics in this course include: classification, morpholog)',
nutrition, reproduction, major subdivisions of fungi, cultural
characteristics, chemotherapy, and epidemiology. In addition,

systemic and superficial mycotic infections are extensively
covered. Laboratory. Prerequisite: LANllO.5 quarter hours

Students apply geometry and scaling techniques to establish
distances and sizes of objects in space. They build models; work

LAN408

with forces and motions; and study light, temperature, and
composition. Emphasis on the manner in which astronomers

macro-microscopic anatomy or protozoal and helminthic

Introduction to Parasitology

A detailed study of the taxonomy, immunology, physiology, and

operate. Laboratory. Prerequisite: LAN150.5 quarter hours

parasites that infect man. Lectures will include: teclmiques of
specimen collection, staining procedures, and the recognition of

LAN356

each parasite microscopically. Additionally, an extensive study
of the epidemiology and parasite life cycles wilL be undertaken.

Basic Electricity and Electronics

Students investigate liistorical aspects of the development of the
laws of magnetism, electricity, and electronics. Students study
electrical components and their function and construct workable
electrical apparatus as projects. Laboratory. Prerequisite:
LAN150.5 quarter hours
LAN358

Organic Chemistry I

Principles of carbon bonding, the naming of compounds,
structure of compounds, the preparation of compounds and
their respective reactions. Prerequisites: LAN250 and LAN251.

Laboratory'. Prerequisite: LANllO.5 quarter hours
LAN409

Genetics

The basic principles of classical mendelian and molecular
genetics will be discussed. Topics such as chromosome

mapping, Chi square analysis of data, chromosomal
aberrations, DNA replication, protein synthesis, genetic

engineering, and gene repair systems will be investigated in

7quarter hours

detail. This course has a strong emphasis on problem solving.
Laboratory. Prerequisite: LANllO.5 quarter hours

LAN360

LAN410

Biochemistry I

Detailed study of structure, properties, regulation, and
metabolism of proteins, carbohydrates, lipids, and nucleic acids.
Introduction to chemistry and function of hormones and water
and mineral metabolism. Discussion of the properties of

Fundamentals of Immunology

An introductory course presenting the basic concepts of the
human immune response. Topics include: antigen specificity
and immunogenicity; iinmunoglobulin structure and synthesis;

enzymes and bioenergetics including oxidative phosphorylation

the reticulolyinphatic tissues, specific lymphoid cell
subpopulations and their roles in generation of the regulation of

and photosynthesis. Prerequisite: Li^358.5 quarter hours

cell-mediated and humoral immune responses, tissue rejection,

autoimmune and hyperseiisitivity disease; host immune
LAN361

Biochemistry 11

See Biochemistry 1 course description. 5 quarter hours
LAN364
Quantitative Analysis
In this course, students arc introduced to various techniques for
determining ihe amounts of chemical elements present in
flolutiori.s. Volumetric, gravimetric, and instrtirnental analysis
techniques are covered iig lecture, then applied to laboratory
situations. Prerequisites: LAN250, LAN251, or consent of
instmctor. .5 quarter hours
LAN366

Biostatistics

LAN490B
Independent Study, General Biology
LAN490E
Independent Study, Earth Science
LAN490P
Independent Study, Physical Science
A student, with the assistance of the instructor, selects an
experimental in-depth problem for research and report.

Prerequisites; LANllO,LAN150. 2-5 quarter hours
LAN491

Field Study of Ecological Communities

LAP202

Psychology of Middle Childhood and
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Adolescence

Developmental tasks of children and adolescents \\ith emphasis
on socialization, learning, and cognition during middle childhood
and adolescent years. Analysis, evaluation, and implications of
relevant cognitive, social, and self tlieories and research. Case
studies and observations of children from age six through
adolescence. (Developmental Psycliologv') 5 quarter hours

Comparative studies are conducted at a marsh, swamp, bog,
dune, prairie, forest, river, lake, canyon, and quarry. Trips are

LAP203

also taken to an arboretum, conservatory, sewage disposal
center, and purification plant. Laboratory. Prerequisite:
LANIIO.5 quarter hours

Examination of the biological, physical, cognitive, emotional,
and social personalitx' development of humans from the prenatal
period through old age. Theories of human development and

Llfe-Span Development

relevant research examined. Skills in observation and case study

LAN495B
General Biology Special Topic
bAN495E
Earth Science Special Topic
LAN495P
Physical Science Special Topic
A student selects a science offering of special interest. More than

included.(Developmental Psycholog)') 5 quarter hours

One registration is permitted since topics vary each term.
Prerequisites; LANllO, LAN150. 2-5 quarter hours

Study of adult development processes. Key concepts include
traditional learning, experimental learning and learning style
theories, adult development stage theories, and personal and
professional assessment learning. Prerequisite: department or
program consent. (Developmental Psychology') 5 quarter hours

LAN499B

General Biology Seminar

LAN499E

Earth Science Seminar

LAN499P
Physical Science Seminar
Students engage in library research, discussions with peers and

LAP300

Adult Development and Learning
Assessment

LAP304

Psychology of Language

instructor, and field work. Prerequisites: LANllO and LAN150.

Aspects of communication in sociocultural, cognitive and affective

5-5 quarter hours

contexts; structure and function of language; how language

Psychology

shapes the way we look at life; development and learning in
language acquisition and use; different points of x'iew. Laboratory
experiences included. Prerequisite: one previous psychology

LAPIOO
General Psychology
Overview of fields of psychology including biological, social,
developmental, and adjustive aspects of behavior. Personality,
perception, motivation, emotions, and social behavior are
dicluded with laboratory experiences in selected areas. Primarily
liberal arts students, but open to all students. (General

coiuse. (Social Psychology)5 quarter hours
LAP305

Memory and Cognition

Basic concepts in cognitive psychology, including classical and
instrumental conditioning, reinforcement, generalization and
discrimination of learning, memory models, memory

Psychology) 5 quarter hours

organization and recall strategies, concept formation, problem
solving, and biological limits on learning. Topics will be

LAP200

Psychology of Development in the

examined from botli a traditional and an infonnation-processing

Infant/Toddler Years

perspective. Prerequisite: one previous psychology course or
consent of instructor (Cognitive Psychology) 5 quarter hours

Theory and research related to the first three years of life.

responses to microbial parasites. Prerequisites: LANllO and

Observations of infants and toddlers related to developmental

LAN411 or consent of instioictor. 5 quarter hours

Expectancies. Care giving related to understanding of infant

LAP306

•^eeds and individual differences in family, hospital, and day

Introduction to various viewpoints on the nature and

Eare settings. Developmental assessments and studies of
^P^viations in nurturing physical, social, emotional, and
Eogiiitive development of infants and toddlers. (Developmental
Psychology; Community Psychology)5 quarter hours

development of personality. Theories of various schools of
psychology: Freudian and neo-Freudian, behaviorist,

LAN411

Microbiology

An introduction to the biology of bacteria and viruses.

Emphasis is on physiology, control and diversity of
microorganisms. Standard laboratory procedures for
microbiology are practiced. Laboratory. Prerequisites: LANllO
and consent of instructor. 5 quarter hours
LAN412

This course is an imroduction to descriptive and inferential
statistics, with an emphasis upon biological applications.
Students ieani lo calculate and use basic descriptive .statistics

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Medical Microbiology

An mtroduction to the etiology, epidemiology, and immunology
of microbes and their relationship to infectious disease.

Lal-ioratory. Prerequisite: LAN411.5 quarter hours

L'AP201
Psychology of Early Childhood
Study of biological, social, and cognitive development during
first six vears of life. Implications of research and theories
understanding children and facilitating child development in

® multicultural society. Understanding of normal developmental
hisks and recognition of dexdations from normal development
functioning. Observations of infants and children from

^irih to age seven related to developmental theories.
(Developmental Psychology)5 quarter hours

Theories of Personality

existentialist, biological, and social psychology. Personality
testing, personality change. Prerequisite; one previous psychology
coiu-se. (Personality/Clinical Psychology') 5 quarter hours
LAP307

Abnormal Psychology

Study of the problems and Theories of beltavior pathology,
multiple fetors of causation, and choracteristios of disorders as
described in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual If. Aspects
of prevention and types of intcr\'ention and psycliotherapies in
vai-ious settings included. Prerequisite: one previous psychology
course. (Personality/Clinical Psychology) 5 quarter hours

